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11:11P a

decoded digital input
- Dolby Pro Logic

concert hall
nightclub

5 -channel stereo
2 -channel stereo

Someday movie theaters will sound this good. Maybe.
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The new GSA -700
Surround Sound

Processor/Amplifier.

 Two '.0 -watt sigh current rear channel amplifiers.
 Adaptable to Dolly® Digital with outboard processor.
 2 aud o and "_ viiko inputs.

1 aud o and yak° output.
 Full remote cantrol access with on -screen display.

The sound of choppers flying overhead. Laser beams shooting

over you. No, it's not the matinee at the Cineplex. It's just another

night at home with Adcom and your favorite movie. At Adcom's

level of critically acclaimed perftirmance, home theater components

don't just produce surround sound. They reproduce the life -like

sounds of a real movie theater (maybe better). And since it's an

Adcom, the power and clarity will make you think you're in the mid-

dle of the action without leaving your chair. With an attention to

detaii that only Adcom can deliver.

The GSA -700 easily converts your two -channel stereo into a

five -channel audio/video home theater surround sound system.

And with features like Dolby ProLogic® processing (which can be

upgraded to Dolby®Digital) and complete audio and video source

switching, you've got movie theater quality sound. Or build an all-

Adcom system from the ground up starting with a GSA -700 and one

of our legendary Adcom stereo power amplifiers and experience

the ultimate in separate components.

So sit hack and forget your worries. Because no matter how

had your day was, we can help you get to a place that offers the

total escape you need The movies. And what's playing isn't quite

as important as where it's playing.

In the comfort of your own home. OM
Designed for your ears.

And what's between them.
II Elkins Road  East I  t .ti A.

732-39X1113(  Fax -32-390-565 w.ailcom cum



150 watts per channel

Dolby Digital Decoding

Dual -Room) Dual Source Operation

5 Video Inputs/S-Video Connection

K-STAT Discrete Audio Amplifier

Radio Data System

Graphical On -Screen Interface

Cool glowy buttons

1997 Kenwood U.S A



GREAT.
WE DESIGN ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST

SOPHISTICATED RECEIVERS AND
THE REMOTE GETS ALL THE ATTENTION.

Four years creating a perfect receiver, and for
wha7? Introducing the FutureSet remote. It comes
with all of Kenwood's top AV receivers and, as hard
as it is for us to admit, it is pretty remarkable. Besides

having its famous red buttons, FutureSet can actually

download operating codes for new components, like

a new CD player or a DVD player, directly from a
touch tone phone, eliminating the possibility of it
becoming obsolete. So go ahead and buy our receivers

for the remote. We just don't want to hear about it.
For more information, visit the Kenwood website
at www.kenwoodusa.com or call I-800-KENWOOD.

KENWOOD
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The horse, the automobile. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable MiniDisc. Record music on your home deck and play it
back anywhere. Just like tape. Digital sound and instant access to any song. Just
like a CD. Record or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs. All on one 2.5 -inch
MiniDisc. Then take it anywhere you go, and play it back on your car deck or
portable player. Now that's progress.

- - -
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Cover. Pioneer's VSX-D606S,
Denon's AVR-3200, and Yamaha's
RX-V2092 represent different price
points in Dolby Digital receivers.
See page 64 for details of what they
have to offer and how they performed

in the lab and a home theater.

Photograph by Chris Gould
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Join us at our site on America
Online and link up with thousands
of other people who are interested
in the same good stuff you read
about in STEREO REVIEW. Browse

our message boards and put in

your 2g worth ... or ask for
opinions about equipment or a
special CD. Search our archives
and find a test report from last year.

Somebody swiped the August
issue before you could get
to it? You can find lots of the
information you missed
on STEREO REVIEW ONLINE.
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a modem, and America Online
software. To sign up, call
America Online at 1-800-603-8181
for a free startup kit. Our h
keyword is
STEREO REVIEW. :WA
See you in cyberspace!
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BY BOB ANKOSKO & WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

MORE DVD MOVIES
Universal Studios Home
Video will join the DVD party
in November with the release
of its first four titles - The
Shadow, The Land Before
Time, Beethoven, and The
Paper. That leaves Disney/
Buena Vista, Fox, and Para-
mount as the last of the major
Hollywood holdouts. Jurassic
Park and five more Universal
DVD titles are slated for later
release, all at $24.98.

Meanwhile, Warner Home
Video is expanding its DVD
offerings and expects to have
more than 200 DVD titles by
Christmas. It is also making
all of the titles it distributes
- those from Warner Bros. as
well as MGM/UA, New Line,
and HBO - available to
stores nationwide. Until late
August, Warner distributed
DVDs only in seven major
markets. Forthcoming
Warner Bros. DVD movies
include Batman & Robin and
Conspiracy Theory. Columbia
TriStar Home Video has
added another dozen or so
titles to its 1997 DVD release
schedule, including The Fifth
Element and Anaconda.

A/V DIGEST
Bose has launched a Web
site (www.bose.com) that
contains more than 300 pages
of photos and information on
the company and its prod-
ucts.... Delos has released
DVD Spectacular (DV 7001).
Hailed as the first audio -only
DVD, the $24.98 disc features
musical selections, including
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture,
recorded in Dolby Digital 5.1 -
channel surround sound as
well as a series of audio and
video test signals developed
by Dolby Labs.

DirecTV is offering a free
Digital Satellite System (DSS)
to the 15,000 U.S. subscribers
of the failed AlphaStar satel-
lite TV system, which went
dark in early August. To
receive the 18 -inch DSS dish
and satellite receiver/remote

control, former AlphaStar
subscribers need commit to
only one month of DirecTV's
Total Choice programming
package ($29.99). Installation
can be arranged through
O'Rourke Bros. of Moline, IL
(309-762-9251), or Satellite
Receivers Ltd. of Green Bay,
WI (800-432-8876). Customers
are responsible for shipping,
handling, and installation
costs as well as applicable
taxes.

GEEK SPEAK
Gareth Branwyn's Jargon
Watch (Hard Wired, $8.95) is a
collection of exec lingo and
memo slang from high-
pressure workplaces of the
1990s culled from Wired
magazine. Included are such
phrases as "Elvis year" for a
peak of popularity (as in,
"1993 was the Digital
Compact Cassette's Elvis
year"), and "betamaxed,"
applied to a technology over-
taken by one that is inferior
but better marketed (as in,
"Apple was betamaxed by
Microsoft").

HARD COPY
The 17th edition of Bruce F.
Elving's FM Atlas, a 224 -page
listener's guide to radio
stations, is now available for
$18.50 from FM Atlas, P.O. Box
336, Esko, MN 55733-9413. For
credit-card orders call 800-
605-2219. ... Simon &
Schuster has published Doo-
Dah! Stephen Foster and the
Rise of American Popular
Culture ($30) by Ken Emerson.
... The subject is brought up
to date by Reebee Garofalo's
Rockin' Out, Popular Music in
the USA (Allyn and Bacon,
$24.95).... Book and record
stores are stocking The Kiss
Years (Studio Chikara, $29.95),
with photos of the band (in
makeup) and memories by
their photographer, Barry
Levine.... The Metropolitan
Guide to Opera on Video,
edited by Paul Gruber ($35
from the Metropolitan Opera
Guild), evaluates more than
350 videos of 150 operas.

BUY NOW, UPGRADE LATER

Relax. The transition from TV -as -we -know -it to digital TV

(DTV) - a.k.a. high -definition TV (HDTV) - with its wide-
screen picture cnd 5.1 -channel surround sound won't happen
overnight. According to the FCC, DTV service will be avail-
able to only 14 percent of U.S. households by Christmas 1998
and just over 50 percent a year later. What's more, commercial
stations have until 2002 to begin DTV broadcasts, public
stations until 2(03. Even though all TV stations are required to
broadcast conventional TV signals along with the digital
signals for at least nine more years, at least one major TV
maker is going out of its way to -allay unfounded fears- that
TVs purchased today will be obsolete when the first DTV sets
hit store shelve 3. Zenith's -Ultimate Cutting -Edge Pledge"
gives anyone who buys a 32- to 60 -inch Zenith TV between
now and December 31 the right to trade in that set and apply
its purchase price toward a Zenith DTV set. Its first model will
hit stores late next year. at 55,000 to 57,000. Those who buy
Zenith big -screen TVs this year will also receive a 5100 rebate
on a digital converter box, planned for 1999, that will enable
analog TVs to receive digital signals at a lower resolution.

MILESTONES
Audio pioneer Fritz Senn-
heiser has turned 85. Still on
the board of the German
company that bears his
name, famous for pioneering
"open-air" headphones, he
now finds time to cultivate
orchids.... When Lena Home
turned 80 this year, the
Society of Singers gave her
the Ella Award, named for
Ella Fitzgerald.... Among
the presents to Kurt Masur,
music director of the New
York Philharmonic, on the
occasion of his recent 70th
birthday was an honorary
doctorate from the Juilliard
School of Music.... A jury of
140 music professionals,
including the likes of Paul
McCartney and Tina Turner,

voted the Beach Boys' "Good
Vibrations" the greatest
single in rock history.

SAVE THE CASSETTES!
Consumers still want audio
cassettes, primarily for use in
Walkman -type portables and
car players, according to
market research from the
International Recording
Media Association. Major
labels, such as Sony and
BMG, are working to revive
the cassette format by
lowering prices. Russ
Solomon, president of Tower
Records, says, "We are
having enormous success
selling inexpensive tapes by
good artists." At RCA the
campaign is affectionately
called "Save the Whales."
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"The ervo..
Rules!"

-Anaew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

"The Servo -15 will do things that no other

subwoofer I've heard will, especially play

very loud and clean at the lowest

frequencies...extraordinary deep

bass output...prodigious and

extended...for clean bass to

lower than you can hear 1...00 lemilmar%

and louder than you can

stand, the Servo -15 rules." Ott
- Andrew MarsIn11, Audio Ideas wide

t(d ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest

subwoofer, regardless of cost! The result is the Paradigm Reference Servo -15...
a Ilighly advanced patented design using revolutionary new Closed -Loop -Servo
technology. This spectacular new subwoofer system singlehandedly redefines
high -end bass performance.

I low
Studio/211 ,4aio/60 Snubs/80 .tuthal 100 hprd/IIP 1.W.Tro/BP IC.450

RTA. ...a. el Ltin ft...Lou,* 411,4 //Yd.,
Parathgns Eltcrrontei hr.  Raw: Corp.

CG450
kfrolar LOA sotter/Rtght Cotter Channel

And, while this srunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music,
it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with
the arrival of digital AC -3 and DTS.

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and
experience this astonishing new reference standard in subwoofers for yourself!

ADP -450
Sorroond

.Soto -15

SRI,- rook,

PARADIGM® REFERENCE
THE VC -MATE IN NIGH -END SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER'.

For mon...36661.mon e Ilif ,Oki, Rearm kahormod Paradigm Rilerrore Deo& or 11,..1,

elarbaSt..6163 31/0 Bol 2410. N63tard FA). NV 14302 (905) 632.0130
In ( dnad Pandwn. 101 31.31.3 Rd.traedio6dgr. ON 14/ 3P f 19051850-2889

we6site: www.paradigni.ca
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SUBWOOFER OF

THE YEAR!
Audio/Video

International

Grand Prix

Product of the Year

BEST / Video Magazine's

/ 1997 Home Theater

System of the Year

"...A DOWNRIGHT AMAZING PERFORMER."

"...POWERFUL AND IMPRESSIVE."

"ROCK SOLID AND DEEP AS A CHASM, BASS

NOTES CAME THROUGH AS I'D NEVER HEARD

THEM BEFORE." so phal o., the PS IOWI.
Strrrophilr (Mar n, Haw Amer Numb',

A!most overnight PARADIGM has become the new standard in high-performance subwoofers. As a world leader

in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what it takes to make great sounding speakers - from best -value budget

audiophile speakers right through to sensational PARADIGMS REFERENCE high -end systems. PARADIGM has

applied this comprehensive expertise to design and build the finest subwoofers available, at any price! And when

it comes to price, PARADIGM'S value is unmatched. In fact PARADIGM has been rated #1 in price/value for

7 consecutive years in surveys conducted by the distinguished trade publication Inside Track'.

Sophisticated bass driver technology utilizes AVS- diecast heatsink chassis' for higher power handling and much

lower distortion. Patented high current, high output amplifiers

ensure full power delivery at all times. Add solid

braced enclosures, full control features and

what you have is the pure, clean, articulate

and thunderous deep bass of PARADIGM'S

sensational powered subwoofers.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM

DEALER and experience these remarkable subwoofers today.

The difference is... simply better sound!

S Mae Fool, Annual IkairrSorm
litroeltgro Finn -arm, Ammo ( orp

For mom or Ono Parsorrgor ,p,,

,,11 or unit -V, .11150 5..1.1
In I anda.: MP 46i a,
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ASTONISHING!
"...smooth...refined...I've heard highly regarded
$2,000 2 -way 6-inchers that could not keep
up with the Mini Monitor."

As 1 world leader in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what it takes to make great

sounding speakers - from superb best -value budget audiophile speakers, right

through to sensational PARADIGM® REFERENCE high -end systems. And now

PARADIGM brings it's comprehensive design expertise to an all new generation of

the most affordable high-performance speakers the market has ever seen.
Introlucing the exceptional new MONITOR SERIES.

High -frequency drivers use our remarkable new PTD- pure -titanium dome
along with our exclusive controlled waveguide to provide outstanding, and

utterly natural, high -frequency response.

Bass/midrange drivers utilize high-pressure diecast chassis' and our
unique ICP''' injection -moulded copolymer polypropylene cones. This

advanced cone design effectively eliminates unwanted resonances

and standing waves.

Add minimum diffraction grills, solid braced enclosures, phase
coherent crossovers, gold input terminals and what you have

is the pure, clear and uncolored sound of PARADIGM'S
astonishing new MONITOR SERIES.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM

DEALER and experience any of our high-performance speakers
today. The difference is... simply better sound'

it !V TV
ukroict-soimkroise.90

$626

Mini MonitorAC350/AM-15015.1000

$1,596

Par are information I ,cur 1611111 AITHORI/10 PARADIGM Die( tit or rental
Al'IM,S,P1 AM. MPO Box 2410 Nitgara Falb. NY 14302 (9051 632-0180

In Canada. ,ARIDIGM. 101 Han/an Ra ltoodbridge, ON 141. 05 (9051 850-2889

Pauteligm Firrirnniri 10.. Baton Corp. Priers art niannfatturer( FM, retail.

websites uemparadigm.ra

Atemi/CC-50/Micro/PDR-10

5816

Moni or 7/CC-350/ADP-35045-1100

$2,256

p

Trtan/CC-150/111W-100/PDR-10

S1,096

Monitor 90P/CC350/ADP350
$2,727

ANNI..m amain AIM?)

THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH -PER)
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RESERVRTIORS REQUIRED Digital Cin., uid- is one D' tre exclusive

features in the Sony Dolby Digital Rece ver. t del vers the movie studio sound sought after

by today's top directors right to your home. A powerful 24 -bit digital processor contains the

acoust c characteristics of three state-of-the-art movie production dubbing stac... The result

is astounding. You'll hear movies the way these directors mastered them--r-_m dramatic

sound effects that match stunning screen images, to the subtle nuances cf le whispered

word. it's just another way Sony makes treat thirgs happen.

MRXIITILIM TELEVISIOP, OnLy FROM Sony /
(mAximuir Tali ISI[11

©1997 Sony Electronics Inc All rights reserved. Sony,
Digital Cinema Souni -Ind

Maximum Television are trademark;
of Sony Dolby is a todanark of Dolby Laboratories LicerrAng Corporation



LETTERS
Dolby Digital and DTS
I plan to get into Dolby Digital in the fu-
ture. I hope to get a receiver that has built-
in decoders for both Dolby Digital and DTS
and understand that such a receiver will be
out soon. Do any current DVD players have
a DTS output? Is DTS compatible with Dol-
by Digital? I would hate to invest in a DVD
player that has an AC -3 (video) output and
does not have a DTS (audio) output.

BILLY MCCARTER
Inman, SC

Technical Editor David Ranada replies:
First, both Dolby Digital (AC -3) and DTS
are audio formats: they represent different
ways of digitally encoding 5.1 -channel sur-
round sound. So if you're interested in DTS
mainly because you think Dolby Digital per-
tains to video and not audio, you may not
need it after all.

If you want to play DTS-encoded CDs on
a DVD player, you should have no prob-
lems. The encoded DTS signal will emerge
from any DVD player's digital output and
can he decoded with an external DTS decod-
er: When it conies to DTS-encoded DVDs.
however, the outlook is less certain, partly
because there are no commercial DTS-en-
coded DVDs at this writing and thus no way
to test how they would work. As I under-
stand the situation, you can't simply put a
DTS signal disguised as a quasi-PCM sig-
nal onto a DVD (which is what happens
with DTS-encoded CDs) and expect it to
emerge from every DVD player unscathed
by the player's digital processing.

Remote Note
In the August comparison of "super remote
controls," Daniel Kumin criticized the auto-
matic sensor for the back -lighting in the
Marantz RC 2000, saying it "flip-flopped
on and off as I moved the remote through a
varying light field." Although it doesn't
have a light -sensitivity adjustment, it does
have several configurable lighting options.
The problem Mr. Kumin had can be avoid-
ed simply by turning off the automatic illu-
mination and relying on button presses to
illuminate the remote for a user -defined pe-
riod of time. DAVID MEYER

Joliet, IL

You're ritga. Thanks for the clarification.

Buying New Music
With respect to Ken Pohlmann's August
"Signals" column about the recorded -music
industry:

I. While he may have 170 TV channels
and an endless array of entertainment op-
tions on the Internet, I doubt the majority of
those channels or options are very useful,
entertaining, or valuable. Quantity doesn't
equal quality.

2. If Mr. Pohlmann is having difficulty
finding music to his liking, I suggest he
read your music reviews. I find them quite
useful for discovering new music I enjoy.

3. If you can't find the time or energy to
visit and shop your local CD/tape/record
store to search for that special piece of mu-
sic, then I have serious doubts about your
interest in music. Having to do all my mu-
sic buying over the Internet is not my idea
of a quality shopping experience.

4. Music -reproduction systems have, to
my ears, made tremendous progress over
the past thirty years, and I look forward to
continued progress, but I have no intention
of ceasing to buy music if the progress is
not fast enough for me. I'll continue to pur-
chase music, 5.1 channels and DVD or not.

GREG MARGERUM
Ft. Myers. FL

Home Theater Hookups
There is no way I would invest a dime in
any home -theater setup at this point. How
can anyone realistically get through the
madness of all the different formats - Dol-
by Pro Logic, Dolby Digital. DTS. THX -
let alone figure out how to hook up such a
system without having an engineering de-
gree from MIT? ALEX TRESSOR

New York, NY

Although it can appear daunting. hooking
up a DVD player to a Dolby Digital -equipped
A/V receiver and connecting that to the five
speakers needed for theater -quality surround
sound doesn't hare to he that big a deal.
You run one wire from the DVD player's
digital output to the receiver's digital input,
and then one cable from the receiver to each
of the five speakers. Adding a subteooler to
the system can he a little more complicated
depending on the kind of subwriofer

Can You Trust Your Ears?
Readers like Michael Kiewin, whose letter
lauding LPs over CDs appeared in the same
August issue as Tom Nousaine's superb ar-
ticle "Can You Trust Your Ears?." should
read the article thoroughly, wake up, and
try a double-blind listening test.

When I purchased my first CD player, in
1985, I brought two Sheffield CDs of Fred-
erick Fennell conducting the Cleveland
Symphonic Winds in Hoist's band suites
with me to the highest -end stereo shop in
Vancouver. I am a wind musician and have
played and listened to these works live over
a hundred times. We performed double-
blind listening tests of CD players - nei-
ther I nor the person switching between the
playback units knew which was playing -
using the same amp and speakers for both
units and adjusting the preamps so that the
volume would be identical. We could not
tell the difference between the inexpensive
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and Trotron Re trademarks of Sony. Wen is a Ira/Anus* of MAIM Neonerks Inc
C  997 Blockbuster Entertainment. Inc BLOCKBUSTER name and :elate,: mart's are
trademarks of Blockbuster tnIenamment Inc Otter good 10'1.97 It 12,1,1'97
Members/1A fries amgy tor rental or videos Taxes are rescronstomy of /emptent See
Cosier lot corocaele details



Introducing

the new

RSF 200 Bookshelf

Loudspeaker

from [Hone

[OSON{
Designed by high -end
audio legend Arnie
Nudell, the RSF 200
features Radiant
Surround Field"'
dipolar technology
to bring spectacular
imaging for every
listener in the room.

Hear the Eosone
difference today.
For the dealer
nearest you call:

1-800-347-1876

Visit °At- web site
wwvv.eosone.corn

player I eventually purchased and a high -
end model costing ten times as much.

When the salesman tried to convince me
to purchase the store's top turntable as well,
I pulled out a never -played direct -to -disc
LP from the same recording session. He
blanched but agreed to repeat the test with
the turntable and my new CD player. It was
ludicrous. We could not hear the quiet pas-
sages from the LP over the hiss, and the
room -shaking bass -drum shots didn't even
rattle the windows.

The "scratchy or thin violins" and "stri-
dent trumpets" that analog lovers complain
about on CDs can be attributed to poor en-
gineering that is revealed by the new digital
technology but used to be masked by the
limitations of the analog medium, or else to
the ignorance of those who rarely listen to
live music and don't know that in real life
violins can indeed be scratchy and thin
sounding and high brass passages can be
strident and, well, brassy. CHUCK CURRIE

Vancouver, BC

Tom Nousaine's article regarding listener
bias in August was very informative and
useful, clearing up many misconceptions
that people have regarding audio equipment
and sales schemes. ERIC WONG

Fallston, MD

I wish Tom Nousaine had used a better ex-
ample of differential perception than enter-
ing and leaving a swimming pool. Because
of evaporation, your skin really is cooler
just after you come out than it was before
you went in. For a better example, consider
the last time you adjusted the water temper-
ature in the shower.

That minor cavil notwithstanding, you
have done your readers a great service by
publishing his article. It should be reprinted
and handed out to everyone entering an au-
dio emporium. ALLEN WATSON III

Sunnyvale, CA

Home Repairs
I bought my stereo system some seventeen
years ago. About five years ago I started
noticing a severe degradation in my speak-
ers, and not long after that my cassette deck
stopped operating. I haven't had the money
to get them repaired or to invest in new
equipment, so last year I decided to take
matters into my own hands, figuring I had
nothing to lose.

Examining the speakers, I discovered that
the surrounds were shot and that one of the
woofer cones had a puncture. I gently pushed
the cone back to its original shape and ap-
plied clear fingernail polish to seal the hole.
I tried using foam inserts for the surrounds,
which didn't work at all, but then thought
of using bicycle inner tubes! A bike shop
in town let me have several tubes of differ-
ent sizes. I removed the woofers, cut the
tubes to fit, and installed them using a hot -
glue gun. When I powered the system up
(I hadn't used it in some time), it was as
though my speakers had been reborn!

Feeling very confident at this point, I
carefully opened up my cassette deck and

found that the drive belt had gone limp over
time. So I replaced it with a fat, heavy rub-
ber band. After I closed the deck back up, I
anxiously put a cassette in to see if my
home repairs had worked. To my delight, it
played just like new! It's as if I have a new
system again. ROBERT DONNELLY

Monterey, CA

We're glad you're happy with the results of
your "home repairs." For more orthodox re-
pair tips, see "Fix It!" on page 73.

Overrated Tubes
In his August review of the Jolida SJ-101A
amplifier, equipped with EL84 (68Q5) tubes,
Daniel Kumin described the manufacturer's
power specification of 25 watts as "opti-
mistic, considering that the unit yielded on-
ly 16 watts in the midrange at clipping on
the test bench." I believe Mr. Kumin let Jo-
lida off too easy. As a 14 -year -old electron-
ics hobbyist in 1969, I built a push-pull
tube amplifier based on the EL84. I later
built several such amps for friends. Back
then, during what was still the heyday of
tube amps, the highest usable output that
could be obtained from a single pair of
EL84 tubes was 17 watts. To obtain more
power you had to use the larger, octal -base
tubes such as the EL34 (6CA7) and 6L6GC.

GLEN C. BARTHOLOMEW
Brooklyn, NY

Platform Bias
James Willcox's misrepresentation of the
state of PC (personal computer) technology
in June "Peripherals" is unacceptable. Intel
has finally developed a version of its Pen-
tium processor (MMX) that allows DOS/
Windows computers to handle audio/video
signals with reasonable accuracy. However,
he should have noted that the 603e -604e
chips developed jointly by Motorola, IBM,
and Apple for PowerPC computers have
been capable of doing so for at least the
past two years. BERNARD J. A. MILLETTE

North Battleford, Saskatchewan

"Hidden" CD Tracks
I recently purchased Coil by Toad the Wet
Sprocket on Columbia. It is a great album,
but I was really irritated when I found out
I needed to play the CD on a computer to
hear one of the songs. I work on a comput-
er in an office all day, and the last thing I
want to do when I get home at night is look
at another one. I think the "enhanced CD"
thing is great for those who want to use it,
but it is unfair to penalize those of us who
just want to listen to good music by hiding
tracks on the disc. ROGER RUTTEN

Carlos, MN

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
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Evolution: A gradual process in which something changes ...

... into a different and more complex form.

Optimus Audio-The evolution of design, technology and sound.
The Optimus family of speakers with Linaeurn-designed tweeters produces "wide-angle" sound that envelops your

listening area like never before, with remarkable presence you'd expect only from much higher priced speakers.
The critics love them, find out why at RadioShack. For our store near you, call 1 -800 -THE -SHACK.

10"
OPTIMUS®

RadioShack,
lou've got questions.

We've got answers!'AUDIO
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TIME
DELAY
30
YEARS AGO

Iii111/Stereo Review
The Evert, 71110USII Vasa FM-Mionno Probing
Music for PW,o In Pomo:Ow: A Bow Ubnry
Podenrsookt A Gonluo VA* Moo Flood the Pare

The October 1967 cover
showed "twelve great pianists
who, in the not -too -distant
past, made regular appearances
on the American concert
scene," including, at bottom
left, Sergei Rachmaninoff
and, to his left, Ignace Pade-
rewski. Inside, Robert Offer -
geld evaluated the career of
Paderewski, "the most suc-
cessful pianist who ever lived."

Crowncorder portable, 1967

Among new products was the
Crowncorder CSC -9350
portable radio/recorder ($190)
with AM and stereo FM tuners,
a cassette deck, and two mikes.
Hirsch -Houck Labs hailed the
"effortless, natural sound" of
two Jensen bookshelf speakers,
the X-40 ($57) and X-45 ($63).
And in a transcript of the radio

series Men of Hi-Fi, ways to
improve FM reception were
discussed by panelists includ-
ing technical editor Larry
Klein and Marantz chief engi-
neer Richard Sequerra.

In "The Critics Confess: Ten
Composers I Hate," the overall
loser, with four mentions,
was Max Reger, whose music
"ought to be first on anyone's
list as an example of purest
ennui," said Eric Salzman. The
runner-up, with three mentions,
was Olivier Messiaen, indicted
by William Flanagan for
"those godawful birdcalls."

Reviewed were the debut
records of violinist Itzhak Perl-
man (in Prokofiev and Sibelius
concertos) and the Doors,
of whom critic Nat Hentoff
said, "They have yet to under-
stand that shouting about
'breaking on through' is not in
itself an act of breakthrough."

20
YEARS AGO

Stereo RevieW
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Direct -to -disc albums came
under fire in the October 1977
issue. Editor William Anderson
decried the one -take recording
process as "not free, sponta-
neous musicmaking but pussy-

footing carefulness." Reviewer
David Hall wrote. "The best
recording techniques in the
world are of no benefit if their
virtues are covered by noise
derived from mechanical flaws
in the record itself."

JVC cassette deck, 1977

The first audio gear from the
David Hafler Company, the
DH -I01 preamp kit ($200),
appeared in new products. Test
reports included JVC's KD-75
cassette deck ($380), which
represented "an impressive
combination of performance,
versatility, and unique oper-
ating features." And an article
on "Noise Reducers" said
"authorities predict that they
will be routinely built into all
audio components at some
time not too far in the future."

Interviewed for the feature
"Jefferson Airplane/Starship,"
Paul Kantner claimed,
"I would live in a flophouse
before putting up with music -
business pressure."

10
YEARS AGO
"The Digital Revolution" was
the theme of several articles
in the October 1987 issue.
Technical editor William Bur-
ton eyed the proliferation of
CD changers, Craig Stark took
"Another Look at DAT" by
way of Onkyo's prototype DT -
2001 recorder, and Richard
Jaccoma examined "Video's

Itzhak Perlman, 1967

New Image." Ian Masters, in a
survey "From Compact Disc to
Digital Audio Tape - and
Beyond," covered products like
the Technics SL -P1200 CD
player ($1,295). He summed
up, "Perhaps fifteen years from
now we will take all -digital
audio systems for granted and
be bowled over by some new
audio technology that most of
us today have never heard of."

THE DIGITAL
REVOLUTION
114 SOUND Of NE 11JTURE .

CCl/PACI Odic CHANOIRS
MODER LOOK A OAT
VOCO'S MEW WGE

"Ho, hum! Another super CD
player from Sony - the com-
pany makes it look easy,"
wrote Julian Hirsch in testing
the CDP-605ESD ($1,000),
which he deemed "a gem." New
products included the Model I
speaker from Now Hear This
($299 a pair), with a 6 -inch
woofer and a 3/4 -inch tweeter.

Technics CD player, 1987

"Most people look forward to a
time at 60 or 65 when they can
stop working," the then 75 -
year -old conductor Georg Solti
told William Livingstone, "but
the musician must continue
because of the tremendous urge
to make music. It's as deep-
seated as the urge for eating
and loving."

Steve Simels recommended the
"Mope Rock" of the Smiths'
Louder Than Bombs only to
"fans of that immortal B.B.
King song 'Nobody Loves Me
but My Mama, and She May
Be Jiving Me Too.-

- Ken Richardson
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Discover the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.

Iii

( to

D .11 6 0 2

Announcing the new B&W 600 Series.
B&A was the first company to pioneer the use of Kevlar®
cones in loudspeakers.

And we've applied our patented technology to some
of the world's most respected monitors-the legendary
B&W Matrix 801, the celebrated Silver Signature, and
our highly acclaimed TIIX Home Cinema System.

Now B&W brings Kevlar cone technology to a family
of affordable, high performance loudspeakers. Intro-
ducing the new B&W 600 Series.

Why does Kevlar make such a big difference in sound
reproduction? Because of its unique properties, this space-
age, woven material virtually eliminates the effects of

resonance and standing waves. Especially in critical mid-
range frequencies. So all you hear is pure, uncolored music.

Add B&W's incomparable metal dome tweeters,
minimum -diffraction cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired
speaker terminals, and you have the incredible sound
of patent 404,076,098.

We invite you to audition the new B&W 600 Series
ranging from bookshelf to floor standing, center channel
to surround sound. even an active subwoofer. For the
name of a B&W dealer near you, call 978-664-2870.
The difference is easy to see. And even easier to hear.

Listen and You'll See

B&W Loudspeakers of America,
54 Cpncird Street, North Reading, MA 01864

tel 978-664-2870 fax 978-664-4109

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont

CIRCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD



JOERAMA: Any hot babes out there wanna chat? 

PHIL007: Any ladies in the room like magic and fishing? 

DEREK69: Any chicks looking for a cyberstud? ;-) 

The vaNilla aNd ciNNamoN spiced TUN that just won't stand for the status quo. 



NEW
PRODUCTS
 PARASOUND
The Parasound HCA-2105A is a

THX-certified five -channel

home -theater amplifier. Each

channel is rated at 200 watts

into 8 ohms. or 300 watts into 4

ohms. The amplifier's peak

output -current capacity is rated at

60 amperes per channel, thanks

in part to its 30.000-pF total

output capacitance. While it

HSU RESEARCH
The Hsu Research TN1225H0 and

TN1220H0 ported subwoofers are

both 12 inches in diameter, the

same as their drivers. The

smaller TN1225H0 (32' 2 inches

high, rated down to 25 Hz) is

available unpowered ($350). with

a 150 -watt amplifier ($575), or

with a 250 -watt amplifier ($800).

The TN1220H0 (511/2 inches high,

rated to 20 Hz) is available in the

same configurations for $450.

$675. and $900. respectively.

Both models are covered by a

seamless black knit cloth with a

black metal grille top. Hsu

Research. Dept. SR. 14946

Shoemaker Ave.. #L, Santa Fe

Springs. CA 90670.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

operates in Class A mode at

low and moderate volumes. t

switches to Class AB operation

at high volume levels. The

amplifier can accept 12 -volt

trigger signals for auto turn -on.

Price: $2.395. Parasound.

Dept. SR. 950 Battery St.. San

Francisco, CA 94111.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

A KEF
KEF's RDM Oie acoustic -

suspension bookshelf loudspeaker

makes use of the company's

fourth generation of Uni-O driver

technology. A 1 -inch soft -dome

tweeter is placed at the apex of

the woofer's 61 2 -inch cone.

which is said to allow the speaker

to act as an acoustical point

source. FregLency response is

rated as 100 Hz to 18 kHz ±2 dB

and the sensitivity as 87 dB.

The RDM One measures about

12 x 12 x 9 inches and is finished

in high -gloss red or gray

lacquer or real cherry veneer on

the sides. matte gray on the top.

bottom, and back. Price: $900

a pair. KEF. distributed by Adcom.

Dept. SR. 11 Elkins Rd..

East Brunswick, NJ 08816.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

b6.0,04.

McINTOSH
The McIntosh MAC -3 Dolby Digital

surround processor has four pairs

of digital coaxial and optical

inputs (for DVD. laserdisc,

satellite receiver, and CD player)

plus one analog input. It auto-

matically switches between Dolby

Digital and Pro Logic decoding

depending on the input signal.

Signals to the center and surround

channels can be time -delayed to

compensate for different listening

distances. Price: $2,500.

McIntosh, Dept. SR. 2 Chambers

St., Binghamton, NY 13903.

 Circle 123 on reader service card
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NEW PliODLCTS
V ESCIENT
Escient's TuneBase system allows

users to play a CD on any CD

jukebox that uses an RS -232 or

RS -422 control bus by selecting a

thumbnail image of its cover

from a TV or VGA monitor screen.

With a modem. TuneBase can

access the Escient Server,

which contains a continually

updated database of information

about CD releases. including

cover -art thumbnails. Optional

accessories let the controller

work with whole -house audio

systems from AudioAccess.

AMX. or ADA. Price: $5,000.

Escient. Dept. SR. 12955

Old Meridian St.. Suite 107,

Carmel, IN 46032.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

BIC AMERICA
The BIC Super PowerPoint MPS -

3 home -theater speaker system

consists of the V -800A powered

subwoofer. tour satellites, and

a center -channel speaker. All are

magnetically shielded to

prevent TV picture distortion. The

subwoofer, with a 10 -inch driver

and a 70 -watt amplifier. is

finished in black vinyl laminate.

FAROUDJA
The Faroudja VP 100 TV enhancer

is designed to bring sharper

colors and crisper images to

large -screen TVs. It accepts a

standard composite -video input

and produces two S -video

outputs. Its comb filter is said

 OPTIMUS
The Optimus PRO -100 wireless

headphones receive signals in the

900 -MHz band at distances up to

150 feet for up to 5 hours with

rechargeable Ni-Cd batteries.

The transmitter plugs into either a

line -level or headphone jack.

Price: $130. RadioShack.

Dept. SR. 700 One Tandy Center.

Fort Worth, TX 76102.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

to be able to remove dot crawl.

seen at the boundary where two

colors meet on screen. Price:

$799. Faroudja Laboratories,

Dept. SR. 750 Palomar Ave..

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

Each satellite has a 51 4 -inch

woofer and a 1/2 -inch dome

tweeter. and the center speaker

has two 4 -inch woofers and

one 1:2 -inch tweeter. The center

and satellite enclosures are black

molded ABS plastic. Price: $799.

BIC America. Dept. SR. 458

Second Ave., Tiffin, OH 44883.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

4 STANDESIGN
The legs of the Standesign Trenza

60 audio -system rack are made of

braided steel coated with lacquer.

Its five glass shelves. held by

sturdy X-shaped steel supports,

have 11 inches of usable space

between them. The rack's overall

height is 58 inches, its width and

depth both 18 inches. Price: $499.

Similar Trenza audio and AN

racks and tables are available in

other sizes. Standesign,

distributed by Melody Audio,

Dept. SR, 1940 Blake St.. Suite

101. Denver, CO 80202.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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Patented
Acoustimass'
module. Helps make
a 60 -ton runaway
train sound like,
well, a 60 -ton run-
away train. Hides
out of view.

Movie theater drama,
concert hall excite-
ment. Surround
sound from five
Virtually Invisible'
cube speakers for

left, center, right,
and rear channels.

Each about 6" high.

Home Theater Made Easy

[The Bose® Lifestyle® 12 home theater system]

So simple it
comes in one
box. Within

minutes you'll
be enjoying your

favorite movies and
music more than ever.

Lifestyle' music center replaces
an entire rack of components.
Includes built-in CD player and
AM/FM tuner. Technology
inside, simplicity outside.

Remote with real
control. Automatically
sets to surround sound
for movies and TV, or
two -channel stereo for
music. Works right
through walls.

"Thu might call this product 'home theater in a box,' because everything is included and carefully thought

out.... The performance is awesome, and system operation is very intuitive." - Home Theater Technology

The challenge was clear. Develop the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. The result

is the Lifestyle' 12 system. Smaller. More convenient. With the kind of dramatic, lifelike performance

you expect from the most respected name in sound. But hearing is believing, so call for dealers near you,

1-800-444-BOSE ext.440

I



NEW PRODUCTS
V IMPACT
Impact's IT! multimedia/computer

loudspezkers have 4 -inch woofers

and 1 -inch tweeters in wood -

composite cabinets that measure

25 x 103/4 x 6 inches. The

speakers have a rated frequency

response of 41 Hz to 23 kHz

±3 dB and a sensitivity of 88 dB.

Impact's Labyrinth Induction

System is said to eliminate the

need for a subwoofer. Unlike

most multimedia speakers, they

have no built-in power amplifier.

Price: $595 a pair, plus $30

shipping, factory -direct from

Impact Technology, Dept. SR,

P.O. Box 616, Ambler, PA 19002:

phone, 215-653-7440.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

DEI AUDIO 
DEI Audio s Model 4000 tour -band

quasi -parametric equalizer can

adjust the tonal balance of any car

audio system. The front panel has

eight rotary controls, including

master volume, front -rear fader,

level control in each of tour ED

bands (30-70 Hz, 150-400 Hz, 1.5-

4 kHz, and 10-20 kHz), and

A AUDIOCONTROL
AudioControl's BLD-10 four -

channel balanced -line -driver/

receiver is designed to allow a car

stereo system's line -level signals

to be extended up to 1,000 feet

over twisted -pair wiring. The

driver accepts standard

unbalanced line -level signals and

converts them to balanced

frequency cutoff and output level

for the dedicated subwoofer

output. Additional controls behind

the front panel set the center

points of the four frequency

bands. Price: $210. Directed

Electronics, Dept. SR, 2560

Progress St., Vista, CA 92083.

 Circle 132 on reader service card

outputs. The receiver converts

the signals back to unbalanced

RCA outputs. The system's

common -mode rejection ratio

(CMRR) is specified as 65 dB at

1 kHz. Price: $249. AudioControl,

Dept. SR, 22410 70th Ave. W.,

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

SONY A
Sony's TCD-D1000 Walkman DAT

portable player/recorder is being

introduced in celebration of the

tenth anniversary of digital

audio tape. It features different

digital automatic -gain -control

(AGC) modes for music and

speech, which can prevent

distortion by automatically

adjusting the recording level.

Three adjustable levels

(automatic, mic limiter, and

manual) are also featured. The

recorder's power consumption is

said to allow operation for 4 hours

on a pair of AA batteries. Price:

$1,000. Sony, Dept. SR, 1 Sony

Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656.

' MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
MIT's speaker modules include electrical box and has a 12 -inch

the company's Output Terminator

Networks, which are said to

insure signal integrity over cable

runs. The in -wall module (shown,

$100) mounts to a wall stud and

has a 20 -inch tail to connect to an

in -wall speaker. The on -wall

module ($100) mounts in an

tail to connect to a surface -

mounted speaker. A module for

free-standing speakers ($150) has

a 10 -foot tail. MlTerminator 12 -

gauge cable is $1.50 a toot. MIT,

Dept. SR, 13620 Lincoln Way,

Suite 320, Auburn, CA 95602.

 Circle 131 on reader service card
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette

Smoke Contains Carton Monoxide.



The Advanced Technology
Inside Definitive's BP2000

Low frequency
tuned column

25 mm pure aluminum
dome, aperiodic
transmission -line tweeter

Low diffraction driver
baffle interface

Complex Linkwitz Riley
crossover network

Front mirror -imaged
D'Appolito bipolar array in
non -resonant chamber

Massive subwoofer
magnet structure

Electronic crossover

Accelerometer optimized
cabinet braces

1" thick high density
medite front baffle

Sonopure's" fiber

internal dampening

-11111111
iromPlow" 1" thick rear

medite baffle

Piano gloss black

or gloss cherry endcaps

High definition pure
copper wire

Multi -layered dampening

pads line entire cabinet

17 cm mineral -filled

polymer high -definition

bass/midrange drivers

Rear mirror -imaged
D'Appolito bipolar array in

non -resonant chamber

15" high -power

long -throw bi-laminate

polymer subwoofer driver

Complete built-in powered
subwoofer system

Gold-plated low-level subwoofer
input (for optional use)

Gold-plated trt-vvirable

speaker level inputs

High current 30D -watt RMS
subwoofer amplifier

Torroidal transformer

1 1/4" thick high -density
medite cabinet sidewall

"...I would choose these speakers for myself."
-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review



Definitive's Amazing
BP 2000 & 2002 Are
The World's Most
Highly Acclaimed
Loudspeakers!

" The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Literally Staggering"
-Home Theater, um

Top reviewers around the world
agree that Definitive's amazing BP 2000s
& BP 2002s combine highly advanced
technology and superior build quality
in order to achieve unsurpassed sonic
performance plus unequalled value.

"Astounding...The Stuff of Dreams"
- Home Cinema Choice, England

Definitive's revolutionary BP 2000 &
BP 2002 combine our incredible bipolar
technology with dual built-in high-
powered subwoofers (BP 2000: 15"/300
watts ea., BP2002: 12"/125 watts ea.)
for extraordinary sound quality
beyond anything you've ever heard.

"Absolutely Unsurpassed
- Prestige HiFi, France

Both music and movies are reproduced
with outstanding purity, transparency
and life -like realism. And the astounding
high resolution imaging, magnificent
soundstaging, awesome bass and
explosive dynamic impact totally envelop
you in sonic ecstacy. It is simply amazing!

--__
HP 200II -$J1 BP 2002 -

Delmitwe's Grand f -ix award -winning 131' 20(10 and BP 2002
combine our revolutionary bipolar technology with awesome
built-in powered subwoofers for unsurpassed performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 28

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, USA

"Amazing Music and Home Theater...
Most Spectacular Speakers Ever

- Hifi Review, Hong Kong

In addition to being an audiophile's
dream, the BP 2000s & BP 2002s are
also the main speakers in Definitive's
Ultimate Home Theater Systems. These
astonishing systems are absolutely the
finest sounding available. They recreate
a "you are there" virtual reality that
actually puts you into the sound -space
of the original cinematic action.

"The Best Performance You Can Get"
- England

Experts agree these complete Dolby
Digital AC -3* ready systems deliver the
ultimate listening experience. They
combine BP 2000s or BP 2002s with
perfectly matched center and rear
surround speakers. Dual powered
subwoofers are already built into the
sleek towers. Experience them today!

nitiveTech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

11105 Valley Ills. 1)r.  Btiltinuire. Ml) 21 1 17.14111) .M 3-7148
Visit its at hip://u w w Ale1111111Setedl.COM



Definitive Technology®
The Leader In High -Performance Loudspeakers*

AUDIO Q& A
IAN G. MASTERS

Subs and Surrounds
(aDoes connecting a powered subwoofer
to line -level or speaker -level outputs

make any noticeable sound -quality differ-
ence? And is there a major sonic difference
between dipole and front -firing surrounds
playing Pro Logic material?

DANIEL WILLIAMS
Albany, NY

AIdeally, whether you feed a subwoofer
from the line or speaker outputs should

make no difference. The speaker -level in-
puts on the sub are simply fed to resistors
that bring them down to the same level as
the line signal; the two are treated identical-
ly after that. If the subwoofer is to be placed
a long distance from the amplifier, however,
using speaker -level signals might be prefer-
able because they would be less susceptible
to hum pickup. If you wish to use the dedi-
cated subwoofer output provided in many
decoders and receivers, on the other hand,
you will have no option but to feed it to the
sub's line -level inputs.

As for dipole surrounds, the theory (first
advanced by the devisers of the Home THX
standard) is that by aiming the "nulls" of the
speakers at the listeners and the actual
sound away from them, the surround infor-
mation would reach their ears only after
having been bounced around the room, thus
becoming more diffuse. In my experience,
there isn't much difference, and what there
is becomes apparent only in direct compar-
isons. (THX "decorrelation," on the other
hand, makes quite a difference.) That said,
I admit that a number of the best -sounding
surrounds I've heard have been dipoles.

What's Up with CD -Text?

gaits

recently purr liwerl a CI) player, and
gaits owner's manual refers to CD -Text
capability. If I understand this correctly,
certain discs contain information about the
individual tracks that can he displayed in
the machine's window. However, I own more
than 200 discs, and nothing is displayed
other than what I have programmed into the
player myself. Shouldn't I be seeing some
information about all those discs?

STANLEY C. SWICORD
Jefferson City, MO

AThe CD -Text system, which requires a
special CD -Text -capable player and

CD -Text -encoded CDs, was devised by
Philips and Sony to provide song titles, per-
former names, and other information. How-
ever, text information is encoded only on
new releases, and, unfortunately, not all new
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releases at that. Your older CDs are certainly
not encoded - the format extension was
made official only in June 1996 - so you'll
have to continue adding the information
yourself.

When more CD -Text -compatible hard-
ware becomes available, the record compa-
nies will presumably add text information,
including album and track titles, to some or
all of their new releases. As of last May, for
example, all new full -price releases from
Columbia, Epic, and other Sony Music la-
bels have included CD -Text.

THX for Music
Calve often heard that Home THX sur-
round -sound systems have poor perfor-

mance when it comes to listening to music.
Since music plays an integral part in any
good movie soundtrack, how can THX sys-
tems have poor music performance?

CLARE WILHELM
Corvallis, OR

AFirst of all, just to get this out of the
way, there are lots of THX-certified

systems that reproduce "ordinary" music su-
perbly, so the generalization, like most gen-
eralizations, doesn't really hold water.

But it's true that music is often processed
differently for a movie soundtrack than for
the subsequent CD release, and if a piece of
THX-certified equipment must favor one
over the other, the film sound wins out. The
whole purpose of Home THX is to deliver
to your listening room a replica of the sonic
experience the movie's producers heard on
the mixing stage. At home, this requires a
deliberate restriction of the vertical directiv-
ity, a characteristic foreign to most "music
speaker" designs. It is probably the one trait
that makes THX speakers sound "different"
(not necessarily better or worse) with music
recordings. The music used in soundtracks
is mixed and processed to sound "good" un-
der theatrical (hence THX-like) conditions.

Nigh-Pass/Low-Pass
"Try as I might, I cannot seem to under-

standw low-pass and high-pass filters on
a powered subwoofer. What is the difference
between them? KIRSTEN ELLINGSON

Provo, UT

AA low-pass filter passes low frequen-
cies. In other words, it allows signals

below a nominal frequency (sometimes
called the crossover point) to pass from the
amplifier to the speaker and blocks frequen-
cies above that. In most subwoofers, the
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"All Definitive's New
Bipolar Towers

Deliver Astoundin
Sound for Music
Movie Perfection"

The extraordinary new BP30, 10B, 8B and 6B
(from $299) now have BP2000 Series technology

for dramatically superior sonic performance!

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and
unexcelled value have made

Definitive the leader in high-perfor-
mance loudspeakers. We are now
pleased to introduce a new series of
incredible -sounding bipolar towers
which incorporate drivers, pure
aluminum dome tweeters, crossovers
and cabinet technology developed
for our flagship BP2000 Series.

These exquisitely styled, Amer-
ican -made, bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems totally envelop
you in a symphony of sonic perfec-
tion. They combine lush, spacious
sound -staging, lifelike depth -of -field,
razor-sharp resolution, pinpoint 3-D
imaging, powerful subwoofer-quality
bass (to below 20 Hz), high efficiency
and ultra -wide dynamic range for
unsurpassed reproduction of music
and movies in your home.

The breathtaking performance of our award -winning bipolar
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on facing page

"Music and Movie Sound
was Stunning" - Video Magazine
Combine the BP6B, 8B, 10B or 30
with our matching centers, bipolar
surrounds and optional PowerField
subwoofers for the most lifelike,
spectacular "you are there" music
and home theater available. All are
completely Dolby Digital AC -3* ready.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Dream System"
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

11105 'Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117.1410) 363-71413
Visit us al hltp://wuu.ticlinitivalekshaaan Teoctercel Trademark



Before you buy stereo for
your home, get this catalog!

CRUTC
Mao  ro 6.11.  401...

Your e
COMPLETE

Guide!

NE1\

NM no.  V.
Nom YON  to Mut,

FREE
Stereo Catalog
Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?
The Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Infor-
mative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
paying for more than
you  ant'

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home
Part catalog, part shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our well-

informed sales
advisors toll -free,
7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,
you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!

So what are you
waiting for? Get
your copy on its
way today!

Sony, Kenwood, Pioneer,

JVC, Bose, Harman Kardon,

Infinity, Technics, Polk,

Carver, Yamaha, and more!

Nev. See why DVD

means movies at home
will never be the same!

Call now for your free copy!

1-800-955-9009
8 a m to Midnight (Eastern ttmel 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

http://www.crutchfield.com

CRUTCHFIELD

crossover point is variable to let you match
the bass unit to satellite speakers with differ-
ent low -end cutoff points.

Generally, it's best to set the crossover
point as low as possible to prevent the sub -
woofer from producing sounds that can be
localized. But with some satellites that
would create a low -frequency gap between
where the main speakers leave off and the
sub begins. In that case, the filter has to be
set to a higher frequency; if that results in
disturbing localization effects, the cure is
often to move the sub to the front of the lis-
tening room.

High-pass filters do the opposite - they
pass high frequencies and block frequencies
below a certain point. Such filters are by no
means universal in subwoofers, but where
they are included, the purpose is to feed a
signal back to the main system with the low -
bass frequencies removed. Most satellite
speakers can't reproduce the bottom octaves
without very high distortion, and amplifiers
use up a lot of their power trying to get them
to, so cutting the lows before the signals to
the satellites are amplified maximizes the
power available to drive the satellites in the
frequency range that they can reproduce
cleanly.

Long -Play MiniDisc
Qin some of the descriptions of MiniDisc
recorders I've read, it's stated that they

can record 74 minutes of stereo audio or
148 minutes of mono. Can such recorders
record the longer time without interruption?
Or must you record 74 minutes and then re-
set something to record 74 minutes more?
And can such recordings he played back on
all MD machines? TIMOTHY HENDEL

Huntsville, AL

On those machines that offer the fea-
ture, ,mono long -play recording (for

lectures and such) can be done in a single
pass without having to switch anything
halfway through. The recordings will play
only on machines that have the feature,
however, not on all MD units.

Ceiling Speakers
In the house I am having built, I plan

Into put two speakers in the ceiling of al-
most every room. Where should I place them
to get the best sound?

CHRISTOPHER R. FEDELE
North Massapequa, NY

APermanently mounted speakers may
pose problems because you can't move

them if you change the position of the pri-
mary listening seat, or if you find after
they're installed that they create standing
waves that affect bass performance. On the
other hand, they are appealing because they
take up virtually no space and can be made
almost invisible.

Because they have fewer room bound-
aries to interact with, the placement of ceil-
ing -mounted speakers (and wall -mounted
ones, too) is less critical than for speakers in
box enclosures. As long as you mount the

ceiling speakers a reasonable distance from
the side and back walls, at least the treble
and midrange should behave themselves. If
there is a problem with the bass, the only
solution may be the addition of a boxed sub -
woofer, which can be placed wherever it
smooths the low -frequency response.

Otherwise, you should decide before
mounting the speakers where your main lis-
tening position is going to be, and make
sure the speakers are equally distant from it
so that you will get some sort of imaging. It
would also probably be a good idea to place
them reasonably close to the listening seat,
rather than at the other end of the room, as
the tweeters will be firing downward and
you'll tend to lose a lot of treble if you are
sitting too far off -axis. This is particularly
true in a "dead" room with a lot of carpet-
ing, heavy drapes, and overstuffed furniture
to absorb high -frequency energy.

Vinyl Woes
ApkWhen I listen to some of my LPs, / hear
11111feedback in the lower frequencies. With
others, I hear a sort of scratchiness that oc-
curs at all volume levels. I've experimented
with moving my subwoofer, which normally
lives behind my entertainment system, and I
have cleaned my stylus, but nothing helps.
Any suggestions? ROY L. CALVIN

Phoenix, AZ

A You seem to have two unrelated prob-
lems. In many setups, the combination

of a vibration -sensitive transducer (the pho-
no cartridge) and a large diaphragm (the LP)
makes for a dandy microphone, especially at
low frequencies. If the system produces a lot
of bass (and, given the subwoofer, I assume
yours does), and if the recording itself con-
tains the right frequencies to excite reso-
nances, acoustic feedback can result.

Replacing the mat on the turntable with
one that supports only the playing area -
not the edge or label - might help tame air-
borne vibrations, as might keeping the lid
shut when playing, or using a disc clamp.
Structure -borne vibrations can often be re-
duced by placing the turntable on an absorp-
tive mat. Or you might find that simply
backing off on the bass a bit solves the prob-
lem. If you really want the big boom, tape
the record, making sure the speakers are
playing low enough during the recording so
that the feedback won't end up on the tape.
Then you can listen to the recording as loud
as you like without feedback.

The "scratchiness" you mention sounds
like record damage, probably caused by mis-
tracking sometime in the disc's past. If a
stylus doesn't maintain good contact with a
record's surface, it can bounce out and come
crashing back in, breaking off bits of vinyl.
It sounds terrible when it happens, and the
damage is, unfortunately, permanent.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR, Charlottesville, VA 22906
bmm MEM MEM ME 1111 MEM MEM MEM MEM MEM iMME
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Definitive ProCinema
The Ultimate Sub/Sat System

"Best sound for the money at the 1997 CES"
-ArtholVideo Reviewer Rich Warren

Regime red Trod...milk of
Laboratotiry Corporatoom

This Indy remarkable $799 system features:
 Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance

for Music and Home Theater Perfection
 125 Watt P3wered 10" Subwoofer
 Cast-Bastzt Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
 Opt:oral Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
 Dolb) AC -3' Ready
 Black .3r White

Definitive Technology
The Leader ,n High -Performance Loudspeakers.

11105 Valley H:s. D_-.  Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148

Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com

CIRCLE NO 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See oar dealer list on page 28
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SIGNALS
KEN C. POHLMANN

Procrustes' Bed
In Greek mythology, there was a rath-
er unsavory character named Pro-
crustes. He lived somewhere near
Eleusis, and it was said that the god

Poseidon was his father. Procrustes owned
an inn near the road, and he extended his
hospitality to travelers. He served them
savory meals and invited them to sleep
there, in a very special bed - a bed that
would exactly fit whoever lay down in it.
What he did not mention, until it was too
late, was the exact operation of his ad-
justable bed. If the traveler was shorter
than the bed, Procrustes stretched him to
make him fit. If the traveler was longer
than the bed, Procrustes chopped off his
legs. In either case, when ill-fitting vic-
tims were dead, Procrustes robbed them
and disposed of the bodies (in some ver-
sions of the story he ate his victims). Like
most Greek myths, this one had a happy
ending, or at least one that was fitting.
The young hero Theseus, who spent his
time killing monsters and catching
thieves, and who would later slay the
Minotaur, caught Procrustes in the act and
adjusted him to fit his own bed.

Although the innkeeper Procrustes is
long gone, the concept of his bed lives on.
We still speak of a Procrustean bed as any
arbitrary method that forces individuals to
conform to an unnatural scheme. Unfor-
tunately, Procrustean beds are all too
common in modem society. For example,
whether we're short or tall, we work at
desks with a standard Procrustean height
of 29 inches. Left-handed people every-
where struggle against a Procrustean sys-
tem of right-handed scissors, doorknobs,
and other implements. And any air travel-
er who's ever sat in coach class knows
that airlines use a very short Procrustean
spacing between seat rows.

Equally disturbing to me is the Pro-
crustean attitude that pervades the world
of audio. As I travel that world, I continu-
ally see otherwise free -spirited individu-
als positively enslaved by a host of audio
dictates. They rearrange their living rooms
(and sometimes wreck their marriages) so
that their special listening chair (with a
low back so that rear -wall reflections are
not blocked) is precisely aligned in an
isosceles triangle with the two main
speakers, which are exactly toed in and
spaced away from the wall at the manu-

facturer's recommended distance. In ex-
treme cases, these wretches calibrate the
entire arrangement using laser equipment
they've borrowed from the local universi-
ty's physics department, all in an effort to
insure excellent sound quality.

Another all -too -common sight is re-
ceivers with their bass and treble tone
controls rigidly set at 12 o'clock. Well -in-
doctrinated listeners are afraid to touch
those knobs because turning them would
violate the sanctity of flat frequency re-
sponse. Golden -eared audiophiles seem
particularly indentured to audio rules. Vi-
nyl enthusiasts, for example, seem to
spend all their time ritually cleaning and
recleaning their records, adjusting and
readjusting their turntables, aligning their
discs so that they are exactly parallel to
the force of gravity, and so on. It's tragic.

Sadly, even professional engineers are

There are no rules in

audio, only guidelines.

And you should feel free to

depart from them any

time you want to.

bound by audio rules they regard as invio-
lable. I was once asked to fine-tune the
design of a new car's factory sound sys-
tem in order to overcome some severe
peaks and dips in the frequency response
caused by phase cancellation. I discov-
ered that if I reversed the polarity of one
of the speakers, the cancellation was al-
most entirely removed; the system's fre-
quency response measured almost flat,
and it sounded absolutely great. However,
the chief engineer was horrified. He
protested that all speakers must be wired
in phase. I pointed out that a phase rever-
sal was simply a form of time alignment.
but he would have nothing to do with it.
He put the speaker back in phase, the hor-
rible sound returned, and the car went in-
to mass production.

Although a measure of engineering
precision is certainly helpful when deal-
ing with audio, it's important to remem-

ber that the sheer quantity of variables
renders any fixed rules counterproductive.
At best, so-called rules are simply points
of departure. For example, unless your
room and its furnishings are all symmetri-
cal, an isosceles triangle probably isn't
the best arrangement. You have to experi-
ment to find the best listening position.

Likewise, although flat tone controls
may yield a nominally flat output signal
to the speakers, something entirely differ-
ent reaches your ears thanks to the speak-
ers' own response and the acoustical char-
acteristics of your room. Even if you use
a real-time analyzer to obtain a flat acous-
tical response at the listening position,
you probably wouldn't want to listen that
way. You see, as we grow older (and ex-
cept for Tony Randall and Dick Clark, I
have not found anyone growing younger)
our hearing acuity inevitably dims. In
particular, high -frequency response rolls
off, and frequency notches may appear.
Because the changes occur very slowly
over many decades, we are usually not
aware of the degradation. An acoustically
flat response is useless if your ears have
evolved their own hearing response. For
best results, you'll want a decidedly non -
flat response.

The point is this: There are no rules in
audio, only guidelines. And you should
feel free to depart from the guidelines any
time you want to. Listening to music is

you can do. You should set up your sys-
tem any way you want it, and twist the
knobs to your heart's content, regardless
of the outcome, as long as it sounds good
to you. Frankly, many audio rules are
throwbacks to the past, when engineers
struggled to make analog circuits behave
as linearly and cleanly as possible. If they
were ever lucky enough to approximate a
flat frequency response, they immediately
cautioned everyone to duplicate those set-
tings exactly and then leave them alone.
Today, with the advent of digital audio
recording and processing, accomplish-
ments like flat frequency response are
trivial. And now that we've achieved flat-
ness, we should feel free to deviate from
flatness.

I certainly hope you wouldn't buy
jeans labeled "one size fits all." And you
wouldn't wear eyeglasses with a generic
prescription (or generic frames). So you
shouldn't listen to generic stereo systems,
either. Go ahead - break free. Crank up
the treble control if you want to, wear
your headphones reversed if you feel like
it, and sit closer to one speaker. Throw off
all those deep, dark myths that conspire
to harmonize healthy individual disso-
nance! As you start down that road of au-
dio freedom, consider it the first step to-
ward a new, liberated life, free of confor-
mity. Travel freely in that world, live
freely! And don't spend the night at Pro-
crustes' Bed 'n' Breakfast.
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Great Sound.
No Risk

a 99
Introductory Price

"Truly great sound has never been
more affordable."

-Henry Kloss

PC Works Multimedia Speaker System by Henry Moss.
PC Works is our newest and most affordable compact, amplified multimedia speaker system designed by Audio Hall of Fame

member Henry Kioss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent). Just connect it to a computer, TV, Tape/CD player or boom box -
anything with a headphone jack - for beautiful, room -filling realistic stereo sound. PCWorks has been carefully fine-tuned to

produce the natural, accurate, wide -range sound normally associated with high -quality component stereo systems. Order
PCWorks today! If you're not perfectly happy with it, return it within 30 days for a full refund.

To Order, Or For A FREE Catalog, Call 1"800"FOR"HIFI

SOUNDWORKS
/1.1(.1.4,

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
I I \ cedharn St.. Suite 1112, Newton, MA 02164 Fax: ()17-332-9229 www.hiti.com
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The Most Critically
OfAllane? Dont

6 Ensemble may be "the best value in the world." Audio

"...stereo imaging is phenomenally sharp...the dynamics are stunning...some of

the speakers I'm comparing it to cost $1,900 to $2,800."

High Performance Review

"Ensemble makes a great argument for mail-
order everything." The Village Voice

BMW 
Our best suhwoofer/satellite speaker system. It uses

ultra -slim (4.5") dual subwoofers and two-way satellites.

White or charcoal. Factory -Direct Price: $599.99

A

The Ensemble II, like its companions in

the Cambridge SoundWorks lineup, performs so
far beyond its price and size class that it car be

compared only with much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices...it represents an

outstanding value." Stereo Review

ENSWAILE II Our best value in a high-performance speaker system. Single subwoofer cabinet.

two-way satellites. White or charcoal. Factory -Direct Price: $499.99

[he only speakers you'll ever need... equally

at home as high -end PC speakers or as room -

filling stereo speakers." PC Magazine

"I haven't heard better speakers at this price."
PC World

"In terms of price for performance, it's in
a class by itself." Macworld

"It puts out a natural, balanced sound that
compares well not just with other computer speakers,
but with any speakers." 5 Computer Shopper

All in all, this is a lot of

speaker for $1,500 a pair -
which is precisely the point

of CSW's factory -direct

strategy...As soon as I fired

the Towers up, it was evident

that they threw a big image.
The Towers' soundstage was

noticeably deep and solid on
most material. 55 Audio

TOWER- Our new three-way,

dual -woofer speaker system. Its dynam-

ic presence, natural tonal balance and

the "all-around" sound of its hi -polar

design result in sound that is nothing

short of incredible. Real -wood black

ash or walnut veneers.

Factory -Direct Price: $1,499.99

MKROWORKS-Our new multimedia amplified

speaker system. It has more power, more output

and better bass than any other multimedia speaker

system we know of. Computer beige or charcoal.

Factory -Direct Price: $349.99



Acclaimed. Speakers
Take Our Word For It.

Cambridge

SoundWorks' Powered

Subwoofer blew the

others away on

dynamics...deep
powerful bass...31.5 Hz

output was obtainable at

a room -shaking

level...clearly the best

subwoofer of the pack."

Stereo Review

"The Powered subwooier's performance was
first rate...." Home Theater

"...a winner...sonically the Powered Subwoofer
a knockout. Bravo." Sound & Image

POWERED SUBWOOFER Reproduces accurate bass to

helok% 30 Hz. lou II hear soundtracks the way they were meant

to be heard...better than most theaters!

Factory -Direct Price: $699.99 A

We've heard plenty of far more expensive home

theater speakers that couldn't hold a candle to this rig.
The Ensemble N sounds so much better than the other
sub/sat systems we've tried - at half the price of many -
that it's a hands -down Hot Ticket." Home Theater

"This system is one of the top bargains in today's market.
Hearing is believing! 55
Stereo Review

Ensemble IV was recently rated

"Best Buy" by a

leading consumer
publication.

ENSEMBLE IV This home theater package is the most compact, affordable

subwoofer/satellite speaker s'steni ever designed by Henry Kloss.

Factory -Direct Price: $399.99 A

The Cambridge SoundWorks The Surround II speaker sounded

absolutely great...the ambience of Pro Logic really snaps in...their

dispersion pattern lets them blend easily with a wider variety of front

speakers. These will stay on my surround speaker shelves for a long

time." Home Theater

The Surround II was recently rated number one by a leading

consumer publication.

THE SURROUND II

is our must aili IR Lible dipole

radiator surround speaker.

White or charcoal.

Factory Direct Price: $249.99 pr.

Free Audio Catalog
We make unique, critically -acclaimed speakers and

music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR,

KLH & Advent). We sell them-and components from

companies like Sony, Pioneer, Harman Kardon, Carver and

others-factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen.

 Our Audio Experts will answer your questions

anytime before and after you buy

 Call toll -free 8AM-Midnight (ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee.

 We even refund original UPS ground shipping charges.*

To Order Factory -Direct, For a Free Catalog,
Or For The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI (1-800-367-4434)

C A M B R I D G E

SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
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TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

Comparing Speakers
One of the more rewarding as-
pects of my long association
with STEREO REVIEW has
been the feedback from read-

ers. It has often (as in the present in-
stance) been the inspiration for a column.
After nearly four decades of "Technical
Talk," it sometimes seems as though
every possible subject has already been
covered. But there are always new readers
and new questions, or sometimes new
readers with the old questions!

Sometimes, however, there are no an-
swers to give. For example, the question
may be phrased in an unanswerable form,
something like "How high is up?" One
reader actually asked me to recommend
"the best -sounding" speaker at any price.
He listed some twenty -odd categories of
music he likes to listen to, including (with
apologies to Dave Barry, I am not making
this up!) "rock, pop, dance, blues, jazz,
classical, country, rap, hip hop, r&b, reg-
gae, metal, 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and just
about everything but alternative/punk"
and said he listens at both soft and house -
shaking levels. He asked for comparisons
among more than thirty different speak-
ers, priced up to $30,000 and going back
to the Klipschorn of the 1940s, few of
which I had ever heard (and some I had
never heard of).

Fortunately, most reader requests are
more reasonable, and many have to do
with some aspect of loudspeaker perfor-
mance. In my view, the loudspeaker is
unarguably the most critical and least de-
finable part of an audio system. As I've
said many times before, the performance
of the active electrical components of a
music system (tuner, amplifier, CD play-
er) can be defined with reasonable confi-
dence through various objective measure-
ments, and in general it is many orders of
magnitude superior to the distortions and
spatial aberrations of even the finest
speakers. But it is the speakers that, after
considerable modification by the room
environment, are the ultimate source of
what we actually hear.

Wouldn't it be nice if we could mea-
sure the performance of a pair of speakers
in a meaningful way? Of course, there are
many aspects of a speaker that can be
measured, but most of these involve the
structure of the driver or enclosure and

have little or no direct relationship to the
unique aspects of its normal output.

I assure you that I would like nothing
better than to be able to measure the sonic
performance of a speaker with the accura-
cy and validity that applies to electronic
components. Thus far, however, speaker
performance is the province of the human
ear/brain combination, one of the most
advanced acoustic -analysis systems (and
computers) developed to date.

A letter from a reader raises a reason-
able criticism of the current situation. He
asks, "Doesn't your failure to give loud-
speaker -accuracy results (for instance, the

No verbal description of

a speaker's sound can tell

us as much as a few

minutes of listening to it.

measured room response) over a consis-
tent frequency range effectively prevent
your readers from making useful compar-
isons among speakers? A frequency -re-
sponse graph (with its procedure given)
would solve this problem."

If it were only that simple! Our room -
response measurements provide some of
that information, though it is not pub-
lished in graphic form. The trouble is that
the curves would come out different in
any other room, or even in different loca-
tions in the same room. Our room mea-
surements do serve as a rough indicator
of a speaker's response under very specif-
ic, unique conditions, and if there are any
gross anomalies, they will turn up here.
Their main value, though, is for compar-
ing a speaker's response in a given, rea-
sonably constant environment with that of
any other speaker tested under the same
conditions. The actual graphs are useful
to me, since I have tested hundreds of
speakers under essentially similar condi-
tions, but they would be of little value to
anyone else.

Other readers would like to know what
a particular speaker sounds like. So do I,
which is why I do a lot of listening using
a variety of program sources. Although

many reviewers list the various amplifiers
and other electronic components that are
in their music systems, I consider this to
be a waste of time and space. In almost
every case, these make a negligible con-
tribution to the final sound quality. As I
see it, that is (or certainly should be) the
goal of their designers, and it has been re-
alized with remarkable success.

I understand why many people seek a
verbal description of sound quality. After
all, it is possible to describe verbally a
component's shape, function, or color in
terms that will be reasonably comprehen-
sible to a reader who does not have the
object in front of him. But sound is unique
in the sense that (subjectively) it exists
only in the listener's mind. Although we
can measure the acoustic properties of a
soundwave as it impinges on his ear, that
cannot entirely account for what his brain
does with that information. It seems to
me, therefore, that in all probability no
two people ever hear "the same thing,"
even when measurements show that the
external sound fields are identical.

The point I am trying to make is that
describing any sound as complex as mu-
sic in unambiguous terms to someone
who has not heard it is impossible. I
would be the first to admit that no verbal
descriptions of a speaker's sound tell us
as much as a few minutes of listening to
it. If that is the case, some general com-
ments on tonal quality (muddy, bright,
and so on) may well be the most practical
way to convey some useful information
about a speaker to someone who has nev-
er heard it for himself.

Letters from several readers remind me
of another problem. The conventional ad-
vice to anyone shopping for a speaker
system is to visit an audio dealer, if possi-
ble taking with you some favorite CDs for
auditioning. A well-equipped dealer ought
to have one or more sound -isolated dem-
onstration rooms where speakers can be
auditioned, but a couple of readers in dif-
ferent areas of the country have told me
that their local dealers lack such facilities.
In both cases the problem was aggravated
by similar factors: inadequate sound isola-
tion, inattentive sales personnel, and dom-
inant public tastes that often ignore the
classical -music listener.

Here I can only offer my heartfelt sym-
pathy, since I almost never have to visit
an audio dealer (a perk of the job). If it is
any consolation, my experience suggests
that loudspeakers as a class have already
reached a level of sophistication that min-
imizes the risk of serious dissatisfaction,
and they are still improving. You could
probably buy any of a large number of
speakers unheard without much risk of
disappointment. Just don't consider such
a purchase without an ironclad return
guarantee - and before you make a final
decision, listen to the speakers with your
ears, in your room, with your music.
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Introducing MovieWorks.
No -Compromise Home Theater
Surround Sound Made Simple.

1.IU Watt, 12"
Powered ,uhttoofer

is

4.,I.MILIPLa
.x.11114118.6

Dipole Radiatcr
Surround .Speak-!rs

Shielded. Two-llay
Main .Speakers

_Shielded, Lou. -Profile
Center Speaker

For many, many people, MovieW, irks is the

perfect home theater speaker system. It delivers

incredible no -compromise performance that doesn't

require disclaimers or apologies. We don't know of

any other system in its price range that approaches

its performance.

What Is MovieWorks?
MoieWorks is a set of carefully matched speakers -

including apt wered subwoofer- for Dolby Pro Logic'

or Dolby Digital' (AC3) surround sound systems. Each

speaker is designed to accurately rem duce music and

movie soundtracks with outstanding realism.

Main Speakers.
The left and right speakers in MovieWorks use a

two-way, shielded design. They are acoustically

similar to the satellite speakers in our acclaimed

Ensemble' speaker system, which Audio magazine

called "the best value in the mirld."

The Center Speaker.
The center speaker is a wide -dispersion, high -

output shielded design with two 3 12" midrange

drives and a tweeter identical to that in the main

speakers. Is low profile makes it ideal for use above

or below a TV monitor.

HJW DOES MovieWorks COMPARE TO THE COMPETITION?

DIPOLE

SURROUND

SPEAKER?

WOCFER

SIZE

SUBWOOFER

POWER PRICE

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS '(ES 12" 140 WATTS $1,299

BOSTON ACOUSTICS (MICRO 90, 9(C. VRS MICRO) (ES 8" 75 WATTS $1,199

POLK (RM7300) 10 10' 125 WATTS $1,499

M&K S-85) VO 12" 75 WATTS $2,365

The Surround Speakers.
For the rear channel, we chose an acoustically

matched dipole radiator speaker. Each speaker has

Iwo high -frequency drivers - one facing forward,

,ne to the rear. They send out -of -phase signals to the

liont and rear of the [Ix im, where they reflect off walls,

-surrounding' the listener. We feel dipole speakers are

ideal k it home theater - including Dolby Pro logic and

and Dolby Digital (AC3) systems.

"The Cambridge SoundWorks dipole
surround speaker sounded absolutely
great. These will stay on nay surround
speaker shelves for a long time."

Home Theater magazine -3/96

The Powered Subwoofer.
For bass rem dation, we chore an amazing

Is weird subms Ifer. It uses a 12" win fifer with a 140 -

watt amplifier for outstanding bass in music and

soundtraks. Sound & Image says it's, "a winner,

pounding out fist -rate 108 SPI,...a knockout."

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
At $).299, we think MovieWorks is the ideal home

theater siund system k it poiple who aren't willing to

iimproinise on performance.

Try MiwieWorks in your own [Rime, with your

layorite music and movies. If within 30 days you decide

iu don't love it, send it hack for a full refund.

"Cambridge SoundWorks' Powered
Subwoofer was clearly the best subuoofer
of the pack... it blew them away on
dynamics." Stereo Review -9/96

CAMBRIDGE

Free
Catalog
To Order, For
A Free Catalog,
Or For The
Nearest Store
Location, Call

1-800-FORHIFI
(1-800-367-44341

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 ieedham Street. Suite 102. I.

Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: of .332

Canada: 1800-525-4434 www.hifi.com
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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Ralph, the world-famous swimming pig, performs hi> well-known swine dive in me "World's Only Sunni(); int ineatre."

things to stop for

INTRODUCING THE FASTEST, MOST CONVENIENT
IN -DASH CD CHANGER FOR YOUR CAR.

C changes.

When you're trying to get to the Bratwurst Capital of the

World or the Museum of Barbed Wire, who

has time to stop and change CDs in

treir trunk? Fortunately, there's the Alpine in -dash CD changer. Our Z -Action disc

changer is nearly 400/0 faster than previous models. The unique 3 -disc cartridge

keeps your discs stored safely. There's even a detachable faceplate for security.

And with all these modern conveniences, our in -dash CD changers start at $399.* So you'll have plenty

of money left over for all the roadside attractions you've been missir g.

/ ALPINE
Car Audio and Navigation Systems

n 1997 Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. * 1997 Alpine Electronics of Canada. Inc. Discover the Future of Mobile Multimedia.* For more information on Alpine in -dash CD
changers or the name of an authorized dealer specialist near you, call 800 -ALPINE -1 or check out our web site at httplfwww.alpinel.com. S399 factory authorized price in U.S.
dr,.3 P''ces may vary by participating dealer. Availability is subject to dealer inventory. Alpine factory warranty applies only to goods sold by an authorized Alpine retailer.
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TEST REPORTS

PRO LoGic
I DEO-5 Du()

Onkyo TX-DS939 Dolby
Digital/THX AN Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

Besides being the most expen-
sive A/V receiver we have
ever tested, the Onkyo TX-
DS939 is also probably the

best equipped receiver for delivering
the full home -theater potential of sur-
round -sound material, especially laser -
discs and DVDs with Dolby Digital
(AC -3) soundtracks. Not only does it
provide full Dolby Digital decoding
and digital Dolby Pro Logic process-
ing, it also incorporates such Home
THX enhancements as re -equalization,
surround -speaker equalization, and au-
tomatically switched surround decor -
relation - enhancements that were
designed by Lucasfilm to improve a
home theater's sonic match with a
movie studio's soundstage.

In addition to these "basic" decod-
ing functions, the receiver's digital
signal processing (DSP) circuitry pro-
vides ambience enhancement by gen-
erating artificial reflections that are fed
through a system's five main speakers.
For soundtracks the ambience modes
are labeled Action, Drama, and Musi-

cal. For other material, primarily mu-
sic, the modes are Concert Hall, Live,
Night Club, Discotheque, Church, Sta-
dium, Arena, and Open Air. All of
these modes have several adjustable
parameters for more precise ambience
customization (such as hall size and
shape, effect level, and reverb time
and level). The digital circuitry is also
employed to perform the functions of
bass and treble tone controls as well
as a mid -bass control that acts like a
graphic -equalizer band centered at
180 Hz.

As technically advanced as all these
functions may be, they hold less fasci-
nation than the TX-DS939's ability to

DIMENSIGNS: 171/2 inches wide, 7-1/4 inches
high. 18 inches deep

WEIGHT: 461/2 pounds

PRICE: $2.800

MANUFACTURER: Onkyo U.S.A. Corp.,
Dept. SR 2(8) Williams Dr.. Ramsey, NJ
07446: telephone. 201-825-7950

0

adjust speaker balances automatically,
a process that otherwise requires a
sound -level meter to perform accurate-
ly and that is crucial for the most the-
ater -like playback of surround materi-
al. The receiver comes with a micro-
phone that plugs into a front -panel
jack via a long cord. You place the
mike at ear level at the listening po-
sition, activate the start button in the
appropriate on -screen menu using
the remote control, wait while the TX-
DS939 emits test tones through all
five main speakers and any connect-
ed subwoofer, and you're done - in
about a minute and a half! More on
this later.

A uniquely styled stand-up pro-
grammable remote is supplied. It is
used to control the very useful on-
screen display (which uses a surpris-
ingly cheap -looking typeface, howev-
er). Unless you're really good at mem-
orizing sequences of remote -control
button pushing, some receiver func-
tions (like the surround -mode con-
trols) will be accessible only if you
use the on -screen menu, which means
that the TV will have to be on even
when you're just listening to music.

Input facilities are luxurious: there
are seven (!) video -source connections,
including three for VCRs, two for la-
serdisc or DVD players, and a front -
panel A/V input. Audio connections
are provided for a turntable, two ana-
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TEST REPORTS
log tape recorders, and a CD player.
Three digital audio connectors, two
optical and one coaxial, are on the rear
panel, and these can be assigned to
various sources. All three accept Dol-
by Digital signals. There's also an AC -
3 RF connector that accepts Dolby
Digital signals from a recent -model
laserdisc player (there's an internal
demodulator).

The remaining rear -panel facilities
are also unusually sumptuous. Multi -
way binding posts are used for the
speaker connections, all of which are
doubled for driving two separate sur-
round setups. There are also two paral-
lel -driven line -level subwoofer outputs
that feed signals from the receiver's
extensive bass -management circuitry,
which redirects low frequencies away
from speakers that can't reproduce
loud, deep bass to those that can. All
A/V sources have connections for both
composite -video and S -video signals.
All speaker outputs are also available
as line -level signals for feeding exter-
nal power amplifiers "so you can play
sources at even higher volume levels,"
according to the manual. As you'll see,
it's a rare situation that will require
such assistance.

Almost every entry in our panel of
laboratory measurements (page 44)
shows good to superior performance.
Even the tuner measured slightly bet-
ter than average overall. Note the very
ample power outputs, especially in
multichannel playback, which exceed
not only the receiver's ratings but also
the very stringent THX design criteria.
At 147 watts per channel, all channels
driven, during Dolby Digital opera-
tion, the TX-DS939 generated in -room
peaks of greater than 109 dB sound -
pressure level (SPL) for short dura-
tions without audible amp distortion
using speakers of typical sensitivity
(87 dB SPL at 1 watt). That is damn
loud. With typical loudspeakers and
using digital inputs, you won't have
to worry about sending the amplifiers
into clipping as long as you set the
volume no higher than -2, which pro-
duces very loud levels. Also excep-
tional were the results of our stereo
linearity test and the 16 -bit excess -
noise measurements. The latter show
that the receiver adds very little noise
to the signal when its digital inputs
are used.

We checked the results of the TX-
DS939's automatic speaker -balancing
procedure against sound -level mea-
surements made with our lab micro-
phone and found that with a variety of

speakers it produced results that were
within ±0.5 dB of perfect. This is as
good as can be expected given the 1 -
dB resolution of the receiver's chan-
nel -level adjustment steps. The sub -
woofer consistently came out balanced
3 to 4 dB too high for flattest overall
response, even with a full THX speak-
er system. We attribute this discrepan-
cy to interactions between the receiv-
er's test -tone frequencies, the speak-
ers' frequency responses, and our lis-
tening room's acoustics. However, the
subwoofer balance was within 1 dB of
what we obtained from balancing the
speakers manually using the built-in
test tones and a sound -level meter. If
possible, the setup procedure should
be performed with the measurement
microphone placed as close as possi-
ble to where the listener's ears will be.
Do not simply put it on the chair; tape
it to a propped -up yardstick to get it
close to your seated -ear height. The
process will also bomb out if the ini-
tial subwoofer level is set too low for
the receiver to compensate.

The speaker -distance -compensation
portion of the auto -setup procedure,
which calculates the correct delay time
for each channel, was accurate to with-
in 1 foot of the actual speaker dis-
tances, the best that can be done giv-
en the receiver's 1 -foot distance incre-
ments. The vagaries of speaker posi-
tioning and room acoustics make it
possible for the speaker -distance pro-

cedure to get things quite wrong, but
it is easy to call up the relevant on-
screen menu and set the actual dis-
tances manually (measure from where
your ears are and round off the mea-
surement to the nearest foot). On the
whole, the TX-DS939's automation
will get you within shooting distance
of an ideal setup. It's certainly far bet-
ter than balancing by ear (without a
level meter). In most rooms, obtaining
a better overall frequency balance will
probably require the use of some equal-
ization and the assistance of profes-
sional installers.

Once everything was set up in our
listening room, the TX-DS939 proved
to be as solid in performance as it
seems to be in construction. The thing
weighs so much you'd think it was ar-
mor -plated, but that weight is concen-
trated in the massive toroidal power
transformer. And there's a nice feel to
the volume -control knob even though
it only controls a digital attenuator. I
was pleased to find that the noise from
the cooling fan, which turns on when
any channel has to deliver more than 1
watt, was always masked by the pro-
gram material.

The receiver's power reserves proved
more than adequate for the stringent
demands of playing music at live lev-
els (within reason) and soundtracks at
full theatrical levels, especially when
we added a subwoofer. Dolby Digital
decoding of action -movie spectaculars
(such as the Batman series) especially
benefited from the seeming inexhaust-
ibility of the TX-DS939's amplifier
section. With older soundtracks the
all -digital Dolby Pro Logic decoding
sounded very clean thanks to its low
noise and very low distortion. Sur-
round imaging was extremely good up
front, a consequence of the speaker -
distance compensation.

If anything, the various DSP ambi-
ence modes for both music and sound-
tracks seemed too laid-back, although
that was a very pleasant change from
the usual receiver default settings,
which tend to be too spacy in effect. It
is possible to make the Onkyo's proc-
essing sound awful, too, but it usually
required turning all of a mode's set-
tings full -up. The ambience process-
ing was particularly respectful of pro-
grams containing musical vocals or
speaking voices. Voice intelligibility
was preserved in the DSP video sound-
track modes, a rare outcome. The mu-
sic modes' artificial echoes emerge
principally from the center and sur-
round speakers, leaving the imaging
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"...by a wide and clearly
audible margin, the Micro9Ot
is the best small -satellite
home theater speaker system
I have ever reviewed."

-David Ranada, Stereo Review, February 1997

This Micro9Ot home theater system includes:

Two M cro90 satellites, sonically matched

center channel, powered subwoofer, and a

pair of VRS Micro diffuse -field surrounds

(available separately).

Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Micro Reference
Big theater sound from small,
sculpted satellites.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR"
Audiophile sound with the full
impact of Dolby' Digital.

Boston Acoustics THX
Dubbing -studio -quality sound.

The experts at Stereo Review listen to literally hundreds of home theater speakers each year.

So it stands to reason that the Micro9Ot must be pretty special to warrant such praise.

The reason for this enthusiasm? Good old-fashioned engineering know-how.

Take the Micro90 satellites, for example. They feature a die-cast aluminum housing of
incredible strength and rigidity. So the drivers' energy is projected as pure, clean acoustic
output instead of being wasted as cabinet vibration. The result: a satellite that can fit in the
palm of your hand, and still fill a room with astonishing sound.

Its anodized aluminum tweeter with AMD handles lots o= power, yet reproduces highs with
virtually zero distortion. And its swivel -mount pedestals make for simple shelf or wall
mounting. The Micro90 powered subwoofer, with its clean 75 -watt amp and 8 -inch DCD'm
bass unit, produces ample amounts of deep, tight, powerful bass.

Add the tonally matched Micro90 center channel and either direct or diffuse -field surrounds
and you've got a system that beats all other satellite home theaters "by a wide and clearly
audible margin." You can test -listen the Micro9Ot at your local Boston dealer. But rest
assured, you won't be the first to lister. with a critical ear.

BostonAcoustics
300 Jubilee Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 538-5000. www.bostonacoustics.com/boston

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. THX is .t registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
Lynnfield VR and DCD are trademarks of Boston Acoustics, Inc.



TEST REPORTS
and distance qualities determined by
the original recording, which emerges
relatively unscathed from the front left
and right speakers. This prevents ex-
cessive spacyness, but it also inhibits
the creation of the kind of completely
enveloping spatial effect produced by
the best ambience processing, the kind
provided by, say, the $4,500 Lexicon
DC -1 A/V preamplifier.

For all the basic receiver functions
(input switching, volume adjustment,
and so on), the TX-DS939 was easy to
use. I not only liked the shape, feel,
and organization of the remote control
- I also liked being able to access
nearly all of its functions from the
front panel as well. For more advanced
users, however, the sequential selection

of ambience -processing modes and the
couple of seconds of muting that ac-
companies each mode change make it
difficult to compare modes or proc-
essed vs. unprocessed sound. It would
enhance the ambience modes and ben-
efit users with unusual setup situations
if there was some provision for chang-
ing speaker balances individually while
playing an external signal (the receiv-
er's test tone must be on to change
balances). And subwoofer setup (by a
professional) could be improved if the
receiver allowed the installer to play
external test tones while changing the
speaker -distance settings.

As my mention above of the Lexi-
con DC -1 suggests, the chief competi-
tion for the Onkyo TX-DS939 is not

other receivers, for at present no other
A/V receiver we're aware of is clearly
superior. It may not even have any
peers. Its true competition comes from
AN systems composed of high -end
separates. But you'd have to choose
those separate components extremely
carefully in order to get the Dolby
Digital, power -amplifier, ambience -
processing, bass -management, learn-
ing -remote -control, on -screen -display,
and auto -setup capabilities that Onkyo
has managed to fit into the TX-DS939.
You would undoubtedly end up with
a system that costs more than this On-
kyo receiver - and you'd still have to
connect everything! In comparison,
even at $2,800 the TX-DS939 looks
like a bargain.

D OLBY DIGITAL (AC -3)
PERFORMANCE

All data obtained with Dolby Digital signals from
Dolby Labs' AC -3 test DVD using "small"
speaker settings. Except for maximum output -
power measurements, the volume control was set
to produce 2.83 volts into 8 ohms from a -20-
dBFS signal. Maximum outputs were determined
with the volume at its highest step below clipping
with 0-dBFS* input signals. All inputs were
dithered (which sets limits on noise and distortion
performance).

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING
(per channel, at I kHz. into 8 ohms)
one channel driven approx. 186 watts
all channels driven (10 seconds) 147 watts

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 watt, I kHz)
worst case 0 047%

UNEARITY ERROR (worst case)
at -90 dBFS -0.42 dB

NOISE (A-wtd)
worst case -73.2 dB

EXCESS NOISE (worst case, with signal)
I6 -bit (EN16) +4.1 dB
18 -bit +13.8 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
wont case +0, -0.14 dB

SUBWOOFER OUTPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
24 dB/octave rolloff above -6-dB point at 84 Hz

HIGH-PASS FILTER FREQUENCY RESPONSES
12 dB/octavc rolloff below -3-dB point at 80 Hz

MAXIMUM SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
(peak -limiting oftl 7.8 volts

SUBWOOFER OUTPUT DISTORTION
worst -case signal 3% LINEARITY ERROR

at -9(1 dBFS* -0.15 dii

NOISE (re I -watt output with -20-dBFS input)
A-wld. de -emphasis off/on -73.4/-75.6 dB

EXCESS NOISE (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +2.15/+2.35 dB

(EN20) +16.9/+16.6 dB

MEASUREMENTS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Front 20 II/ to 20 kHz +0.01, -0.03 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01, -0.23 dB
surround 20 Hz to 6.8 kHz +0.03, -3.0 dB

NOISE (A-wtd)
worst case -68.4 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N 1 kHz)
orq case 0.0585

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re THX level (-23.01 dBFS ) -1.75 dB

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (analog inputs, at 1 kHz)
front (re 2 -volt input) +0.7 dB
center (re I.4 -volt input) +3.8 dB
surround (re (1.4 -volt input) +3.8 dB

 dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

STEREO PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUTS
Same test conditions as above.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING tat I kHz)
8 ohms 176 watts
4 ohms 274 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM Ire 120 -watt rating)
I 5 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohms 205 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re 120 -watt rating)
8 ohms 2.15 dB

THX RE -EQUALIZATION ERROR <0.5 dB

THX SURROUND -Ea ERROR dB

 dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

D OLBY PRO LOOK PERFORMANCE
Except where noted, all data obtained with digital
input signals. Other test conditions same as for
Dolby Digital.

DISTORTION (8 ohms. 1 kHz)
at rated power (120 watts)
at I watt

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
bass control, 100 11z
mid -bass control, 280 Hi
treble control, 10 kHz

0032',
0 051'4

+8.74, -8.79 dB
+9.15, -9.19 dB
+8.54. -8.61 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
de -emphasis ott 2)) Hz to 20 kHz +0. -0.18 dB
de -emphasis on... 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1.08 dB

 dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

STEREO PERFORMANCE,
ANALOG INPUTS
SENSITIVITY (for 1 -watt output)
CD 13.54 mV
phono 0 4 mV

INPUT -OVERLOAD LEVEL (re 2 -volt input)
CD 1.6 dB

NOISE (re I -watt output, A-wtd)
CD (500 -mV input) -76.8 dB
phono (5 -mV input) -76.9 dB

RIAA PHONO-EQUAUZATION ERROR
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) +0.53, -0.1 dB

ANALOG -INPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
2(1 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01, -0.09 dB

TUNER SECTION
All figures for FM except frequency response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 16 dBf
stereo 35 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -76 dB
stereo -70 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 14%
stereo 0 19%

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) 1 5 dB

AM REJECTION 66 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 66 dB
adjacent -channel 14 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
191.18 kllz -74/-70 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
I kHz 51 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 30 Hz to 15 kHz +1.5, -0 dB
AM 100 Hz to 2.3 kHz +1, -6 dB
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Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Ace Ventura, Aladdin,
Night of the Living Dead.

This is serious stuff.

Tel
Our $999 CR Home Theat, F',,ckage

includes: a pair of CR7 mains, a CR1

center channel speaker, CR6 surrounds

with brackets and a CR400 powered

subwoofer.

Micro Reference Series
Big theater sound from small,

sculpted satellites.

Compact Reference Series
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR Series
Audiophile sound with the full
impact of Dolby° Digital.

Boston Acoustics THX° System
Dubbing studio quality sound.

If you take your movies seriously, this is for you: the Compact Reference Home Theater Package.

It features our much -touted CR7 main speakers. They impressed Audio magazine enough to call them

"Great Performers." Plus, they said, "[The CRT's) sound is smooth and well balanced, and their bass

competes with that of larger speakers." In the center: the CR1 censer channel. Its tweeter is identical

to the CR7's, and both speakers' bass units are tonally matched. So left/right pans are seamless, tonal

balance is smooth and d spersion is broad. For surrounds, choose between our compact, flexible

CR6 monitor with swivel -mount bracket or our award -winning CRX diffuse -field surround. Finally,

there's the newest CR family addition: the CR400 powered subwoofer. It's a serious subwoofer in a

compact package. The CR400's 75 -watt amp and 8 -inch DCD bass unit produce remarkable bass effects

down to 35Hz (-3dB). And it offers volume control, a variable crossover and a polarity switch-

features you'd only expect to find in larger, more expensive subs. Test -listen the CR Home Theater

Package at your local Boston dealer. You won't hear anything else like it. Seriously.

BostonAcoustics
300 Jubilee Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 538-5000. www.bostonacoustics.corn

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
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8

M&K Bookshelf -75 Speaker
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Miller & Kreisel Sound
Corporation (M&K) has
a well -established repu-
tation as a manufacturer

of high -quality loudspeakers for seri-
ous audiophiles. Like the high-fidelity
industry as a whole, the M&K product
line has expanded considerably in re-
cent years to meet the demands of the
growing home -theater market.

Traditionally, most M&K speakers
have been priced well above the range
of more popular, broader -market audio
components. However, the rapid growth
of home theater has spurred the devel-
opment of affordable, high -quality
components for that application, such
as the Bookshelf -75.

The Bookshelf -75 is a two-way
speaker that can be used for either the
left/right front or surround channels in
a music or home -theater installation.
The companion Center -75 speaker is
designed to be acoustically compatible
with the Bookshelf -75 in a home -the-
ater setting, as are several of M&K's
powered subwoofers.

As its name suggests, the Book-
shelf -75 is a compact speaker. It has a
nominal 61/2 -inch woofer (actual ef-
fective diameter is 5 inches) and a 1 -

inch soft -dome tweeter, the same that
is used in M&K's more expensive
speakers. There is a port on the speak-
er's front panel, but it comes blocked
by a removable plastic -foam plug.

With the plug left in place, the
Bookshelf -75 effectively operates as a
sealed (nonvented) system, and M&K
says that in this mode the speaker will
deliver the best transient response,
tightest mid -bass, and flattest overall
frequency response. It is the recom-
mended operating mode for systems
that include a subwoofer. When the
plug is removed, the speaker operates
as a vented system, adding about 2 dB
more output in the range around 80
Hz. This mode is suggested for sys-
tems without a subwoofer. Neverthe-
less, the manual suggests experiment-
ing with the plug, which can be re-
moved or inserted as often as desired,
to obtain the best overall sound.

To insure compatibility with home -
theater video components, the Book-
shelf -75 is magnetically shielded. Ad-
ditional installation flexibility is pro-
vided by a threaded insert on the back
of the cabinet that can be used with an
optional OmniMount 53-RST bracket

DIMENSIONS: 141/4 inches high. 81/4 inches
wide. 9 inches deep (including grille)

WEIGHT: 151/4 pounds

FINISH: black ash woodgrain vinyl

PRICE: $450 a pair

MANUFACTURER: M&K Sound. Dept. SR.
10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City. CA

90232; telephone, 310-204-2854

($80 a pair) for mounting the speakers
- on a wall or on M&K LDM series
stands ($250 a pair).

The cabinet exterior, including the
front panel, is finished in black ash
woodgrain vinyl. The curved black
metal grille is easily unsnapped for ac-
cess to the drivers or the removable
vent plug. Despite the speaker's rela-
tively light weight, our knuckle -rap
test suggested that its construction is
exceptionally rigid.

The Bookshelf -75 has a rated im-
pedance of 4 ohms and is recommend-
ed for use with amplifiers rated be-
tween 50 and 200 watts output. Al-
though the sensitivity rating was not
stated in the otherwise comprehensive
installation and operation manual, we
measured the sensitivity as 89 dB
sound -pressure level at 1 meter, a typi-
cal figure for this category of speaker.

We measured the impedance with
the vent plug both inserted and re-
moved. With the plug in place, the
maximum impedance was just over
13 ohms at 75 Hz, reaching the rated
minimum of 4 ohms between 150 and
300 Hz and returning to the vicinity of
5 or 6 ohms at the lowest audio fre-
quencies. The impedance rose at high-
er frequencies into the range of 7.5 to
9 ohms between 1.5 and 20 kHz. This
combination of moderate impedance
characteristics and good sensitivity in-
dicates that the Bookshelf -75 can easi-
ly be driven by any properly function-
ing amplifier.

With the plug removed, the most
significant impedance change was the
characteristic double -humped curve of
a vented speaker, with the single bass
resonance replaced by two peaks,
16.5 ohms at 28 Hz and 13 ohms at
about 100 Hz. The rest of the imped-
ance curve was unaffected.

The corresponding acoustic effects
were equally distinct, though perhaps
not as obvious as the impedance
changes. With the plug inserted, the
close-miked woofer response was ±3
dB between 55 Hz and 200 Hz. Re-
moving the plug slightly increased the
output below 100 Hz, which con-
firmed the manufacturer's statement
that the principal effect of the vent is
to add a couple of decibels of output
in the mid -bass region around 80 Hz.

When the system is used with a sub -
woofer, however, the manufacturer
strongly urges that the Bookshelf -75's
plug be left in to provide the smooth-
est transition between the bass and
middle frequencies, and our measure-
ments confirmed that, too. The aver -
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SONY
LEGEnDRRY PERFORMFMCE The Sony DVP-S7000 player has already been hailed as

the re-erence standard" fo- DVD performance. Now. thanks to our Dolby Digital ES receiver with Digital

Cinema Sound" and a Trinitron XBR to evision with component video technoogy. the S7000 celivers even

greater color clarity and sturring sound quality. It all adds up to the ultimate home entertainment experience.

It's just another way Sony makes great lh ngs happen.

ar.

MAXIMUM TELEVISION,
Onty FRom Sony

11114ximumrL[vsion)

C.1997Sony 3tdionics a c. A.I rights reserved. Sony. D(i Coma Sound, Tnren and Meow Teleaxo are =narks of Sony
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PLANNING
TO BUILD A

HOME?
ANNUAL COLLECTION ISSU
BEST-SELLING <

PFl
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31861,
EXCLUSIVE:
CUSIOMIlf YOUR MIMI MINE
SEE PACT IG FOR Dna"
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MOM Ft,

300+
of the year's
best-selling
home plans

This year's collection features the
best of our Country, Traditional,

Mediterranean and Victorian designs,
ranging in size from under 1,000 to
over 3,500 square feet, by a select

group of nationally -recognized
architects and building designers.

Blueprints are available for every plan.

SPECIAL
OFFER!

An additional Home Plans issue
is free when you order our annual

collection (while supply lasts).

S12.95 includes shipping
and handling; Canada S15.95,

foreign 522.95.

CALL TOLL FREE
1.800.526.4667
IN CANADA 1800331BSHP

TEST REPORTS
aged room response of the left and
right speakers, with their vent plugs in,
was very smooth, with a ±2 -dB varia-
tion over the range of 100 Hz to 15
kHz, although the typical response
above 2 kHz was 2 or 3 dB less than at
lower frequencies. The room response
dropped about 15 dB between 10 and
20 kHz, presumably because of ab-
sorption by the room surfaces and fur-
nishings (that effect is typical for this
measurement).

The horizontal dispersion was also
typical of systems using I -inch tweet-
ers, with less than 2.5 dB total varia-
tion in output up to 8 kHz over a ±45 -
degree horizontal arc. Above 8 kHz
the on -axis response increased by 4
dB up to 20 kHz, while the off -axis re-
sponse fell off steeply above 10 kHz,
to about -15 dB. It is important to
note that this behavior is quite typical
of virtually every conventional (for-
ward -facing) speaker we have tested,
even though the response deviations
might seem large compared with, say,
typical amplifier measurements.

Our MLS quasi-anechoic frequen-
cy -response measurement, which min-
imizes the effect of room boundaries,
was made at distances of 1, 2, and 3
meters on the forward axis of the
speaker. These tests showed an overall
response variation of less than ±4 dB
from the lower measurement limit
(300 Hz) up to 20 kHz.

These and other measurements can
serve to verify the qualities of a speak-
er, but it is surprisingly difficult to
evaluate the sound of a speaker from
any (or all) measurements. As always,
the ultimate proof is in the listening.
Although there is little in its appear-

ance, size, price, or driver complement
to distinguish the Bookshelf -75 from
a number of comparable systems we
have used and tested, like every other
speaker it has a character of its own,
which can only be appreciated by lis-
tening to it. What I can tell you, with-
out hesitation, is that this M&K speak-
er fully lived up to its pedigree. Not

M&K recommends that the

Bookshelf -75 speaker's

plastic -foam vent plug be

removed for use in systems

with a subwoofer.

often do we encounter an unassuming
and affordable product whose perfor-
mance belies its price and modest ex-
terior as unequivocally as this one.

It became obvious after only a short
period of listening that the speaker's
components (specifically, its drivers
and crossover) were thoroughly opti-
mized in the development process.
With most program material whose
low -frequency content was above 50
Hz or so, the Bookshelf -75 held its
own against far costlier speaker sys-
tems we had on hand for comparison.

In a marketplace presently blessed
with a number of excellent small
speakers, don't be misled by the plain
Jane appearance of the M&K Book-
shelf -75. If you're shopping for speak-
ers in the under -$500 range, be sure to
consider a pair of Bookshelf -75s. o

"Since you'll he home a lot now, along with 'electronic ankle monitors'
we also sell very nice home -theater systems. . . ."

SR1097
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MIRAGE LONG AGO PROVED THE SONIC SUPERIORITY
OF BIPOLAR LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN.

"Your high
performance

ASTOUNDING SOUND, ONLY FROM MIRAGE.

The key to the BPS Series' outstanding
performance lies in their dual bass drivers, paired in
a unique Bipolar configuration which eliminates both

cabinet vibration and the transfer of low
frequency energy to the floor - for awesome power
of up to 400 watts without distortion.

When matched with
Mirage Bipolar or con-
ventional loudspeakers,
they add dramatic new
depth to any audio or
home theater system,
with bass so deep and
distortion -free, you'll
swear you're there.

Mirage Subwoofers have

won the Grand Prix Award

(Subwoofer of the Year), for

two years in a row.

Now we've proven it all over
again with our range of re-
markable Bipolar subwoofers.

seam
machine"

WIDESCREEN REVIEV%

SETTING A STANDARD THAT HAS YET TO BE SURPASSED.
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Cerwin-Vega HT -S15
Powered Subwoofer
TOM NOUSAINE  TN COMMUNICATIONS

When it comes to perfor-
mance, there are basi-
cally two kinds of sub -
woofers: those that go

way down with some sacrifice in out-
put, and those that trade deep -bass ex-
tension for maximal output. Cerwin-
Vega's HT -S15 powered subwoofer is
from the school of maximal output.

A relatively big sub that occupies
21/2 square feet of floor space, 4 cubic
feet of volume, and weighs 48 pounds,
the HT -S15 sports a 15 -inch paper -
cone driver with a rugged die-cast alu-
minum frame. The woofer fires from
the bottom of the enclosure, which is
elevated a couple of inches off the
floor by four rubber -tipped feet. The
speaker is driven by an internal power
amplifier rated to deliver 200 watts
maximum, and it has an electronic
low-pass crossover that is continuous-
ly variable from 50 to 150 Hz, with a
nominal 18 -dB -per -octave rolloff.

The HT -S15 also contains a "sub-
sonic" filter, which is said to limit its
output below 30 Hz at the rate of 18
dB per octave. Such high-pass filters
are common in subwoofers and keep
the speaker from self-destructing at
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very low frequencies with high output
levels.

All of the HT -S I5's connectors and
controls are located in the top left cor-
ner of the rear panel, next to the am-
plifier's heat sink and above one of
two 37/8 -inch -diameter ports. There is
a volume -control knob, a calibrated
crossover -control knob, a phase switch,
an auto/on/off power switch (which
when set to auto will activate the sub
whenever an audio signal is present at
its inputs), speaker -level inputs and
outputs, line -level RCA -jack inputs
and outputs, and a 5 -foot power cord.

The volume and crossover controls
are of the click -stop variety, which
makes it very easy to duplicate previ-
ous settings - just count the clicks.

DIMENSIONS: 205/it inches high, 181/2
inches wide. 181/2. inches deep

WEIGHT: 48 pounds

FINISH: black woodgrain vinyl

PRICE: $799

MANUFACTURER: Cerwin-Vega, Dept. SR,
555 East Easy St., Simi Valley, CA 93065-
1805; telephone. 805-584-9332

Authorized Mirage Dealers

UNITED STATES
AK
 Encore Audio Video -Bentonville
Al.
 Fidler Hi Fi-Mobile  Highland Audio Video -Birmingham.
 Stereo Center -Cullman
CA
 Audio FX-Sacramento  Electronic World -San Francisco
 Music Lovers Audio -Berkeley  San Francisco Stereo &
Theater Systems -Berkeley  Stereo Showcase -Vallejo
 Sanoma Sound Masters -Santa Rosa
FL

*Absolute Sound Inc. -Winter Park  All Pro Sound -Pensacola
 Audio Video Interiors -Melbourne  David J.Mingace-Port Saint
Lucie  Digital Arts Audio Video -Miami  Good Sounds Inc.-
Margat  House Of Stereo Inc. Jacksonville  Sounds Terrefic-
St.Pettersburg  Stereo Shop Inc. -Boca Raton
 Wattsound Inc. -Panama City
GU
 Chattanooga Valley Audio Video-Rossville  H&H Service -
Brunswick  Hi Fi Buys-Marietta-Roswell-Kenneshaw-Morrow-
Athens-Duluth-Smyrna-Atlanta-Tucker-Norcross  Music Room -
Rome  Sounds Great -Rome
LA
 Art Colley's Audio Specialties -Baton Rouge
 Audio Resource -Metairie
IA
 Stereo Sound Studios -Urbandale
 The Audio Room-Doburque-Marion
IL
 Abt Television & Appliance -Morton Grove  Century
Electronics -West Dundee  Columbia Audio Video -Highland
Park -Arlington Rights  Custom Guys Inc. -Rockford  Decibel
Inc. -Chicago  Good Vibes Sound -Champaign  Home
Electronics/The Little Guys -Glenwood  Interior Sound
Designs Inc.-E.Peoria  Reference Audio Video-Bettendorf
 Sabin Audio-Murphysboro  Sound & Vision Of Orland Park -
Orland Park
IN
 Classic Stereo -Fort Wayne -Mishawaka -Marion  Custom Sound
Designs-Ft.Wayne  Good Vibes Sound-Lafayene  Premier
Sound & Automation -Angola  Sounds Of Southwest
Florida -Warshaw
KS

 Glennco-Wichita  Kiefs Audio Video -Lawrence
 Northern Tek Inc. -Plattsburgh
MN
 Audio Video Dimensions -Hopkins
MO
 Audio Concepts -Joplin
NC
 Audio Advice -Raleigh  Car Sounds & Security-Greenyille-
Newbem-Kinston-Rossville

NAcoustial Concepts -Somerville  Hitech Stereo & Video -
Eatontown  Sound & Cinema -Flemington  The Sounding
Board -Ridgewood  Woodbridge Stereo -Woodbridge -
West Caldwell
NY
 Audio Den Ltd. -Lake Grove  Audio Excellence Stereo -
Liverpool *Audio Video Creations -Manhasset  Le Sounde
Audio -Video -Saratoga Springs  Mom's Stereo -Schenectady _
OH
 Classic Stereo -Lima
SC
 Read Brothers -Charleston  Stereo Video -Greenville
rN
 Audio Video Environments -Madison  Opus 2 -Memphis
 Statement Audio Video -Knoxville
TX
*Audio By Design -Austin  Ed Kellum & Sons -Dallas
 Satellite Systems -Houston  Worldwide Stereo -Sherman
VA

 Audio Visions -Richmond -Charlottesville  Home Electronics
Network -Virginia Beach  Lee Hartman & Sons -Roanoke
WI
 Audio Video Planners -Hudson  Flanner's Audio & Video
Inc. -Brookfield  Paragon Video & Stereo -Madison
 Salon One Audio -Wisconsin Rapids Vatland's Electronics
Sound World -Appleton

CANADA
AB
 Audio Concepts -Grande Franc  Audio Excellence -Medicine
Hat  K&W Audio -Calgary  Loyalty Sound -Calgary  Select
Furniture -Grand Centre  Soundsaround-Calgary
 Village Sound -Peace River
BC
 Blue Door Electronics-ParksvilleHi Fi Attic -Vernon
 Parry Sound-Smithers  Sound Plus -Vancouver  Sound
Hounds -Victoria The Only Stereo Warehouse -Kamloops
 WA Audio Visions -Penticton  We Think Sound Corp. -
Courtney
NWT
 Home Electronics -Yellowknife
ON
 Bianco's Audio Video -Sudbury
 Moores Audio Video -Sault Ste Marie
PQ
 AudioVideo Norman Lessard-Rouyn-Noranda
 Audio Videotech-Sherbrooke  Beaudry Electroniqueloilette
 Bois -Francs Electronique-Arthabaska  JM Saucier
Dumoulin-Drummondville  JR ElectroniqueTrois-Tivieres
 Meuble Gilles Emonds Inc.-Delisle  MS Audio-St-Hyacinthe
 Videologue St -Jean -St -Jean



"THE MOST SPATIAL REALISM OF ANY
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM, REGARDLESS OF PRICE"

That's how one reviewer described our Home

GG
Theater System. We couldn't agree more.

The system begins with the pure power
and sound fidelity of the Bipolar 95is
Series, delivering uniform spectral
balance and optimal dispersion, for
a more lifelike soundstage with
incredible 3D imaging.

The combination is surely nothing
less than awesome, elevating your
enjoyment of both music and
movies to dizzying new heights.
Astounding sound, only from
Mirage.

Now add a pair of our
full range Bipolar surround
satellites as your rear
speakers, an MC Series
magnetically shielded
center channel speaker,
and a BPS Series Bipolar
Subwoofer.

made in
eaven

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SETTING A STANDARD THAT HAS YET TO BE SURPASSED.

FCR AN EXPERT DEMONSTRATE3N OR
MORE INFORMATION ON OUR HOME
TI'. EATER SYSTEMS, VISIT THE AUTHORIZED
MIRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA.

AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION4/703.040 3641 MCNICOLL AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH
ONTARIO, CANADA MIX 1G5

TELEPHONE (416)321-1800 FAX (416)321.1500
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Been there.
When most people go out to the

movies, they grab a bucket
of popcorn and a soda to

keep them company.

Yamaha sound field

engineers, on the other hand,

bring something a bit more

sophisticated along.

Equipped with an array of

advanced measuring systems, they record the
way sound waves behave inside
an actual theater-in the same way
they've measured concert halls and

other performance venues. Their research
captures the complex acoustic reflec-

tions that make the cinema
experience seem so
much larger than life.

Finally, our

engineers translate this
understanding of sound field behavior

into unique, sophisticated

new signal -processing
IOU 11t th6devices. Using Yamaha's

extensive semi -

Yamaha
custom -designed
ASIC chips give
you cleaner sound
than general-
purpose chips
that are stressed
by running faster conductor
and hotter in
the same job. design and
manufacturing capabilities.

Just how much
they've accomplished
you'll hear in the new
Yamaha RX-V2092. The

first A/V receiver ever

offered with on -board

Dolby Digital AC -3 decoding

as well as proprietary Yamaha
7 -channel Tri-Field Cinema
DSP.

Dolby Digital gives you 5.1

Proprietary
Yamaha Tri-Field
Cinema DSP expands the
dimensions of a movie
soundtrack far beyond
the limits of your room.

discrete channels of surround
sound, positioned precisely
as the director intended.

While our 7 -channel

Tri-Field Cinema DSP

gives you

the keys to

the theater

by adding a whole new dimension of realism.

Tri-Field processing recreates the

Measured that.
sonic environment typical of
grand movie houses our sound

field specialists have
measured. By employing
Yamaha -manufactured

chips expressly designed
for the job. Rather than less -

efficient general-purpose
chips that have to run faster

and hotter to handle the same tasks-
less cleanly. And the results?

Imagine the birds in a primeval forest

twittering in the treetops a hundred
feet above your ceiling. Or the

distant song of a steam
locomotive beginning
miles beyond your walls,

then hurtling closer until
it highballs through your
living room.

Better yet, give your

imagination a rest. Call
1-800-4YAMAHA for the

dealer nearest you and audition our
series of new A/V receivers. You'll

hear where we've already been. And
precisely how far

other home theater
technology still has to go. WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES

www.yamaha.com

_N 11111111

YAMAHA

01997 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Eltsaronics Ciolioration. Dolby and AClt are trademarks of Dolby laboratories licensing Corporation. Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. PO. Bon 5690. Buena Park. CA 90622.



TEST REPORTS
Speaker -level connections are handled
via five -way binding posts, which ac-
cept stripped wire, pins, spade lugs,
and single or dual banana plugs.

The HT -S15 has rounded edges and
is finished in a handsome black wood -
grain vinyl on the top and four sides.
Cerwin-Vega backs the entire system
(including electronics) with a five-year
limited warranty.

In the lab, frequency -response mea-
surements of the Cerwin-Vega HT -S15
revealed an effective low -frequency
limit of 44 Hz and response flat within
±3.5 dB from that point up to 100 Hz;
the response deviation increased to ±6
dB in the range of 44 to 150 Hz, the
sub's rated upper limit.

My lab tests confirmed that the
crossover has a 50 -Hz hinge point
with a slope that varies 12 to 24 dB
per octave. As I moved the crossover
control up in frequency, the slope be-
came more gradual, so that while the
50 -Hz setting produced a steep 24 -dB -
per -octave rolloff, the 150 -Hz setting
produced a far milder 12 -dB -per -oc-
tave slope. Choosing a crossover with
these overall characteristics was a good
move on Cerwin-Vega's part because
it simplifies setup and adjustment with
a variety of satellite speakers.

Next I positioned the HT -S15 in
the corner of my 13 x 23 -foot listen-
ing room (with an 18 -foot cathedral
ceiling) that delivered the smoothest
response and highest output, set the
crossover to its maximum 150 -Hz set-
ting, and measured response from the
prime listening position 2 meters away.
It was ±7.2 dB from 42 to 167 Hz.
Translating these results to a more typ-
ical 12 x 22 x 8 -foot room, the Cer-
win-Vega sub's effective low -end limit
would improve to around 39 Hz.

Maximum output with a distortion
limit of 10 percent produced a stun-
ning 114 dB sound -pressure level
(SPL) between 80 and 100 Hz. And
the average SPL over the HT-S15's
prime operating range of 40 to 100 Hz
was a healthy 107 dB. However, many
of the other subwoofers I've tested ex-
cel in the 25- to 62 -Hz range, where
the HT-S15's average SPL drops sig-
nificantly, to 89 dB.

Once the lab tests were complete, I
installed the HT -S15 subwoofer in an
eight -channel surround -sound system
using its line -level inputs. After ad-
justing its crossover and volume con-
trols to achieve the flattest and smooth-
est system response possible, I played
a variety of music CDs and movie
soundtracks on laserdisc.

The HT -S15 exhibited excellent
overload control and sounded loud and
vigorous, especially playing record-
ings with lots of energy in the middle -
and upper -bass ranges. With the sub in
place, the surround system hit an SPL
of 104 dB during the exploding -mis-
sile scene in Clear & Present Danger
(Dolby Digital laserdisc) and 103 to
106 dB in "Jurassic Lunch" (from Tel -
arc's CD The Great Fantasy and Ad-
venture Album) and "It's Live" (from
Bass Erotica's Bass Ecstasy CD). In
passages with really low low -frequen-
cy content, however, like the 10 -Hz
cannon shots in the Telarc CD of
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture, the HT-
S15's maximum output was only 89
dB - loud, but not Herculean.

When I cranked up the sub's vol-
ume control - forgetting for a mo-
ment about balanced playback - it
punched out a very loud 112 dB in
"It's Live," 117 dB in "Jurassic Lunch,"
and 115 dB in the boom scene from
Clear & Present Danger. It pumped
away like mad with no annoying over-
load noises or impending signs of
woofer meltdown. What this sub can
do is play loud - very loud.

On the other hand, what the HT -S15
cannot do is play really low. With re-
cordings that contain a lot of deep
bass, much of the performance seemed
to be missing. Pipe -organ works did
not have the impact that a 20 -Hz -capa-
ble sub can deliver. With bass -head re-
cordings like "It's Live," which has
lots of content at 22 and 60 Hz, the
22 -Hz fundamental was clearly miss-
ing, but everything else was really
cranking. Although the HT -S15 was
unable to convey the lowest rumble of
the exploding missile in Clear & Pre-
sent Danger, the scene retained im-
pact, and the volume was impressive.

With good old-fashioned rock-and-
roll, acoustic jazz, and plenty of other
music recordings and movie sound-
tracks that aren't laced with deep
bass, the HT -S15 Vega really shined.
It sounded solid, firm, and clear. Its
lack of extension did, however, pro-
duce extra thumping in some especial-
ly fat rock recordings.

Although the Cerwin-Vega HT -15S
powered subwoofer will not move the
couch or ripple the floor like some
more expensive world -class subwoof-
ers, it is a mighty impressive perform-
er in its price class. It's clean as a
whistle and plays as loud at 80 Hz as
any subwoofer I know of. If you can
live without the deepest of deep bass,
it's definitely worth a listen.

Good news
for anyone who

entertains
in the dark.

If the

Yamaha

RX-V2092

sounds

like it's

destined

for glowing L-
success, wait

till you see the

\ remote control

that -comes -\
with it.

The RAV130 is a

compact, easy -to -use

component packed

with very advanced technology. It can learn up

to 57 functions to control virtually any brand

of component in your A/V system. You can even

program custom,macro routines to execute

sequences of up to seven commands with a

single keystroke. "

All of which makes it very simple

to operate in broad daylight.

Of course we've also included built-

in illumination.

Just to make things even more

exciting when

the lights

I go down.
YAMAHA

WHERE H0.11E THEATER

WIC Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. Yamaha Piectronics
Corporation. USA. P.O. Box 6660. Buena Park. CA nt.ctit..9.



TEST REPORTS

Tannoy Mercury m2 Speaker
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Tannoy is one of the oldest
companies in the audio indus-
try, with over seventy years of
experience in the design and

manufacture of loudspeakers. Through
its long history the Tannoy name has
been associated with virtually every
category of loudspeaker application.

In the last few years, Tannoy speak-
ers marketed in the United States have
been principally upmarket models,
priced from several hundred to several
thousand dollars a pair; the Westmin-
ster Royal carries a staggering $30,000
price tag! Recently, however, the com-
pany introduced the Mercury series of
speakers, which are considerably more
affordable.

The Mercury speakers look quite
similar to any number of other com-
pact, inexpensive speakers. Currently
there are four models. The two small-
est, the ml and m2, are two-way sys-
tems with small cone woofers and 1 -
inch dome tweeters operating in rear -
vented enclosures. Differing slightly
in their dimensions and driver charac-
teristics, they are both designed to be
mounted on stands or shelves. The
largest model, the m3, is a floor -stand-
ing columnar speaker with a slightly
larger woofer and a front -vented en-

closure. There is also a center -channel
speaker, the Mercury mc, for home -
theater installations.

The Mercury m2, the subject of this
report, has a woofer that the manufac-
turer describes as 160 millimeters in
diameter, although we measured its ef-
fective diameter as just over 5 inches,
or 130 mm. Nevertheless, the compli-
ant suspension of its paper cone al-
lows a considerable excursion for a
driver of its size. The m2 has a rated
bandwidth of 48 Hz to 20 kHz and is
recommended for use with amplifiers
rated for 10 to 80 watts per channel.

The front panel of the cabinet is
normally fully covered by a black
cloth snap -on grille. Removing the
grille reveals the drivers, with the soft -
dome tweeter above the woofer. On

DIMENSIONS: 15 inches high, 8 inches
wide, 103/4 inches deep (including grille)

WEIGHT: 133/4 pounds

FINISH: black, with cherry or gray bird's-
eye vinyl front panel

PRICE: $350 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Tannoy, Dept. SR,
300 Gage Ave., Unit I, Kitchener, Ontario
N2M 2C8; telephone, 519-745-1158

the rear of the cabinet are the woofer
port and insulated binding -post termi-
nals. Although our test speakers were
fitted with binding posts for the Euro-
pean market, which do not accept dual
banana plugs, Tannoy says that those
sold in the United States and Canada
are fitted with standard five -way bind-
ing posts that will accept dual plugs.

We measured the room response of
the two speakers, mounted on 18 -inch
stands 8 feet apart and 3 feet in front
of the wall behind them, with the mi-
crophone located at a point 12 feet in
front of the left speaker, at the height
of its tweeter. The output of the micro-
phone was smoothed and averaged
separately for each of the speakers,
and the two curves were plotted on the
same graph coordinates.

The resulting averaged room -re-
sponse curve was a very good ±2.5 dB
from 45 Hz to 10 kHz, falling off
above 10 kHz to about -8 dB at 20
kHz. We measured the horizontal di-
rectivity 1 foot from the tweeter, at an-
gles of 45 degrees to either side, and
averaged the two measurements. The
off -axis curves were generally quite
similar to the high -frequency rolloff of
the room -response measurement.

Quasi-anechoic MLS frequency -re-
sponse measurements at distances of
1, 2, and 3 meters confirmed the excel-
lent dispersion and range of the speak-
er's frequency response. Except for
some irregularity at 9 kHz, which ap-
pears in all speakers we measure in
this way and is obviously a measure-
ment artifact, the speaker's response
was within ±3 dB over the full mea-
surement range of 300 Hz to 20 kHz.

The close-miked woofer response
was measured using two microphones
placed close to the woofer cone and its
port, respectively, and the two outputs
were summed in proportion to their re-
spective areas. The resulting bass re-
sponse curve was consistent with what
we heard from the speakers, fully con-
firming the manufacturer's ratings,
which actually turned out to be quite
conservative. The combined bass re-
sponse from the cone and port varied
less than 1-0.5 dB from 100 Hz to 40
Hz and rolled off at 12 dB per octave
below 40 Hz. This is impressive per-
formance for a single small driver in a
box of this size. Obviously, the output
below 40 Hz falls off rapidly, and the
Mercury m2 cannot generate room -
filling sound at those frequencies, but
it acquits itself admirably.

The m2 has a rated impedance of 8
ohms and a sensitivity of 88 dB sound -
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It may be small. But the Bose*Acoustic Wave' music system is definitely an
overachiever. The unit features a compact disc player, an AM/FM radio, a handy
remote control, and our patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology.
And it produces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing
thousands of dollars. We know that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.
Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award -winning system.
Because, like the system itself, it's available directly from Bose.

Call today. 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. A2224.
Mr/Mrs/Ms.
Name (Please Print)

Address

Coy

Daytime Telephone Evening Tekphone

State Zip Hogg
Or mail to: Bose Corporation, Dept. CDD-A2224, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168. &thy sound through research.

Why is
America Online #1?

Easy.
A A A A A

As the choice of nearly half of all online households,
AOL is more popular than ever.*

Why? Well, quite simply, it's the easiest to use.

"Yeah, but what am I gonna do on it?" The same stuff
you do off it. Like talk with friends. Shop. Play games. Socialize.

Pursue interests. Only now a whole lot easier.

Internet and more. AOL has
chat rooms. E-mail. News, Stocks.

Sports. Kid channels.
It's all here.

For information or to enroll,

call 1-800-827-6364

'While we expand our dial -up network,
availability may be limited, especially during peak times.
01997 America Online Inc

AMERICA

So easy to use,
no wonder it's #1

TEST REPORTS
pressure level (SPL) with a 1 -watt in-
put level. We confirmed the sensitivity
rating, and the measured impedance
came very close to the rated value,
dipping to a low of 7 ohms at 200 Hz
and with maximum readings of 33
ohms at 25 Hz and 38 ohms at 75 Hz.

As we progressed through the mea-
surements, it soon became obvious
that the m2 is, at the very least, a high-
ly competent small speaker, and cer-
tainly an excellent value at its price.
Still, as always, the final proof is in the
listening.

Over the past year or two we have
tested a number of compact speakers
that have performed quite well and of -

The Tannoy Mercury m2

speaker gave a sense

of low -bass content that

seemed to belie

our measurements.

fered good value to the consumer. In-
deed, the art of loudspeaker design has
become refined to the point where good
sound and affordability are no longer
mutually exclusive, as the Mercury m2
demonstrates most effectively.

Nevertheless, reproducing the lower
bass range cleanly and believably still
imposes size, weight, and cost factors
that inevitably limit the performance
of every small speaker. Although the
Tannoy m2 was no exception to this
rule, it came remarkably close to cir-
cumventing it. Its measured bass re-
sponse was clean and strong down to
the upper 40 -Hz range. And despite
falling off at 12 dB per octave below
40 Hz, it managed to impart a sense of
lower -bass content that seemed to be-
lie our measurements.

This quality is not unique to the
Mercury m2, but it is rarely achieved
so successfully, especially in this price
range. The lower range of the pipe or-
gan in portions of the Reference Re-
cordings CD of John Rutter's Requi-
em was reproduced with surprising
success, lacking only the skin massage
that comes with a strong response in
the low 30 -Hz range and below.

Our bottom line is that the Tannoy
Mercury m2 is one of today's best val-
ues in compact speakers. Its emphasis
is on performance rather than style,
and the customer is the beneficiary.
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"The True Subwoofer is
an achievement cn par
witl- the space shuttle
and the twinkie."

-Al Griffin
Home Theater, Feb, 97

"Talk about floor shaking
bass...turned up to
maximum level, I don't
think there was anything
in the house that wasn't
shaking, including the
concrete foundation!"

"Doll, I repeat, don't
even think about
purchasing another
subwoofer without ;.
giving the Astonishing
True subwoofer a listen'

-Joseph M. Cberniak
fle Sensible Sound, 15ue # 60

"The lowest, fhttest,
deepest bass I have
EVER heard or measured."

-Julian Hirsh
Stereo Review, Dec. 96

`Strictly speaking for 20
years or until patent expires.

See ob Rock.
The new Sunfire True Subwoofer by Bcb Carver has received
reviews that are redefining the sub -woofer industry.

There has never been a subwoofer like it!
There will never be a subwoofer like it!*

IMO

It's a :mall eleven inch square

bas cube, and it shakes the

walls and rattles the

rafters. It has its

own built-in two

thousand, seven

hundred watt amp!

Trust Bob.
It Rocks!

is

fie.a.Sunfire
I rom I S )Kill 1

http://www.
sunfirelabs.com
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11 mg. "tar', 0.9 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.



USER'S REPORT

Paradigm Mini Monitor/
PS -1200 Home Theater
Speaker System
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

paradigm takes a mix -and -
match approach to home
theater, suggesting several
speaker combinations that

range in price from just over $600 to
just under $2,700. When we asked the
company to send us its best home -the-
ater speaker system with a list price
under $2,000, Paradigm obliged with
a package that can be had for the odd
amount of $1,986.

The system consists of a pair of Mi-
ni Monitors for the front left and right
channels ($339 a pair), a CC -350 cen-
ter -channel speaker ($329 each), a pair
of ADP -350 surround speakers ($699
a pair) and a PS -1200 subwoofer mod-
ule ($619 each). As you will see,
there's more than a little family resem-
blance among these speakers.

The Mini Monitor is a two-way,
bass -reflex (ported) design incorporat-
ing a 1 -inch fluid -cooled titanium -
dome tweeter crossing over at 1.8 kHz
to a 61/2 -inch copolymer polypropyl-
ene -cone woofer. Anechoic system
sensitivity is given as 86 dB sound -

pressure level (SPL) with a 2.83 -volt
input. Paradigm gives the impedance
as "compatible with 8 ohms." Each
speaker measures 13 x 8 x 107/8 inches
and weighs 151/2 pounds. Its rear -pan-
el port does not recommend it for wall
mounting, but it works just fine on a
stand or bookshelf, the closer to ear
level the better. Connections are via
multiway binding posts, as they are for
all the main speakers in the system.

Aside from the addition of a second
61/2 -inch woofer, the driver comple-
ment of the CC -350 center speaker is
identical to that of the Mini Monitor,
as are its crossover frequency and stat-
ed impedance. It measures approxi-
mately 71/2 x 223 x 93/4 inches and
weighs 25 pounds. When it's placed
upright (so that the rear -panel lettering
is right side up), the front panel has a
slight backward tilt, aiming all the
drivers slightly upward. Sensitivity is
1 dB higher than the Mini Monitor
(meaning 87 dB SPL, anechoic).

Take two Mini Monitors, connect
them out of phase, mount them back

6

6

to back, remove the ports, and shrink
the resulting enclosure volume by
about half, and you'll have the basic
configuration of the ADP -350, a di-
pole -radiating surround speaker. You
guessed it, the ADP -350 has the same
rated impedance and the same cross-
over frequency as its front -channel sib-
lings, while its sensitivity is the same
as the CC -350's. Dimensions are 13 x
113/8 x 81/4 inches, and weight is 251/2
pounds (each). Hardware for wall
mounting is provided.

Deep bass for the entire system is
provided by the PS -1200 subwoofer
module, which is rather large (191/4 x
171/4 x 211/2 inches) and heavy (68
pounds). It contains a 12 -inch cone
driven by a 130 -watt power amplifier
in a dual -cavity enclosure. This means
that you can't see the driver directly;
the sound emerges only from three
ports on the "rear" panel (the side of
the otherwise plain box that contains
the connections and controls).

The PS -1200 accepts signals at ei-
ther line level or speaker level. The
line -level inputs allow use of the mod-
ule's line -level high -pass -filtered out-
puts for removing deep bass from any
connected main or satellite speakers.
The high-pass outputs roll off at 18
dB per octave below 80 Hz. The PS -
1200's own low-pass subwoofer cross-
over has a rolloff frequency that is
variable between 50 and 150 Hz with
a rear -panel knob. A level knob and a
continuously variable phase -alignment
control are also provided. The latter
adjusts the bass module's phase rela-
tionship through its crossover region
relative to the main speakers. That is
inherently a superior way of compen-
sating for any distance mismatch be-
tween the bass module and the main
speakers of the system, and the control
can be used to obtain much flatter re-
sponse in the primary listening area
than the typical polarity -flipping
"phase" switch can provide.

Hookup was quite straightforward,
as was adjusting the subwoofer for
the best frequency -response "splice"
with the main speakers. Here the sub -
woofer's phase control proved its
worth. By carefully adjusting it -
while monitoring the sound with a lab -
grade spectrum analyzer fed from our
measurement microphone - I was
able to get an excellent combined Mi-
ni Monitor/PS-1200 response at the
listening position. The response mea-
surement was both unusually flat (±3
dB) and unusually extended, especial-
ly in the low frequencies, ranging
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from 25 Hz to 20 kHz. We don't usu-
ally obtain such flatness and low -fre-
quency extension simultaneously in
our listening room.

The resulting sound quality was ex-
cellent: its basic neutrality served all
manner of music very well, not to
mention soundtracks. Vocals, if well
recorded to begin with (an amazingly
uncommon occurrence), seemed to be
reproduced with particular clarity and

realism. As is usually the case with
flat -responding speakers, the Paradigm
system proved uncompromisingly crit-
ical of recorded material that was not
quite up to snuff.

While the adjustment procedure was
straightforward, the process itself took
about 45 minutes. That's because I
tried several combinations of settings
for the main -channel high-pass filter-
ing and the subwoofer crossover fre-
quency in order to get the best cross-
over splice, all the while adjusting the
PS -1200's level and phase controls as
well as moving the bass module
around in our normal corner location.
I ended up with 100 -Hz high-pass fil-
ters on the main channels (fortunately,
a value typical of the filtering in many
Dolby Digital A/V receivers), the PS -
1200's crossover frequency dialed up
to its 3 o'clock position, the phase
control turned up about halfway, and
the module placed along a side wall a
foot away from the corner. In our
room, using a lower high-pass fre-
quency, such as the 80 Hz provided by
the PS -1200, made it difficult to obtain
the smoothest main-to-subwoofer tran-
sition. If your equipment allows it, you
might want to try an even higher high-
pass frequency, such as 120 Hz. The
Mini Monitors distorted at high levels
with frequencies of 50 Hz and below,
so we wouldn't recommend them for
use without a subwoofer or bass mod-
ule or without high-pass filtering.

Our response measurements were
made with the Mini Monitor tweeters
close to my seated ear height, which

required placing the speakers on
stands 30 inches above the floor. But
unlike some home -theater speakers,
whose vertical radiation is "optimized"
for film -sound reproduction, the Mini
Monitors' somewhat omnidirectional
radiation produces a sound quality that
shouldn't change all that much with
their height, an advantage both when it
comes to placement at home and dur-
ing in-store auditions.

That dispersion pattern also tends to
produce slightly less focused frontal
imaging compared, say, with a THX
speaker system, and this was evident
with imaging test tones. But with typi-
cal music and soundtracks, the Mini
Monitors' imaging was as precise in
angle and depth as I would ever deem
musically or dramatically necessary.

The identical drivers and matched
crossover frequencies of all the main
speakers in the test system probably
had a great deal to do with their sonic
consistency. In particular, the CC -350
center speaker was a very good sonic
match with the Mini Monitors, which
produced dividends in surround -sound
imaging "tightness," positional accura-
cy, and stability. Even from their loca-
tions to the side of the main listening
position, the ADP -350 surrounds pro-
duced the good response claimed for
them in the Paradigm product bro-
chures. I measured ±4.5 dB from 100
Hz to 20 kHz, a response that is out-
standingly flat and extended at high
frequencies for a dipole speaker (which
has all of its drivers pointing 90 de-
grees away from the listener and half
of them out of phase with the others).

The bass output was usable to below
50 Hz. These characteristics, which
enabled a good sonic match between
surrounds and fronts, not only benefit-
ed soundtracks of all kinds but also
noticeably increased the spatial real-
ism of the digital ambience -enhance-
ment music modes available on many
surround -sound receivers.

Finally, the large driver of the PS -
1200 was able to produce literally
room -rattling sound levels with no
sense of strain down to about 40 Hz.
Below that, distortion increased to au-
dibility with high-level test tones, but
the system was able to produce usable
output to below 25 Hz. Dolby Digital
soundtracks drove the PS -1200 to only
a few decibels short of full theatrical
levels without any distinct signs of
strain. In some sequences from Star
Trek: Generations on Dolby Digital la-
serdisc, I obtained clean sound at vol-
umes that would be frighteningly loud
at home. Some of the wilder deep -bass
passages in Messiaen's pipe -organ mu-
sic (there are many such) were also re-
produced with lifelike extravagance.

I can't imagine a combination of
Paradigm speakers that could produce
better overall home -theater sound for
the asking price of this setup. Like-
wise, I can't think of a system from
any other manufacturer that provides
substantially better performance that
doesn't also cost considerably more.
Paradigm has done it again!

Paradigm, Dept. SR, MPO Box 2410,
Niagara Falls, NY 14302; telephone,
905-632-0180

"1 have nothing but bad news, Gordon. Your appeal was denied,
and all your speakers have foam rot."
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KEF
RDM one

SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO
September 1997

111.11 Elkins Ro, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 Phone: 732-390-1130 Fax: 732-390-5657

Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long

in Audio's September issue:

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."

"...clear, precise imaging."

"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."

"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value-and very good
looking, too."

Designed by the same engineers as our

legendary Reference Series, the RDM one

features KEF's patented Uni-Q®

technology. Uni-Q places the

tweeter at the exact acoustic

center of the woofer cone to

create a single point source for

the entire frequency range-the
ideal to which all speakers

aspire-producing a flawless
soundstage over a much wider

listening area. Whether on a

bookshelf or stand, the RDM one

no longer confines you to sitting

in a central sweet spot to enjoy

exceptional performance. Audition

them for yourself by contacting us for the

name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest

you. Ask for a full reprint of the RDM one

review when you call.
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THREE DOLBY DIGITAL RECEIVERS
WHAT DO YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY?

Ever since Dolby Digital (DD) receivers first saw the light of
day nearly two years ago, we've been prophesying that they
would gradually reach the more affordable zones of con-
sumer -electronics pricing. And lo, it has come to pass, with
those groundbreaking early DD models begetting an impres-
sive handful of 5.1 -channel receivers over a far broader range
of prices, including some that cost $1,000 or less. To sample

this array we picked three receivers,
each representative of the latest in
its price stratum, for hands-on eval-
uation in a home theater as well as
in lab tests. Pioneer's $970 VSX-
D606S, Denon's $1,200 AVR-3200,
and Yamaha's $1,599 RX-V2092.

Before getting down to cases, a
quick refresher. Dolby Digital pro-
vides "5.1" fully discrete digital
channels, five full -range plus a bass -
only low -frequency -effects (LFE)
channel, of CD -quality sound. The
full -range outputs - front left, cen-
ter, and right and surround left and
right - cover 20 Hz to 20 kHz
with virtually perfect flat response;
the LFE channel extends only to
120 Hz, serving primarily to carry
a soundtrack's high-level low -fre-
quency so d effects while enhanc-
ing the po ntial for deep -bass thun-
der from ne or two subwoofers.
All this is elivered by a digital bit -
stream of ly 384 kilobits per sec-
ond, abo one-fourth the rate of
a conven nal two -channel CD,

COMPARISON TESTS

PIONEER
VSX-D6065

thanks to a Dolby Labs -developed
data -reduction process that's known
as AC -3.

Currently, Dolby Digital is a
home -theater format. Virtually all
DVD movies include 5.1 -channel
DD soundtracks. There are also
several hundred laserdiscs with 5.1 -
channel soundtracks, but these re-
quire a late -generation laserdisc
player with an AC-3/RF output and
a DD decoder with an RF input (or
an outboard RF demodulator) in or-
der to hear them in their full glory.
Eventually, HDTV broadcasts will
also deliver Dolby Digital audio,
and it seems inevitable that the dig-
ital satellite broadcasters, such as
DirecTV and Primestar, will even-
tually incorporate Dolby Digital in
their downlinks, though this will re-
quire a new generation of set -top
receivers with digital audio outputs.

To play Dolby Digital DVDs you
need a DD decoder, which accepts
a digital input from the DVD player
and unravels the 5.1 channels of au -

BY DANIEL KUMIN

DENON
AVR-3200

YAMAHA
RX-V2092
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dio, plus five independent channels of
amplification, preferably of equal
power, or nearly so, since Dolby Dig-
ital's center and surround channels can
be just as demanding as the front left
and right. In the case of these three
DD receivers (and many others), all
that is built in: a DVD's digital bit -
stream is decoded and the resultant
signals routed internally to the receiv-
er's five power -amp paths, and hence
to its speaker outputs, while the ".1"
LFE signal (possibly with bass con-
tent from the other five channels
mixed in) is sent to a line -level RCA
output for connection to a powered
subwoofer. Ultimately, HDTV and
small -dish Dolby Digital satellite re-
ceivers would work identically, with a
digital link between the set -top box or
satellite receiver and an A/V receiver
or preamp/decoder.

Don't confuse full Dolby Digital re-
ceivers such as these three, housing
on -hoard 5.1 -channel decoding, with
Dolby Digital -ready receivers, which
simply provide six -channel analog
inputs so that you can hook up an out-
board DD decoder or source compo-
nent with a DD output. (Several out-
board decoders are now available, be-
ginning with the $300 Technics SH-
AC300 and rising in price to several
thousand dollars.) Many current AN
receivers, including some very afford-
able examples, have this multichannel
input, but only a handful produced be-
fore the Dolby Digital/DVD boom in-
clude it - or the requisite discrete,
surround -channel amplifiers.

Each receiver was wired into a
high-performance home theater
so that I could give it a thor-
ough workout. I focused on the

use and listening part of the evalua-
tion, while technical editor David Ra-
nada probed the receivers on the test
bench (his results are summarized in
"Measurements" at the end of this arti-
cle). My reference system comprised a
pair of B&W Model 803 Series 2 front
left and right speakers, a B&W HTM
center speaker, two Model 7.2 dipole
surround speakers from Harman Kar-
don's Citation line, a B&W 800ASW
powered subwoofer, a Pioneer CLD-
D702 CD/laserdisc combi-player, and
a JVC XV-1000 DVD player. I evalu-
ated each system both with and with-
out the powered subwoofer. I discon-
nected the subwoofer and drove the
Model 803/2 speakers full -range in or-
der to exercise the receivers' amp sec-
tions as fully as possible. I used a vari-

ety of music and movie soundtracks,
including the Delos Surround Spectac-
ular demo/test CD set (DE 3179) and
The Fugitive (Warner) on laserdisc
for Dolby Pro Logic and the laserdisc
of GoldenEye (MGM/UA) for Dolby
Digital. DVD titles included Fly Away
Home (Columbia TriStar).

Pioneer VSX-D606S
Pioneer's first under -$1,000 Dolby
Digital receiver is the $970 VSX-
D606S. (The DD -ready VSX-505S is
very similar, without the on -board de-
coding.) This stocky but compact re-
ceiver eschews a few extras to hit its
beguiling price, but it still includes
many of the features that most buyers
consider important, beginning with
ample power. The VSX-D606S deliv-
ers 100 watts each to all five main
channels. It also includes an onboard
RF demodulator to accept input direct-
ly from a DD -capable laserdisc player,
a facility not all second -generation
DD receivers have. (Some require the
use of an external AC-3/RF demodu-
lator, suggesting that the laserdisc's
days as a mainstream medium are in-
deed numbered.) The interesting, er-
gonomically designed remote control
comes with a good supply of prepro-
grammed control codes and the ability
to learn codes for additional brands
and models.

The Pioneer's front -panel controls
are mostly pushbuttons, nicely grouped
according to function, with three small
knobs for tone and balance and a big
one for master volume. A jog -wheel
selects radio stations by frequency or
preset number, according to how the
adjacent mode keys are set. The panel
layout is only slightly unconventional,
and I liked it despite its barely legible
gold -on -black labeling in tiny type.

The VSX-D606S's relatively basic
set of inputs and outputs are all RCA
jacks - there are no S -video options.
Audio inputs include phono, CD, and
one tape loop; for A/V sources you'll
find a single VCR tape loop and three
play -only positions marked LD/Sat,
DVD/TV, and, on the front panel, Vid-
eo (this one can be selected manually
via an adjacent pushbutton). The only
other audio outputs are single line -lev-
el jacks marked Center and Subwoofer
- the former's a bit puzzling - so
the use of outboard power amps would
generally not be an option.

A nearby trio of RCA jacks handles
digital inputs. Two accept either Dolby
Digital or CD -type PCM bitstreams
from a laserdisc or DVD; the third is

for an undemodulated RF signal from
a DD -capable laserdisc player. There
is no optical digital input -a bit sur-
prising, since many current laserdisc
players and some DVD players have
only optical digital outputs. All of the
speaker outputs are medium -duty snap
connectors that accept cables as thick
as perhaps 14 gauge. While I under-
stand Pioneer's need to cut costs, I'm
no fan of these things, especially in a
100 -watt -per -channel multichannel
receiver. Give me multiway binding
posts or give me . . . well, not death, I
guess, but something else.

Setup was easy enough, though Pio-
neer's occasionally confusing manual
relegates setup instructions to the pe-
nultimate section, and the process was
hardly straightforward. The D606S
provides no on -screen displays; menus
read out in the receiver's own window.
Instead of direct access to bass -man-
agement options via separate small,
large, and phantom modes for the
front, center, and surround speakers,
the D606S makes you step through a
single menu offering eleven combina-
tions, such as FL -CS -RS (front -large,
center -small, rear -small) and FL -C# -
RS (front -large, center -phantom, rear -
small). All of the common combina-
tions are included, but there's no op-
tion for front -small, center -large - an
unusual setting, maybe, but one that I
often use to audition front -stage cohe-
siveness, as it best matches the acous-
tic response of my three front speak-
ers. And the two combos that include
a large (full -range) surround -speaker
setting are both matched only with a
large -front setting. Large -surround and
front -small may be unconventional,
but it's not impossible - and certainly
not "wrong."

Other key menu settings select sub -
woofer on/off, the subwoofer crossov-
er frequency (100, 150, or 200 Hz),
LFE attenuation (0, -10 dB, off), a
low-cut filter, center and surround de-
lays, and DD -mode dynamic -range
compression (Max, Mid, off).

Once I decoded all of this, setup
proved relatively easy. I wired up my
speaker complement and connected
AC -3 laserdisc and digital satellite
source components.

The VSX-606S's channel balance
was highly accurate, with less than
±1 dB relative error over a very wide
range of master volume settings. Equal-
ly important, this tight balance was
consistent using both the receiver's
own internally generated test tones
and those from external DD and Dol-
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by Pro Logic (DPL) sources. Its pow-
er potential proved impressive: the
D606S played about as loud as I would
ever consider desirable with no audi-
ble strain or distortion through the
full -range five -speaker array, without
the subwoofer. (All the speakers are of
typical sensitivity.) Two -channel ste-
reo playback drove my main speakers
amply as well. Overall transparency
was very good, though not quite the
match of my usual separate -compo-
nent setup (about five times the Pio-
neer receiver's cost).

The Pioneer's Pro Logic perfor-
mance was generally quite good.
Leakage of center information to the
front left/right and surround channels
was very low and stable, and noise
performance was exemplary. Sound
quality was very good. Dialogue was
clear and balanced, and overall timbre
was accurate - perhaps a touch less
bright than some, which is usually a
plus with movie soundtracks. Though
it did not quite match the very best
A/V receivers, auditioned alone the
D606S's surround channel was above
average in smoothness and freedom
from pumping, in dynamic stability,
and in clarity.

I did identify one DPL-mode prob-
lem: the D606S's surround channel
was subject to input overload on the
very highest -level recordings. This oc-
curred consistently only with one of
the sternest surround -channel tests I

know: the Fanfare for the Common
Man segment from Delos's Surround
Spectacular, engineered by John Ear-
gle. Many of the timpani entries pro-
duced extremely audible "snapping"
from the surround channel at any vol-
ume setting. This happened with both
analog and digital signals from the CD
player, but if I attenuated an analog
source by 3 dB, the effect disappeared
entirely. I did not hear this artifact in
any normal movie playback but cannot
guarantee that it will never occur -
indeed, it would seem inevitable that
some soundtrack will eventually have
the same effect. The problem seems to
be digital overload in the receiver's
Dolby Pro Logic decoder, as I could
not reproduce it in DD mode even
with full-scale signals from the sur-
round channels.

Naturally, Dolby Digital reproduc-
tion was better still, with noticeably
quieter operation all around and rather
substantial gains in vocal clarity, am-
bient realism, and - of course - zing
from 3-D sound effects. The D606S's
dual -level dynamic -range compensa-

tion, a standard DD feature, seemed
very subtle indeed. I could not detect
its impact; perhaps it wasn't working
in my test sample.

FM performance was solidly aver-
age, with at least fair ability to pull
intelligible speech from modestly
weak or distant signals. Sound quality
on strong, high -quality broadcasts was
good, but not quite as open and de-
fined as that of the best FM sections
today. AM reception barely exceeded
poor: with the supplied loop antenna I
could manually coax about a half -
dozen intelligible stations from the
receiver (most of them barely so), but
its auto -seek tuning found only one.
There are thirty station presets. Direct -
access and auto -seek tuning are avail-
able only from the remote.

cordings. Any mode can be combined
with Pro Logic or Dolby Digital proc-
essing for some occasionally startling
effects. Perhaps the best element of Pi-
oneer's extra surround modes is that
each independently stores relative sur-
round- and center -channel levels as
well as an overall "effect level," allow-
ing you to tune up, say, Hall for the
best sound with your system and room
without requiring recalibration every
time you load up a movie and switch
to Pro Logic or DD mode.

The VSX-D6065 attempts to do a
good deal, and it succeeds admirably
in most regards. Power output is gen-
erous, and perfortnance in the impor-
tant areas is generally fine; several ex-
tr features are genuinely useful. The
unusual remote control takes only a

PIONEER VSX-D6065. RATED POWER PER CHANNEL: live channels driven. 100 watts into 8 ohms

from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with 0.09% THD: two channels driven stereo mode), 130 watts into 8 ohms at I

kHz with 1% THD. SPECIAL FEATURES: AC -3 RF input fir Dolby Digital -capable laserdisc player.

two coaxial digital audio inputs. AN input on front panel. DIMENSIONS: 161/2 x 61/4 x 141/4 inches.

WEIGHT: 201/4 pounds. PRICE: $970. MANUFACTURER: Pioneer. Dept. SR. 2265 E. 220th St., Long

Beach, CA 90801: telephone, 800-746-6337.

The remote itself is shaped some-
what like a joystick and well laid out
for one -handed, thumb -centered oper-
ation. Modes for a laserdisc or DVD
player, a satellite tuner, a VCR, and a
TV/tuner are provided, each with the
most important commands. Once you
set the remote to the desired compo-
nent, it switches the receiver's input
correspondingly. There are also a cou-
ple of macro options for automatically
turning multiple components on or off
as well as performing more elaborate
sequential tasks.

Pioneer supplies the VSX-D606S
with five additional five -channel sur-
round modes - Hall, Jazz, Dance,
and Theater! and Theater2 - that use
the center channel for front -stage am-
bient elements. Of these, Jazz was
probably the most musical, at least
when used with small -ensemble re -

little getting used to, and in the end I
liked it a lot. Overall, Pioneer's value -
engineered Dolby Digital receiver hits
its mark: the VSX-D606S is quite a
good value.

Demon AVR-3200
Denon's flagship AVR-5600 receiver
impressed me mightily last year. The
company's foray into more affordable
Dolby Digital territory is the smaller
and more modest -looking AVR-3200.
It offers 85 watts per channel all
around in multichannel modes and in-
cludes a handful of surround options
in addition to its Dolby Digital and
digital -domain Pro Logic decoding:
Matrix, Mono Movie, Rock Arena,
Jazz Club, and Video Game.

The AVR-3200 comes with a rather
imposing remote controller (the same
one packed with the costlier AVR-
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5600) that can call up a library of pre-
programmed codes to establish hege-
mony over many popular brands and
models of ancillary components. The
handset can also be programmed man-
ually to command more obscure gear.

The receiver's simple faceplate has
knobs for master volume, bass, and
treble and pushbuttons to select inputs
and surround modes and to control
tuner functions. Just about everything
else, including setup, requires the re -

missed mostly by camcorder users and
equipment reviewers, both inveterate
pluggers and unpluggers. There is a
headphone jack, and the receiver can
select record -out and main -out video
signals independently for flexible dub-
bing or simulcast viewing/listening.

The digital inputs include one coax-
ial SPDIF port and one optical port,
and either can be assigned to any
source, including the VCRs, except
phono. There's also an RCA jack

DENON AVR-3200. RATED POWER PER CHANNEL: five channels driven, 85 watts into 8 ohms from

20 Hz to 20 kHz with 0.05% THD; two channels driven (stereo mode), 105 watts "dynamic power" into

8 ohms. SPECIAL FEATURES: AC -3 RF input for Dolby Digital -capable laserdisc player, one optical

and one coaxial digital audio input, S -video inputs and outputs, six -channel analog input for an external

5.1 -channel surround decoder, Cinema-EQ mode. DIMENSIONS: 171/2 x 63As x 161/4 inches. WEIGHT:

321 pounds. PRICE: $1,200. MANUFACTURER: !knot]. Dept. SR. 222 New Rd., Parsippany, NJ
07054: telephone, 201-575-7810.

mote. The blue display is plain and
legible, though a bit glare -prone. The
gold -on -black panel graphics are only
medium -small, which I suppose earns
points, but still proved slightly bother-
some to read.

Around back, connectors include
composite- and S -video ports for all
video signals. Phono, CD, and DAT/
Tape audio inputs complement four
A/V inputs marked DVD/VDP, TV/
DBS, and VCR1 and VCR2. Both
VCR connections are full input/output
loops, simplifying copying between
VCRs or a VCR and a camcorder.

Quite unusually, the AVR-3200 also
supplies a six -channel analog input,
presumably for an outboard DTS de-
coder. This input is selected as a sur-
round mode rather than as an "offi-
cial" input. Front- and center -channel
line outputs make expansion to sepa-
rate power amps easy for the front
stage, but there are no surround -chan-
nel line outputs. Speaker connections
are multiway binding posts all around
- excellent.

The AVR-3200 has no front -panel
A/V input, a convenience liable to be
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marked Dolby Digital-RF for use with
an AC -3 -ready laserdisc player.

Setup was aided considerably by
generally intuitive on -screen displays,
though I selected the wrong item sev-
eral times because the selection cur-
sor's operation is a bit too subtle and
the menu structure slightly inconsis-
tent. There are "large/small" speaker
options for the front L/R and center
channels, plus "none" for the latter,
but - astonishingly - only "yes/no"
for the surrounds. From that I inferred
that the 80 -Hz high-pass crossover is
always engaged for the surround out-
puts in all modes, and Denon later
confirmed this. What if I want to con-
nect my new receiver's not -insubstan-
tial 85 -watt surround outputs to large
"rear" speakers expressly to exploit
Dolby Digital's full -range surround -
channel capability? I'd be flat out of
luck as far as I can see. This mystifies
me. Personally, I don't care much
about having full -range surrounds, but
for $1,200 I sure as hell want to make
the choice myself, not delegate it to
some unknown engineer. Hrrrumph.

You also get simple "yes/no" op-

tions for a subwoofer, for the LFE
channel, and for redirected bass in all
modes; the crossover is fixed at 80 Hz
for both high-pass and low-pass filter-
ing. Relative center- and surround -
channel delays are set individually by
entering the distance (in meters or
feet) from your prime listening posi-
tion to each speaker pair, probably the
least confusing way to set up this sub-
tle but potentially useful refinement.
For channel -level setup the AVR-3200
lets you choose between the usual
auto -circulating noise and a manual
mode in which the test noise stays put
until you command it to shift to the
next channel. (Sound -level -meter -tot-
ing reviewers like me positively love
this option.) Much more significant,
the channel balance was consistent
with both internal and external test -
noise sources and stable over more
than a 30 -dB master -volume range.

The Denon AVR-3200 performed
just about flawlessly. I was very im-
pressed by the stereo and multichannel
oomph of this "medium -power" re-
ceiver. In two -channel mode it drove
my moderately sensitive B&W 803
Series 2 speakers to more than solid
levels without strain, and in full sur-
round playback it displayed equally
surprising brawn. I proved this to my
satisfaction using the receiver's 5Ch
Stereo surround mode, which sends
unprocessed stereo signals to both the
front and surround L/R outputs and
mono to the center channel - a far
sterner test of all -channel amp abili-
ties than movie playback. (This is the
mode to use for events like big parties
where maximum overall volume is the
goal.) The Denon passed this test with
flying colors. The sound was clean and
punchy from all five speakers, and
very loud indeed. The AVR-3200's
output became unpleasantly "bright"
before producing identifiable distor-
tion. I could not make the surround
amps stumble audibly until a level at
which the front left/right speakers,
hence the full system, were absurdly
loud (my Citation Model 7.3 sur-
rounds are perhaps 3 dB less sensitive
than my B&W mains).

Surround decoding was exemplary.
With DPL soundtracks fed via an opti-
cal PCM digital interconnect, the Den -
on receiver was extraordinarily quiet,
fully dynamic, and very smooth and
accurate. Channel leakage was low,
stable, and balanced, and the sound
was smooth and detailed even for low-
level subtleties. The AVR-3200 in-
cludes the THX-derived Cinema-EQ



feature, a gentle top -octave rolloff that
can be applied to either DPL or Dolby
Digital programs when dialed in from
the setup pages. I'd prefer to have this
option more easily accessible. Most
films - and some music discs - defi-
nitely benefited from it, but some
sounded better without; a root -level
menu selection would be nice.

Dolby Digital sound was in the
same major league: dead quiet, crystal
clear, and very dynamic. The AVR-
3200's DD dynamic -range -compres-
sion feature - unfortunately also ac-
cessible only through the setup menus
- offers three levels of peak-limit-
ing/low-level compression: Low, Mid,
and High, plus off. It worked well and
sounded fine. Simply put, every im-
portant aspect of the AVR-3200's mov-
ie -surround performance appeared to
be state of the art.

Ergonomically speaking, the Denon
is good - not poor, but not wonder-
ful. The big, multimode remote is very
effective and reasonably easy to learn,
and though there's no back -lighting
its master -volume and transport keys
glow magically in even moderately
dim conditions. (How do they do that?
I'm not sure I'd want to leave this pup-
py in my lap for days at a time.) But
the remote's organization was occa-
sionally puzzling. For example, al-
though each surround mode gets a di-
rect -access key on the AVR-3200's
front panel, on the handset there is on-
ly a Mode key to step through the nine
possibilities (for non -DD sources) -
and the receiver mutes its output for
about 2 seconds at each change. The
remote's volume adjustment is also
too slow for me: 3 full seconds to go
up or down 10 dB.

Two small slide switches atop the
remote select audio or video mode and
the component to be commanded by
the transport keys - three choices.
This can get confusing, since many
keys have dual functions. For exam-
ple, the main ten -key numeric pad also
selects the receiver's input positions
when it's in the audio mode. And the
manual is not terribly helpful.

However, I forgive all this and more
because of three keys positioned on
the remote below master volume: Ch.
Select and Ch. Vol. up/down. These
cycle through all five DD channels,
plus subwoofer, and let you modify
each one's level by ±12 dB. The best
part is that your modifications are
stored independently for each sur-
round mode (and stereo) and are re-
called whenever you select that mode.

This is especially valuable because a
couple of the AVR-3200's "extra"
modes are very good. Matrix, with the
center channel set to -1 dB and both
surround outputs at -2 dB, delivered
an unusually listenable and musical
general-purpose ambience enhance-
ment. Jazz Club was also good for oth-
er nonclassical, small -ensemble music.
though most studio -recorded pop/rock
sounded best "straight."

The radio section was no record -set-
ter but gave solidly adequate perfor-
mance by current receiver standards.
FM performance on strong stations
was good: clean and comparatively
dynamic. Weak -signal quality was av-
erage, which is to say terrible by old-
timer standards. Like nearly all current
receivers, the AVR-3200's FM section
is clearly intended for casual listening
to powerful, urban, commercial broad-
casts, not to classical concerts on small
or distant noncommercial stations.
AM reception was fair.

Although the Denon AVR-3200 is
hardly the feature leader in its $1,000 -
and -up price range, it graphically dem-
onstrates just what this range has to
offer in up-to-the-minute A/V perfor-
mance. If powerful, high -quality sound
in both analog and digital formats tops
your priorities, the AVR-3200 will be
difficult to beat.

Yamaha RX-V2092
Yamaha's brand-new RX-V2092 is
representative of the upper reaches of
second -generation Dolby Digital re-
ceivers. The big Yamaha has all the
requisite top -of -the -line attributes, be-
ginning with serious power: 100 watts
each to the five main Dolby Digital
channels. It also has two additional
speaker outputs for Yamaha's unique
"front -effects" channels, used in the
RX-V2092's proprietary Cinema-DSP-
7Ch surround modes. Rated at 25
watts each, these drive a pair of small
speakers positioned slightly behind
and outside the front left/right pair.

The RX-V2092 is not as weighted
by "extras" as some top -of -the -line
A/V receivers, but then again, its price
tag is considerably lower than some
others. The receiver does, however, in-
corporate a few notable features. High
on the list is dual -source, multiroom
capability, which extends to audio and
video sources; it even comes with a
simplified, second remote for Zone -2
control. The main handset is rather fu-
turistic, with an impressive array of
controls behind a flip -up door for mul-
ticomponent, full -system command,

but it still offers relatively simple, ba-
sic functionality with the door closed.

Similarly, the V2092's clean, dra-
matically sculpted faceplate conceals a
good portion of its controls behind a
flip -down door along the bottom edge.
Keys for source and surround -mode
selection, the tuner presets, and the
master volume knob are always acces-
sible, as is a simple, highly legible
amber display. Behind the door are
tucked a camcorder convenience input
(Video Aux, which includes S -video
connections), manual and automatic
tuning and memory controls, and
small knobs for bass, treble, and bal-
ance. There's also a rotary selector to
choose a record -out source indepen-
dently of both main and remote listen-
ing selections, a headphone jack, and
Speaker A and B switches (also com-
manded by the main remote).

he rear panel presents the usu-
al forest of RCA and S -video
jacks. Yamaha provides both
composite- and S -video con-

nections for all A/V sources. There are
five AN inputs altogether, including
the front -panel set; two of them, VCR

I and VCR 2, are input/output loops
for recording convenience. The three
audio -only inputs are phono, CD, and
a tape loop.

Room -2 facilities provide indepen-
dently volume -controlled line -level
stereo audio and composite -video out-
puts plus mini jacks for infrared -sen-
sor input and remote -repeater output
that follows the de facto "Xantech-
compatible" standard. Line outputs for
all six Dolby Digital channels, and
pre-out/main-in couplers for the front
left/right channels, earn the RX-
V2092 high marks for expandability.
Standard multiway speaker connectors
for all outputs, which accept single or
dual banana plugs, heavy wire, or pins
with equal aplomb, earn it equal praise
for connectivity. An adjacent, rather
confusingly labeled toggle switch is
said to optimize the V2092's amp sec-
tions for 4- or 8 -ohm loads. Previous
experience with a similar Yamaha re-
ceiver led me to select the 8 -ohm set-
ting for use with my system initially,
as likely to give a cleaner sounding,
more dynamic output.

There are three digital connectors,
two coaxial and one optical. The
V2092's DVD/laserdisc input can use
the optical port, or one of the coax
jacks, while TV/DBS uses the other
coax jack. (The receiver polls the digi-
tal inputs first, with the optical input
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taking precedence, and only then
checks for analog signals, though this
can be manually overridden.) There is
no AC-3/RF input, so DD laserdiscs
require an outboard demodulator.

A fairly extensive on -screen menu
system with simple graphics made set-
up reasonably easy. The V2092 pro-
vides complete DD bass -management
options, including a 20 -dB range of
LFE-channel attenuation by I -dB in-
crements (DD mode only, of course). I
mated the Yamaha receiver with my
standard loudspeaker suite. As with
the other two receivers, I omitted the
subwoofer at first to test the Yamaha's
own power amps with full -bandwidth
demands. I supplemented this layout
with a pair of RockSolid Monitors,
two-way speakers with 5 -inch woof-
ers, for the "front -effects" channels
used by the Cinema-DSP-7Ch modes.
(If you do not deploy an extra pair, a
rear -panel switch allows you to mix
the front -effects signals into the main
L/R speakers.)

Yamaha's RX-V2092 proved an ex-
ceptional performer in just about all
respects. While it was not the single
most powerful -sounding five -channel
A/V receiver ever to cross through my
door, wattage was ample in both ste-
reo and surround modes to drive my
middling -sensitivity speakers to satis-
fyingly high levels and beyond. When
the V2092 reached its limits, the sys-
tem began sounding a bit harsh and
"squished," and beyond that the amps
clipped fairly hard. (These limits k ere

reached audibly sooner with the re-
ceiver's speaker -load switch in the 4 -
ohm position.) Unsurprisingly, when I
added my B&W 800ASW powered
subwoofer to the mix, the V2092 had
more than enough output to drive me
from the room with both soundtracks
and pure music.

Dolby Pro Logic performance was
truly outstanding. Dialogue leakage
from the center channel was extremely
low (and stable), logic steering was
smooth, defined, and sure-footed, and
everything sounded open and detailed.
When I auditioned the surround chan-
nel "naked" with top -grade Dolby
Surround CDs, I heard a very smooth,
clean sound that was remarkably free
of the lumpiness and noise -pumping
that frequently plague Dolby Sur-
round. And the same held true in
soundtrack reproduction, where the
V2092 delivered detailed, transparent
sound in even the subtlest, most ambi-
ence -filled scenes.

Dolby Digital performance was on
the same high plane: clean, hugely dy-
namic, and crisp, yet listenable in
terms of both intelligibility and effects
localization. In fact, I only occasional-
ly missed having recourse to THX
Cinema-EQ or a similar rolloff. The
V2092's DD dynamics -control feature
worked well, delivering two stages of
the format's "smart" compression/lim-
iting, somewhat confusingly labeled
Std and Min, while the uncompressed
mode is dubbed Max.

Yamaha's two Cinema-DSP modes

YAMAHA RX-V2092. RATED POWER PER CHANNEL: five main channels driven, 100 watts into 8

ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with 0.02% THD; front -effects channels. 25 watts each into 8 ohms at 1

kHz with 0.05% THD; two channels driven (stereo mode), 140 watts "dynamic power" into 8 ohms.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Dual -source, multiroom capability with a second remote control for an alternate

listening area, front -panel AN inputs, one optical and two coaxial digital audio inputs, S -video inputs

and outputs. pre-out/main-in jacks for the front L/R channels. DIMENSIONS: 171/2 x 63/4 x 183/4

inches. WEIGHT: 44 pounds. PRICE: $1,599. MANUFACTURER: Yamaha, Dept. SR, 6660 Orangethorpe

Ave., Buena Park, CA 90620; telephone, 714-522-9105.

are called Enhanced and Movie The-
ater, each of which can be superim-
posed over either Pro Logic or Dolby
Digital processing. Enhanced is a bit
subtler and often lent an audibly more
spacious, open quality to the ambience
- usually a pleasant addition without
significant penalty. I found the Movie
Theater mode considerably more ag-
gressive. Its impact on overall timbre
- including, usually, speech - and
the echoey colorations it added were
occasionally quite audible. Truth be
told, for most films I think I'd be
prone to stick with "plain" DPL and
DD reproduction.

Seven additional surround modes
complete the V2092's 3-D offerings.
All except TV Theater are four -chan-
nel settings, including the usual Hall,
Disco, and Jazz Club. Several of these
sounded quite natural and musical, so
it was even more annoying that the re-
ceiver does not store relative surround -
channel levels independently by mode,
but only keeps global channel balance.
If you lower the surrounds by 2 dB to
get the most believable Hall effect as I
did, for example, you must reset the
level every time you return to DPL/
DD, and vice versa. The V2092 does
store surround -delay settings separate-
ly for each mode.

Space prohibits a full discussion of
the RX-V2092's elaborate, ergonomi-
cally designed main remote. In es-
sence, it has two rather different "per-
sonalities," a simpler one when closed
and a more complex but much more
broadly powerful one when the full -
face door is opened. (A nice touch is
that the door folds all the way back
and clips in place, reducing the other-
wise all -too -likely chance of damage
the first time someone sits on the re-
mote.) The remote is not the most in-
tuitive, but once you get it figured out
and "teach" it your ancillary gear's
codes, its operation is relatively straight-
forward, and it is very useful. The red
back -lighting is spiffy, too, though the
two dozen or so unlit keys can be hard
to identify in very dim conditions.

FM performance was good. While
selectivity and noise rejection were
only marginally above average with
weak or distant signals, sound quality
with stronger signals was quite good.
My local public -radio station sounded
clean, dynamic, and musical. AM re-
ception was a bit above average, with
about twice as many intelligible sta-
tions (ten) as the usual abysmally bad
receiver AM section can tune in. Talk -
radio fans, take note.
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MEASUREMENTS
PIONEER VSX-D6065 DENON AVR-3200

($970) ($1,200)
YAMAHA RX-V2092

($1,599)

DOLBY DIGITAL PERFORMANCE

OUTPUT AT CUPPING (one channel at a time)
8 ohms
4 ohms

172 watts
246 watts

99 watts
275 watts

163 watts
272 watts

SHORT-TERM OUTPUT POWER

(10 seconds, all five channels)
8 ohms 92 watts 80 watts 116 watts

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

(worst case)
all main channels

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.13. -0.41 dB
front channels only

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.25 dB
all main channels

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.06, -0.45 dB

NOISE (A-wtd, typical) -72.8 dB -79 dB -76.2 dB

EXCESS NOISE (with signal)
EN16 (16 -bit) +4.95 dB +1.75 dB +2.75 dB

SUBWOOFER CROSSOVER

frequency
slope

100, 120, or 150 Hz
-24 dB per octave

80 Hz
-18 dB per octave

90 Hz
-24 dB per octave

SUBWOOFER OUTPUT (max) 5.6 volts 9 volts approx. 6.5 volts

SUBWOOFER DISTORTION (max) 6% 4% 7.5%

STEREO PERFORMANCE

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (both channels driven)
8 ohms
4 ohms

142 watts
180 watts

98 watts
198 watts

150 watts
236 watts

DISTORTION

at 1 watt (8 ohms)
at rated power (100 watts)

0.058%
0.1%

0.03%
0.04%

0.035%
0.06%

NOISE (A-wtd, normal) -68.0 dB -76.3 dB -72.8 dB

LINEARITY ERROR (at -90 dBFS*) -0.5 dB -0.55 dB -0.06 dB

EXCESS NOISE (without/with signal)
EN16 (16 -bit)

+8.15/+8.16 dB +1.65/+1.68 dB +2.65/+2.65 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

normal (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
+0.12, -2.02 dB +0, -0.4 dB +0.05, -0.32 dB

* dBFS = decibels referred to digital full scale

All measurements were made through a digital input. Figures for noise
and I -watt distortion were obtained with the volume set to produce an
output level in each channel of 2.83 volts into an 8 -ohm load from a -20-
dBFS input signal. Output at clipping was measured at the closest vol-
ume setting below clipping for a 0-dBFS signal. All main -speaker set-
tings were "large" except for subwoofer output measurements, which

were made with all speakers set to "small." The Denon receiver com-
pressed the top 10 dB of Dolby Digital dynamic range into an 8 -dB span
regardless of the volume -control setting, and the surround channels have
undefeatable high-pass filtering. The Yamaha receiver's subwoofer out-
put clipped 2.7 dB below the reference volume -control setting with a
worst -case Dolby Digital signal. - David Ranada

The RX-V2092's basic performance
on surround -sound discs, tapes, and
broadcasts was very nearly faultless,
while its power was more than ade-
quate and its ease of use good to very
good. The extra features are mostly
useful, notably the Room -2 capabili-
ties, which let you enjoy much of the
receiver's A/V functionality in a sec-
ond room for the cost of some wire
and a couple of inexpensive infrared
accessories. Overall, Yamaha's RX-

V2092 is unquestionably a flag -class
AN cruiser.

The Bottom Line
Here's the short form: The Dolby Dig-
ital era has raised the ante for home -
theater sound significantly, but, as our
three test receivers amply demon-
strate, you can still get more and better
A/V performance and features per dol-
lar than ever before. Pioneer's VSX-
D606S delivers solid basics, and quite

a bit more, for a reasonable price. As
you move up the price ladder you'll
get more inputs and greater flexibility,
as in Denon's AVR-3200, and all of
that plus multiroom capabilities and
extensive DSP ambience modes from
the Yamaha RX-V2092. Any of these
receivers can deliver superb surround
sound in either Dolby Pro Logic or
Dolby Digital mode, along with all the
power and functionality most of us
will ever require.
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BARGAIN BASS: IMAGE DYNAMICS' WICKED WOOFER

CAR STEREO REVIEW

auTe TUNER DISH

MCA Eclipse's Tres Cool
New CD Head

A Sleek '74 Kormann Ghia
Doubles aS an IASCA
Competition Monster

Hr '!iING AID
How to Critically
Evaluate Your
System

it used to be simple. You had a car. It
came with a radio. You listened. Period.

Now you've got options. So many
options, it's easy to get blown away just

trying to find components that fit together -
and fit your budget too.

So what do you do when it's time to upgrade
your car stereo?

Tune in to CAR STEREO REVIEW!
Whether you like your sounds big and

bouncy or tight and well controlled...whether
you own a Ferrari or a Hyundai, CAR STEREO
REVIEW lets you drive away with a system
that's custom built for the way you like to
listen.

You'll get head -to -head comparisons of
CD players and changers, cassette decks,

amplifiers, crossovers, speakers, equalizers,
security systems, cellular phones, and more,
in every price range.

Plus, every issue brings you complete test
reports. User's evaluations. Reviews of the
hottest, state-of-the-art equipment. A do-it-
yourself course on installation. And there's a
bonus: the most complete, up-to-date buyer's
guide available anywhere in the world.

So, if you're ready to treat your ears to great
sound at a price that's right for you, check out
CAR STEREO REVIEW.

And, if you subscribe now, you'll receive
1 year (10 issues) for only $17.97. That's a
56% savings off the annual newsstand cost!

Don't delay - make tracks for the best
possible audio system by subscribing to
CAR STEREO REVIEW! Do it today!



Ala nearbilmminever heaumafie ralialge thaaiit is tam. But nothing lasts forever.

AIthough too many years
have passed for me to re-

member his name with absolute assur-
ance, I still remember the face of the
TV repairman my parents used to hire,
and the brown Chevy wagon that he
used to take our TV chassis back to
his shop for repair. I don't remember
these things because my memory is
particularly good (it's really just the
opposite). I remember them because
the man I'll call Mr. Luna was at our
house rather frequently.

Z In those halcyon days, tubes caused
rn

?I most of the problems with electronic
;.-. equipment - and those that were the
t...- easiest to repair. I remember that Mr.
5 Luna would always carry two boxes.
i One box held his tools, and the sec-

ond held an assortment of the most
common TV receiving tubes - as if
we hadn't already run down to the
corner drug store and tested the tubes
ourselves.

Of course, the vast majority of tele-
vision sets still use tubes to display
their images, and some expensive
tube -based audio gear is still being
sold. But the disappearance of tubes
from consumer -electronics products is
the main reason they have become so
much more reliable. On the other
hand, electronic gear has also become
increasingly complex, so when equip-
ment does fail, repairing it can be
much more difficult.

Is It Broken?
Despite the difficulty in repairing
high-tech electronic gear, there are
some easy problems that you can trou-
bleshoot yourself. When a component
fails or its performance deteriorates
unacceptably, you should always look
for the simplest solution first. Never
overlook the obvious - you'll often
find a list of typical obvious problems
in the component's owner's manual -
and don't always assume that it's actu-
ally broken.

Is the unit plugged in? Is power sup-
plied to the outlet into which it is
plugged? Are any other cables loose or
disconnected? Have you made any
changes to it or any other equipment
in your system that could be causing
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FIX IT!
the problem? Did the cable out to your
satellite dish get sliced by the kid who
cuts your hedges? Do you need new
batteries in your remote control?

Scott Wells, head of technical sales
for E C Electronics, a service center
in midtown Manhattan, says, "Don't
bring any battery -operated equipment
in for repair until you've replaced the
batteries at least three times," citing
the frequency with which consumers
bring in perfectly functioning gear
with dead "new" batteries.

A power surge can cause any equip-
ment with a microprocessor to "for-
get" what it was doing. Just as a PC
can crash for no apparent reason, your
microprocessor -based A/V receiver
can, too. Simply resetting it might
bring it back to life. Look for a reset
button on the device - it's usually a

meter, just replace the fuse with a new
one. You'll know immediately whether
it was the problem. But fuses don't
usually blow for no reason. If you re-
place a fuse without fixing the under-
lying problem, it will just blow again.

Most outlet strips contain resettable
circuit breakers instead of fuses. If
your equipment is plugged into an out-
let strip, check to see if its breaker is
tripped.

A deteriorated picture on your tele-
vision might not be the fault of the set
but something external to it. Radio -
frequency interference (RFI) generat-
ed by all kinds of equipment - com-
puters, paging systems, and appli-
ances, to name a few - can seep into
your system, adding both audio and
video noise. Make sure you're using
shielded cables. Double-check the
quality of all of your cable connec-
tions, and replace suspect cables that
could be providing an entryway for
outside noise.

A loose cable can even prevent some

Having problems with your remote
control? One way to make sure that
your remote is putting out a signal is
to look at it through a camcorder. The
camcorder's CCD imager is sensitive
to infrared (IR) light, and you'll be
able to see the remote flash if you look
at it through the camcorder's viewfind-
er. And don't overlook cleanliness -
a dirty lens on the remote or a dirty
"eye" on the component could be hin-
dering operation. If your remote is a
universal model, it might have just for-
gotten its programming - perhaps
you dropped it and the batteries be-
came dislodged.

If your remote -controlled equip-
ment starts behaving erratically, or re-
fuses to respond to commands from a
remote, the problem might not be with
either the equipment or the remote.
Some energy -efficient compact fluo-
rescent light bulbs can interfere with a
component's ability to "see" IR re-
mote signals, or they can send erro-
neous signals to your equipment. Turn

Crackling volume controls are among the most common complaints A
le about older A/V equipment, but the fix is usually an easy one.

small, recessed button on the rear pan-
el that you'll need a ballpoint pen or
the like to push. If the component
doesn't have a reset switch, unplug it
and let it sit for a few minutes. It
might operate just fine when you plug
it back in.

Wells says that his service center re-
ceives two or three pieces of equip-
ment every day that can be fixed by
simply pressing the reset button or by
turning off the key -protect feature (a
feature found on many portable CD
players that prevents the accidental
operation of their controls). To save
time on such "repairs," E C Electron-
ics performs quick tests of compo-
nents right at the front counter before
it accepts them for repair.

Easy Fixes ...
If a component that is plugged into an
operating outlet seems completely
dead, check its fuse. Be sure to unplug
the unit first. Then remove the fuse
and visually inspect it. If its filament is
broken, replace the fuse with a new
one of the same rating. Even if the fil-
ament appears good, check it for con-
tinuity anyway. It's not unusual for
bad fuses to look good. If you don't
have a continuity checker or an ohm -

TVs from operating at all, because
some TVs need to see an adequate in-
put signal before they can be turned
on. With those sets, it's especially im-
portant to make sure they are set to the
proper signal source. For example, if
your cable or antenna is attached to
the Ant -1 input, but the source selec-
tion is inadvertently changed to Ant -2,
the set won't see an adequate signal,
and it won't operate.

Crackling volume controls are a
common complaint with older equip-
ment. If your equipment develops one,
or if other controls become noisy
when operated, the fix is easy - al-
though you may have to open the
component's cabinet. Spray some con-
tact cleaner into the potentiometer or
switch that's causing the problem, and
move the control through its full range
of operation several times. That should
solve the problem.

If you haven't listened to your LPs
in years, and then rediscover your fa-
vorite album of 1977 in your attic,
you'll probably be disappointed when
you fire up your turntable again and
hear the slow, warbling sound. Don't
worry, it's an easy fix. The turntable's
motor is probably fine; you'll just
need to replace the turntable belt.

off your fluorescent lights and see if
the problem goes away.

If the picture delivered by your
VCR starts to degrade, the solution
might be as simple as using a head -
cleaning tape to remove deposits from
its video heads.

When an easy fix isn't available, it's
time to seek help from a pro. You
might be tempted to poke around in-
side the equipment to look for other
causes of the equipment's troubles, but
it's not a good idea. When is the last
time you saw consumer -electronics
equipment without a "No user -service-
able parts inside" sticker? The advice
is especially true for TV sets, whose
capacitors and picture tubes can deliv-
er high -voltage jolts long after the
plug has been pulled. Other solid-state
equipment doesn't present the same
shock hazard - as long as it's un-
plugged - but there are other good
arguments for staying out: 1) It's un-
likely that you will find anything fix-
able if you don't have the service
manuals and the proper test equip-
ment. 2) You have a better chance of
damaging something further than fix-
ing it. 3) You'll void any warranty that
still applies. 4) If a service center sus-
pects that you've tampered with a
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component before bringing it in for re-
pair, it might be unwilling to accept it
because your "adjustments" may have
put it too far out of alignment.

That said, there are some tasks that
you might consider tackling if you're
mechanically adept and don't usually
end up with extra parts when you re-
assemble something. You might be
able to replace a cassette -deck drive
belt, for example, or a burned -out indi-
cator light. See the sidebar "More Ad-
vanced Fixes to Tackle" at right for
more on this topic.

Looking for Service git
Despite the occasional newspaper or
television exposé of service centers that
are either incompetent or deliberately
trying to rip off the public with fraud-
ulent "repairs," most electronics ser-
vice centers are honest and competent.
But how can you be sure?

As with any other business, personal
experience and recommendations from
friends are usually good indicators of
quality. If you've been happy with a
repair shop in the past, you're well ad-
vised to stick with it. However, if your
equipment is under warranty and your
familiar service shop isn't factory -au-
thorized for that brand, you'll have to
find someone else.

Scott Wells, who ran a repair shop
in rural upstate New York for twenty
years before moving to E C Electron-
ics in Manhattan, stressed that "ser-
vice isn't a once -in -a -lifetime occur-
rence. You should build up a relation-
ship with a servicer. Use a local source
if you have a choice, especially if you
want to keep him in your local area."

If personal experience and recom-
mendations don't help, approach the
decision -making process in much the
same way you would to hire any other
skilled technician or tradesman. Check
if the business is a member of some
self -policing state or local trade asso-
ciation such as the Better Business
Bureau. Make a call and find out if
there are any outstanding complaints
against the company.

Also ask how long the company has
been in business at its present location.
Wells stressed this point, as did Luis
Rojas, the proprietor of Color Vision,
a TV repair shop in Manhattan. "I've
been in this neighborhood for twenty-
seven years," Rojas said, "and all of
my customers are from the neighbor-
hood. If I wasn't competent, I could
never have survived this long."

Membership in a national trade as-
sociation such as the National Elec-

More Advanced
Fixes to Tackle
WARNING: RISK OF ELECTRIC
SHOCK. DO NOT OPEN. NO USER -
SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE.
There's a reason why consumer -
electronics gear warns you not to
try to fix it. Going inside can be
dangerous! However, it is possible to re-
pair equipment safely if you follow some
important safety rules. First, never work
on equipment that's plugged in unless
you fully understand how to avoid con-
tact with line -power voltages. Second,
never open a TV set or monitor. Not only
is there a risk of coming into contact with
high voltages even with the power plug
pulled, but carelessly banging the picture
tube with one of your tools could cause it
to implode, sending shards of glass flying
in all directions.

It makes little sense to try to repair any
component that's still under warranty -
you'll undoubtedly void the warranty
when you open the case. Even with out -
of -warranty components, you should at-
tempt to fix it yourself only if you are
reasonably confident that you know what
the problem is. There are exceptions, of
course. For example, if you drop your
portable CD player and you can't find a
repair shop that is willing to tackle the
job of putting things back together - at
least not for less than twice the price of a
new player - then you have little to lose
by trying it yourself. Remember that if
you don't know what you are doing, you
will most likely just make the problem
worse. And even minor problems can re-
quire a major disassembly - and subse-
quent reassembly.

All of that disassembly will require a
good set of hand tools. To start, you'll
need a variety of Phillips and flat -blade
screwdrivers. Using the wrong size driv-
er, or a poorly made one, can cause dam-
age. Needle -nose pliers, tweezers, contact
cleaner, alcohol, light machine oil, and
silicone grease are also essential for
many repairs. A multimeter is also a good
investment, if only to check for continu-
ity and short circuits.

Tape Decks
Whether cassette or open -reel, portable

or rack -mounted, all tape decks require
cleaning on occasion. Actually, most
common tape -deck problems - includ-
ing "tape eating" - can be cured with a

thorough cleaning. Cleaning swabs and
isopropyl alcohol (not rubbing alcohol)

can be used virtually anywhere inside
a cassette deck.

Start by cleaning the audio
head(s) and erase head with a

swab and alcohol. Then clean the cap-
stan(s) and pinch -roller. You might have
to use a few swabs on each, because they
can collect a lot of oxide that has flaked
off of old tapes. But use only the swabs
and alcohol; resist the urge to use any
other tool to scrape off the oxide. Keep at
it until the swab comes away clean. If the
pinch -roller appears hard and shiny, or if
it has a cracked surface, it should be re-
placed. Also clean any other guideposts
that the tape passes over.

The idler, or idler tire, swings between
the tape reels and transfers motor power
to one or the other. A dirty or worn idler
can prevent the take-up reel from turning
and result in tape spilling into the deck
and being "eaten." The idler should be
cleaned, and so should the reel -table
edges, which the idler contacts.

The deck's belts should also be in-
spected and cleaned. Take plenty of
notes. and even draw diagrams, so that
you'll be able to get things back together!
If possible, remove each belt one at a
time and clean it with alcohol and a swab
or a lint -free cloth. Alcohol can degrade
rubber, so don't soak the belts in it.

Any belts that appear loose or stretched
should be replaced. All belts will need re-
placement eventually, so replace any that
are the least bit suspect - the dollar or
two it will cost is insurance well spent.
On the other hand, if you don't have a re-
placement belt on hand, you can extend
the life of a belt by months with rubber
revitalizer, available at many electronics
stores.

Belts are normally specified by their
cross-sectional shape (square, flat, or
round) and their inside circumference.
Most small belts in A/V gear have square
cross sections. To measure the inside cir-
cumference, hook the old belt on one end
of a ruler and pull it just tight enough that
it is flat, but not under tension. Read off
the length, then double it for the inside
circumference. Assume that the old belt
is slightly stretched, and get a new one
that is about 5 percent smaller.

You might be able to pur-



chase a belt from a local service shop or
electronics supply center. Belt kits are also
available via mail order from MCM Elec-
tronics (650 Congress Park Dr., Centerville,
OH 45459-4072; telephone, 800-543-4330
or 937-434-0031).

Tuners and Receivers
Has your receiver lost its memory? Do

your station presets disappear every time
you turn the power of? Some older stereo
tuners and receivers used small internal bat-
teries, typically lithium coin cells, to supply
power to their internal memories for station
presets and mode settings. While those bat-
te4es have a long service life - ten years
or more - they don't last forever. Replac-
ing a lithium coin cell in itself is pretty
easy. But be warned - getting to the bat-
tery might require a fair bit of disassembly
of the tuner or receiver. Take notes and
work carefully.

Virtually any other problem with a tuner
or receiver will require some knowledge of
electronic circuitry, or at least the ability to
solder. If your dial lights have gone dark,
for example, you might enjoy the challenge
of soldering in a new replacement. (You'll
rarely find lamps mounted in sockets.) Sol-
dering is not difficult if you follow three
simple rules: 1. Make a good physical con-
nection. 2. Heat the connection. 3. Let the
connection - not the soldering iron -

set of relays in series with each output. The
relays are there to protect the loudspeakers
from power -on transients or some fault in
the audio output circuits. However, the re-
lay contacts can deteriorate over time, re-
sulting in intermittent operation. It is possi-
ble to clean relay contacts with sandpaper
or a file, but replacing the relays might be a
better option.

If your receiver never comes on no mat-
ter how long you wait or how hard you
whack it - assuming that everything else,
such as the display and tuning, appears to
be normal - the problem probably isn't the
relays but the timing circuit that controls
them. On the other hand, it could be that the
relays are doing their jobs: If there's a prob-
lem in one of the output power amplifiers,
the relays could be protecting your speakers
from damage. In either case, this is one
repair that is best left to a professional ser-
vice center.

CD Players
Despite the technical complexity of CD

players, they have proven to be, in general,
very reliable. Yet there are some common
problems that crop up, such as discs not be-
ing recognized, audible noise, erratic track-
ing, and sticking or skipping. Fortunately,
although those symptoms could indicate a
serious problem, they can also be caused by
something as simple as a dirty lens.

Soldering is easy, but practice with scrap wire before doing it for real. Keep the tip
clean with a damp sponge and "tinned" with solder. Make a good physical connection
between the pieces you want to join. Heat the connection, and let it, not the soldering
iron, melt the solder. Use only 60/40 rosin -core solder.

melt the solder. You must be certain to use
60/40 rosin -core solder, which is made of
60 percent tin and 40 percent lead (never
use acid -core solder). Thin -gauge solder
will be easier and neater to work with. A
25- to 30 -watt soldering iron should be able
to handle almost any situation you're likely
to encounter. Along with a soldering iron,
you'll also want some desoldering braid,
which is used to wick up molten solder
when you need to remove a component
from a circuit. Vacuum desoldering tools
are also available.

Another problem commonly seen is a re-
ceiver that has no output unless the volume
is turned up high or you give it a firm
whack. In this case, the likely culprit is a

Although CD lens -cleaning discs are
available, they're useful only for minor dust
on the lens. Cleaning the lens by hand will
produce better results. But be careful: the
lens is suspended by a delicate voice -coil -
actuated positioner. Start by using an air
bulb, like the one you might use to clean
your camera lens. Then clean the CD play-
er's lens with a cleaning swab and isopropyl
alcohol, and dry it quickly with a lint -free
cloth.

If your CD player's drawer will not open
or close, the problem could be caused by a
loose belt, which is easy enough to remedy.
But it could also be caused by a broken
gear, which is better left to a pro.

If your CD player consistently stops in

the middle of a disc, the problem could be
that the sled on which the optical pickup is
mounted is dirty or gummed up. Cleaning
the sled and its guide rails, and lubricating
them with silicone grease, could restore it to
operation.

Other Repairs
Some of today's A/V gear is virtually un-

usable without a working remote control.
So when a remote fails to operate, it can
render your entire system nonfunctional.
Fortunately, many remote -control problems
can be repaired, including the kind that are
most commonly caused by physical abuse
or accidents.

If you leave batteries in a remote control
- or any other device - for too long, you
can end up with leaking batteries and cor-
roded battery contacts. Clean off the chemi-
cal deposits with a brush and then a damp
lint -free cloth. Fine sandpaper or a nail file
can be used to polish the contacts. If it
looks like the battery leakage went beyond
the battery compartment and into the case,
you will need to open the remote and thor-
oughly clean the interior.

Unfortunately, it's not always obvious
how to disassemble a remote or other small
electronic component. Sometimes there are
obvious screws - along with some not -so -
obvious screws in the battery compartment.
Screws are also sometimes hidden under
decorative decals, rubber plugs, and the
equipment's feet (if any). But even with all
of the screws removed, the two halves of
the case might not separate readily. They
are likely held togther by plastic catches.
Probe along the seam between the halves
with a flat screwdriver. If you find a catch,
press it in to unlatch it.

Dropped remotes sometimes suffer bro-
ken or intermittent contacts between the bat-
teries and the circuit board. Carefully resol-
der the contacts. Reinforce them with epoxy
if necessary. Dropping remotes can also re-
sult in cracked solder joints. Inspect the
joints with a bright light and a magnifying
glass, and resolder any that look suspect.

Dirt and spills that enter a remote can
prevent its keys from operating reliably.
The solution is to disassemble the remote,
wash all the parts with water, and dry them
thoroughly; use a hair dryer if necessary,
but not too hot.

The bottoms of the rubber keys of a re-
mote control are covered with a conductive
material. When a key is pushed, it bridges
circuit -board traces and completes a circuit.
The conductive material can, however, get
worn - and it happens, of course, to the
keys that are used the most. The solution is
to coat the bottoms of the keys with new
conductive material, such as conductive ink
or even foil tape. - B.C.F.
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tronic Service Dealers Association
(NESDA) can also be something to
look for in a service shop. NESDA
backs its members' work by guaran-
teeing that you'll receive the services
you pay for.

You might want to verify that the
business employs a certified electron-
ics technician (CET) in a position of
responsibility. Look for certificates
from the International Society of Cer-
tified Electronics Technicians (ISCET),
the technical branch of NESDA. Per-
haps more important, look for diplo-
mas from manufacturers' training
courses. According to Wells, "After
technology has filtered down and is
shared by all manufacturers, then any
competent service shop can handle it.
For the newest gear, instruction from
the factory is extremely important."

What's It Gonna Cost? 4
That's what estimates arc tor! Re-
member, how c cr. that many estimates
are just estimates, not guarantees.

parts to be repaired, a turntable is $41

plus parts, and a cassette deck is $39

plus parts (single -well) or $49 plus

parts (dual -well). A detailed estimate
that spells out the parts cost is avail-
able for $20, which can be applied to
the total cost of the repair.

If your broken equipment is new
and still under warranty, you should
not have any out-of-pocket expenses
- if it's really broken. (You can't ex-
pect a manufacturer to pay for a ser-
vice center's time in diagnosing that
the problem with your VCR is that
your 2 -year -old stuck the latest Burger
King kids' meal toy into the tape slot.)
Be aware, however, that you will prob-
ably have to pay if a service technician
must come to your home to examine,
for example, a big -screen TV. Rates
vary, but based on a random survey of
several service shops, expect to pay
$35 to $65 for a service call.

Unfortunately, it's a fact of life that
the cost of servicing electronic equip-
ment can quickly approach the cost of

economical to junk the old camcorder
in favor of this year's model.

Service Contracts dr,
There is a way to protect yourself
against the unexpected expense of
product failure: extended warranties
and service contracts. Although these
have gotten a bad name, they can be
valuable and economical - if you're
careful to read the fine print and you
choose a reputable company.

Critics of extended warranties and
service contracts contend that they are
unnecessary because consumer -elec-
tronics devices have become so reli-
able that the percentage of equipment
that breaks down after the warranty
period isn't high enough to justify the
cost of the "insurance" against it.
These critics say that service contracts
are used simply to increase store prof-
its. Proponents of service contracts
counter that the cost of the warranties
is justified because unprofitable war-
ranty companies won't survive to hon-

You shouldn't shy away from paying a technician for his time and 4
of expertise in diagnosing the cause of a problem with your gear.

Most service centers will be happy to
give you an idea of the range of costs
associated with a particular kind of re-
pair, but it'll usually be a nonbinding
"guesstimate." Be prepared to pay a
flat diagnostic fee for a more detailed,
usually guaranteed estimate. Charging
such a fee is entirely reasonable -
you shouldn't shy away from paying a
technician for his time and expertise in
diagnosing the cause of a problem.
Most service shops will apply the di-
agnostic fee toward the repair if you
choose to go ahead with it. If you
don't, the diagnostic fee should be
your total out-of-pocket expense.

Wells's center, for example, charges
a fee for written estimates and applies
the fee toward the cost of the repair.
"Sure we charge a fee," he says. "But
we do diagnostic work, and we pro-
vide you with useful information so
that you can make an informed choice."
Rojas, on the other hand, provides
free, unwritten estimates, a service
that his customers find invaluable.

The Repair Shop at Radio Shack,
which has established itself as the na-
tion's largest repair service, with more
than 6,500 drop-off points, doesn't
charge for ballpark estimates. A re-
ceiver, for example, will cost $69 plus

replacing it with a new model. Elec-
tronics manufacturing is now an au-
tomation -intensive operation requiring
little human intervention. It can take
more time for a technician to gain ac-
cess to a circuit board to take some
signal measurements than it took for
all of the components on the board to
be auto -inserted, wave -soldered, and
tested by industrial robots. Service
centers must also keep sophisticated
test equipment for measurements, and
they must pay for service literature
that can help them diagnose problems.
And, of course, they must keep an ad-
equate inventory of common repair
parts on hand.

Fortunately, the cost of replacement
parts is usually not the major expense
in the repair of consumer -electronics
equipment. But the inability to obtain
model -specific replacement parts for
older gear can be a major headache,
turning an otherwise good component
into useless junk. It is true, however,
that some replacement parts can make
you think twice about repairing a
product. Replacing a camcorder's in-
ternal lens assembly, for example, can
easily set you back $400 or more for
the parts alone. Add in the labor to re-
place it, and you might find it more

or their insurance when it's needed.
Wells has mixed feelings about ser-

vice contracts. "For big -ticket items,
they're absolutely worth it," he says,
but he stressed the importance of
choosing a reliable warranty company.
The service center he works for, E C
Electronics, is owed money by many
apparently unscrupulous warranty
companies that haven't paid for repairs
E C has made. Therefore, E C no
longer accepts equipment covered by
those companies' warranties, and cus-
tomers who have purchased them are
simply out of luck.

Welcome Failures 4
Some equipment failures can actually
be good. I remember a VCR that I
used to own. It was an early clunker,
inconvenient to program and a real
hassle to use with cable TV. Heck, its
remote control was wired. I couldn't
wait for it to die - I just couldn't jus-
tify going out and getting a new, ex-
pensive, feature -laden VCR with a
wireless remote until this one devel-
oped a problem.

One day, it finally happened. I put a
tape in, pressed play, and saw nothing
but snow. I didn't even check to see if
Mr. Luna was still in business.
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Serious Home Theater.
We had a mission with the new MTX Home
Theater speakers - design a system that would
deliver a crystal-clear, larger -than -life experience
from today's dynamic movie soundtracks. We're
delighted that writers from the most respected audio
magazines in the world confirm that we succeeded.

AUDIO
IDEO
INTERIORS

"...unobtrusive, inexpensive, easy -to-

install ...MTX has designed a
slender, six -piece home theater

speaker system that sounds great..."
May 1997

Stereo Review

"The PS15 is one of the more
versatile subwoofers we have
tested...an excellent value...it

delivered the room filling, solid bass
performance..."

March 1997

eater
"These guys [MP42's] are
immediate, dynamic party

animals...I dig their attitude...
articulate, dynamic, ... more exciting

to listen to. Imaging was
wide open."

Steve Guttenberg,
July 1997



Getting Serious Reviews.
The remote control on

MTX powered subwoofers -
proclaimed a "rare and
genuinely useful feature"

by Stereo Review,
March 1997

Auricle°PA"'
"The PS15 has tons of
output...this subwoofer is a
mighty mite...a whole lot of
attitude..." May 1997

Theater
"For the theater -in -a -box
sweepstakes, the...MP42's
versatility will ensure their
wide acceptance, and their
lively sound will impress
anyone..."

Steve Guttenberg,
July 1997

The MTX Home Theater system consists of Five Model MP42
shielded speakers, with a shielded, remote controlled powered
subwoofer. Model MP42 speakers are weatl-er-resistant, and can
be mounted on wall, bookshelf, or speaker sand.
Use two MP42's for front primary speakers, another for the
cent.lr channel, and two more for surround ,peakers. The
timbre -matched five speaker system is unobtrus ve, and
easy -to -install.

Call us to find out where you
can audition an MTX Home
Theater Speaker System.

samsoow-sovAp.,

800-225-5689

4545 E. Baseline Rd.  Phoenix, AZ 85040  602-438-4545  Canada: B.C. 604-942-9865 or Ontario 905-890-0298  Puerto Rico: 809-768-0660  www.intxaudio.com
MTX and Serious About Sound are trademarks of MTX. 0 1997 MTX. All rights reserved

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SYSTEMS

Musical Theater
ome theater might be
the force that is driv-
ing the audio -equip-
ment business these
days, but Chuck Cur-
rie, an executive chef

and musician in Vancouver, British
Columbia, doesn't care. He has no
plans to install a home theater and
doesn't even own a TV. Music is his
obsession, although diners who sam-
ple Chief Chef Chuck's Chicken Cur-
rie might not believe that the restau-
rant business is not his first love.

Currie doesn't see his music system
as being overly exotic or overly expen-
sive - he has invested about $13,000
in his main listening -room audio sys-
tem (that figure increases to $21,000
when other stereo equipment in his
home is included). In fact, he feels that

most audiophiles invest far too much
in their equipment compared with
what they invest in their recordings.
Currie, who says that he's a music
junkie, not an equipment junkie, in-
sists on maintaining a minimum 2:1
ratio of software to hardware spend-
ing. Between his CDs and MiniDiscs,
he estimates that he's invested close
to $50,000. For a total of his spending
on music, add another $4,500 for sheet
music and a whopping $51,000 for the
instruments he plays: soprano, alto,
tenor, and baritone saxophones, E -flat,
B -flat, A, alto, and bass clarinets, and
a basset horn.

Currie listens to his CDs on a Car-
ver SD/A 490t CD player, which has a
vacuum -tube output stage and a Soft
EQ circuit that he says "prevents the
loss of front -to -back imaging and ex-

cessive brightness sometimes associat-
ed with CD recordings."

Currie has a pair of Carver dipolar
AL -III hybrid -ribbon speakers in his
main listening room. He loves the
speakers but says they show up the
limitations of the 13 x 10 -foot room.
"Their superior bass response rein-
forced room modes, which made the
sound unbelievably boomy on the low
end," he says. "Anything but dryly re-
corded acoustic chamber music was
almost unlistenable."

Unwilling to accept that great speak-
ers in a bad room were a lost cause,
Currie faxed a diagram of his room,
including descriptions of the furniture
and building materials, to Acoustic
Sciences Corp. (ASC). After some dis-
cussion, he decided to install a few
ASC Sound Tubes.



He mounted a 16 x 5 -inch
Half Round Sound Tube on
the wall behind each AL -III
speaker. "These worked like
a charm," he says. He also
added two Studio Sound
Tubes, which are 4 -foot
round tubes that can slide up
and down on their bases.
Each tube, which is the same
height as the magnetic -rib-
bon section of the AL -III, is
divided vertically down th,
middle to create two semi-
circular sections, one mid-
range -reflective, the other
midrange -absorptive. The re-
flective side is turned direct-
ly toward the rear part of the
ribbon, while the absorptive
side faces the wall, reducing
side -wall bounce into the lis-
tening area and improving
imaging.

The resulting imaging is
so good, says Currie, that with well -
recorded CDs he and his friends can
point to where the various instruments
are in the soundstage and tell which
ones are nearer and which ones are
farther away. He says that their per-
ceptions of instrument locations have
matched up with photos taken of the
recorded performances.

Besides the Sony MDS101 MD
deck, other equipment in Currie's main
listening room includes a Carver TFM-
25 250 -watt amplifier, Luxman K- l00
and K-111 tape decks, Beyerdynamic
DT -880 headphones, and a Yamaha
TX -300u tuner.

Last year Currie retired his Thorens
TD 160 turntable after dubbing the
last of his vinyl records - those that
had not been reissued on CD - to
MiniDisc. He's become a firm MD
convert. "Tape is dead," he says, "it
just hasn't been buried yet."

With more than 2,500 CDs and 250
MDs, Currie's music collection takes
up a lot of room. There's a lot of com-
petition from books for shelf space in
his home, though many of the book
titles - including Gustav Mahler in
Vienna, Bird: The Legend of Charlie
Parker, and The Harvard Dictionary
of Music - suggest that it is a friendly
competition.

Finding space for such an extensive
music collection is, of course, only
half the battle. Currie also has to find a
way to keep track of what he's got.
For that, he uses a database program
called Sound Librarian from Five
Points Technology, which lets him en-

ter the title, artist, and label for each
disc, and the composer, arranger, and
sidemen for each track. Currie esti-
mates that it will take him about 1,500
hours to complete the project. But, he
says, it will be worth it. "When I'm
done, I'll be able to print out a list of
recordings by any parameters I can
think of. For example, I can list all

the recordings I have with tenor saxo-
phonists soloing on 'Summertime,' or
find clarinetists who have recorded
Stravinsky's Three Pieces for Solo
Clarinet."

His favorite recordings are CDs on
Sweden's Opus 3 label, which he calls
"the finest in the world," and on Ja-
pan's Three Blind Mice label ("a close
second").

A quick glance at the walls of Cur-
rie's listening room tells you immedi-
ately that he is a jazz fan. Photographs

of such jazz greats as Duke
Ellington, Dexter Gordon,
Ben Webster with Gerry
Mulligan, and Eric Dolphy
dominate his collection. His
musical tastes run beyond
jazz, however, as indicated
by the photos of Frank Zap -
pa and Charles Ives.

Professionally, when he
can steal time away from the
restaurant business, Currie
plays alto clarinet with the
Pacific Symphonic Wind En-
semble, multiple reeds with
the Vancouver Philharmonic
Orchestra, bass clarinet with
the Vancouver Island Sym-
phony, and baritone saxo-
phone with Sax Noir, "an
eclectic sax quartet."

For quieter listening when
others are sleeping, Currie
retreats to his library to lis-
ten on a system composed of

an Arcam CE200 preamp and an Ar-
cam SA200 amplifier fed by a Yamaha
TX -350 tuner, a Sony MZ-E2 MD
player, and a Luxman D-351 CD play-
er. He listens on a Cambridge Sound -
Works Ensemble 2 sub/satellite speak-
er system and on AKG K-1000 head-
phones. A QED four-way speaker -
switching unit allows him to switch

between the headphones, the sub/sat-
ellite system, or another pair of speak-
ers he installed in his kitchen.

When he travels, he refuses to leave
his music behind. He takes his Sony
MZ-E2 MiniDisc player with him and
listens to it through Grado Prestige
SR60 headphones.

As far as Chuck Currie is concerned,
home -theater enthusiasts can continue
surrounding themselves with sound.
He prefers to surround himself with
music. - Brian C. Fenton
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NEW CHAPTERS FROM THE COMPANY
THAT WROTE THE BOOK ON SUBWOOFERS

THE IMPORTANCE OF A SUBWOOFER IN THE NEW

DOLBY DIGITAL AC -3 SYSTEM

The future of movie sound in the home-and many
believe music as well-is Dolby Digital AC -3. Unlike
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital features 5 full bandwidth
channels, plus a dedicated low frequency effects
channel that delivers additional bass to the subwoofer.

Which is why it almost seems like Dolby engineers had
Velodyne in mind when they created Dolby Digital.

In addition to performance that Home Theater
magazine called "breathtaking," all of our subs
incorporate a "Subwoofer Direct" feature which allows
you to by-pass the internal crossover for direct
connection to this low frequency effects channel in
Dolby Digital decoders and receivers. So you get bigger,
louder and more physical bass-the Dolby Digital
difference you can hear and feel.

iik iiiimill111111111111

WHY A SUBWOOFER HAS TO BE FUTURE READY

Wousio"'"'

HDTV, DSS, DTS, AC -3, DVD, DVD-ROM. Terms from

the brave new world of home entertainment, yet ones
that can easily confuse even the most savvy consumer.
So it's good to know that, no matter what new
technologies come along, a Velodyne subwoofer will
never be obsolete.

All of our subwoofers, from our entry level VA Series
up to our top -of -the -line F Series, are "future ready."
With features ranging from our patented High Gain
Servo Technology that reduces distortion to less than
1%, to our combination of forward firing active drivers
and downward firing passive radiators, Velodyne
subwoofers are designed to handle the demands of
movies, music and multimedia.

Today and tomorrow.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112 408-436-7270 phone 408-436-6181 fax www.velodyne.com website

Dolby Digital AC -3 is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation



THE FUTUR
Digital audio broadcasting will change the way the world

OF
Virtually all of our entertain-
ment media will be digital
in the near future. Compact
discs and digital satellite

television are already well established,
of course. The digital videodisc is
here, and the march toward digital
television is under way.

But what about radio?
While most developed nations are

preparing to launch digital radio later
this year, and several have systems on
the air already, the U.S. broadcasting
industry is still grappling with such
basic matters as which of several sys-
tems to adopt and where in the radio
spectrum to put it.

An interesting contrast can be ob-
served just next door in Canada, where
a standard for terrestrial digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) was adopted sev-
eral years ago. Full-time digital radio
is slated to be on the air in October, at
least in Toronto, the largest market.
Montreal and Vancouver, the next big-
gest markets, are expected to follow
within six months.

Because their land is vast and their
population small, with communities far
apart, Canadians have always lavished
attention on their communications and
transportation systems. From canals
and railroads in the last century to ra-
dio, telephone, cable TV, and commu-
nications satellites in this one, Canada
has often played a leading role.

When it comes to technological
standards, however, it has usually
made sense for Canada to follow the
lead of the United States. Despite
Canada's British heritage, for instance,
it would lead to chaos if drivers had to
switch to the other side of the road
when they crossed the border, and
there is a definite benefit to having a
seamless continent -wide telephone
system. As for entertainment, having

0

z

RAD
BY IAN G. MASTERS

identical broadcasting standards means
not only that Canadians can directly
access U.S. radio and TV - which
they have an avid appetite for - but
also that they can tap into the huge se-
lection of equipment made for the
U.S. market. But in one technological
arena, digital radio, Canada has decid-
ed to go it alone, at least as far as the
rest of the continent is concerned.

listens0
That wasn't the way it was sup-

posed to be. As the 1990s dawned,
there seemed to be excellent prospects
for an international standard for digital
radio based on a system called Eureka
'47, which originated in Europe but
was developed with input from both
the U.S. and Canada.

In the 1Lte 1980s, it became obvious
that there would eventually have to be
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a shift to some form of digital radio,
and that it would be desirable if every
country adopted the same system.
That would make the production of
both programs and receivers much
simpler, and would avoid the sorts of
international incompatibilities that still
bedevil television.

The standard that began to emerge
required some hard decisions on the
part of broadcasters, who would need
new equipment to operate on a whole
new set of frequency allocations, but it
also seemed to promise a Valhalla
without scourges like multipath distor-
tion and the vast difference in sound
quality between FM and AM.

In Canada, the poential for a brand-
new radio system took on an extra di-
mension because the government -
owned radio service, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), suf-
fered from a peculiar hybrid structure.
The 60 -year -old network had original-

ly consisted of a number of CBC-
owned AM stations in the major cities
and privately owned affiliates in small-
er centers. When the CBC went non-
commercial, it had to release the affili-
ates and set up its own network -pro-
grammed transmitters, most of which
used the FM band. The result was that
CBC programming was available only
as low-fi AM in the major cities but as
clear FM in the boonies.

Redressing that balance was impor-
tant, but just as important was a gener-
al upgrade of the technology. To that
end, a consortium was established in
1993 to choose and implement a digi-
tal parallel - and eventual replace-
ment - for the existing radio system.
The consortium, called Digital Radio
Research Inc. (DRRI), included repre-
sentatives of the CBC and about a
dozen of the country's largest private
broadcasters.

There was little doubt that the Eure-

ka 147 system was the technical front-
runner. As early as 1990, some broad-
casters offered demonstrations of the
system to the press in Toronto and oth-
er cities, and since then additional test
systems have been established in Ot-
tawa, Montreal, and Vancouver.

Canada could, in fact, launch
its digital audio broadcasting
service today except for the
lack of receivers. The experi-

mental radios that now exist would re-
tail for thousands of dollars, if you
could get them, so the Canadian DAB
system is mainly for demonstration.
Even without listeners, however, a
number of European nations, includ-
ing the United Kingdom and several
Scandinavian countries, have launched
their own services. At press time there
were still no digital radios available,
but that's about to change.

The big push was planned for Sep -

WHAT'S THE
HOLDUP HERE?
When WFMT radio in Chicago transmitted
the first broadcast of a compact disc in
North America, if not the world, during the
Consumer Electronics Show in June 1982,
it foreshadowed the obsolescence of ana-
log FM broadcasting.

The wide dynamic range and extended
frequency response of the compact disc
and its digital progeny far exceed the ca-
pabilities of analog FM broadcasting. Yet,
in the fifteen years since that first CD was
played on the air, the United States has
made little progress in improving radio's
capabilities. As Canada and Europe leap
forward into digital audio broadcasting
(DAB) - sometimes referred to as digital
audio radio (DAR) - the U.S. clings to
noisy, multipath-riddled analog radio.

Broadcasters, equipment manufacturers,
and the government pay lip service to their
desire for DAB, but behind the scenes they
are busy stalling the changeover. If you
want to experience DAB this millennium,
go to Canada.

Actually, in some ways DAB does exist.
Satellite broadcast music services such as
DMX Direct or DirecTV's Music Choice
beam CD -quality digital audio to home re-
ceiving dishes. Since the reception systems

are not portable, however, these brocd-
casts can't really be considered radio.

This past spring, after seven years of
consideration, the FCC auctioned two S -
band licenses in the 2,320- to 2,345 -MHz
range for satellite -delivered DAB. The auc-
tion winners, CD Radio, Inc., and American
Mobile Radio Corp. (AMRC), plan to offer
subscription services where listeners would
pay a $5 to $10 monthly fee. The S -bond's
super high frequency permits the use of
small antennas, but buildings, hills, and
even frees, light poles, and billboards could
block the signal. Thus, it would seem that
for full national coverage these providers
would need to erect hundreds of repeater
towers to fill in the satellite -coverage gaps.

AMRC's president, Lon Levin, disagrees:
"This is the first I've heard of that. I can as-

sure you that we think the technology
works." And FCC Commissioner Rachelle B.
Chong applauded satellite DAB as a bcon
to rural listeners. As we go to press, rei-
ther CD Radio nor AMRC has launchec a
satellite to provide the service, nor is there
a guarantee that either company will cone
up with the nearly $90 million each bid for
the spectrum allocations. Lynn Claudy, sen-
ior vice-president of science and technclo-

gy for the National Association of Broad-
casters (NAB), doubted that "satellite digi-
tal radio is going to be a serious competi-
tor to local radio in the near term."

The real action in the U.S. centers
around an IBOC (in -band, on -channel) ter-
restrial broadcast system, which - de-
pending on who you speak to - repre-
sents either the future or the fantasy of dig-
ital radio here. IBOC proposals exist for
the AM and FM bands, but only the system
proposed for the FM band promises CD -
quality sound. Two competing in -band pro-
ponents merged last May. AT&T spin-off
Lucent Technologies, owner of Bell Labs,
which had been proposing an in -band, ad-
jacent -channel (IBAC) system, agreed to
develop a single IBOC system jointly with
USA Digital Radio (USADR), founded in
1990 as a partnership between Westing-
house, CBS (now its subsidiary), and the
Gannett newspaper chain. Research con-
tinues at the Westinghouse labs.

All IBOC systems run up against Shan-
non's Law, propounded by Claude Shan-
non at Bell Labs. Basically, it defines the
theoretical maximum rate at which data
can be transmitted error -free over a band-
width -limited channel in the presence of
noise. In other words, you can fit only so
much information (or energy) into a given
bandwidth (such as an FM channel) before
something has to give.

The USADR system proved to be a dis-
appointment in initial testing. From that ex-
perience, however, it's beginning anew
with Lucent's help. That means further de -
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tember at the huge Berlin Radio Fair
(Funkausstellung), which was to mark
the launch of the German DAB sys-
tem. Major manufacturers - Sony, Pi-
oneer, Blaupunkt, Philips, Grundig,
Panasonic, Kenwood, and possibly
Delco - planned to introduce afford-
able receivers at the fair. Once they're
available on the market, the floodgates
will open. Plans are to focus on digital
car radios first - conventional recep-
tion is usually worst on the road -
and then to broaden into home audio.

In Canada, stations in Toronto are
to begin broadcasting digitally in mid -
October, coincident with the start of
a national broadcasting convention.
The local broadcasters have already
formed a consortium to get things
rolling immediately, and as many as
twenty stations could be up and run-
ning at the launch.

That's not such a big deal, as it turns
out. For one thing, the city's stations al-

lay to allow for research and development
of a new and better system, lab -testing,
and field trials. But USADR president and
CEO Bernee D. L. Strom expressed great
optimism for the forthcoming joint system.

''We'll be lab -testing the system in Janu-
ary 1998 and field-testing by summer," he
said. "We expect to deploy by the summer
of 1999. We have totally revamped our
system. We've chosen a new waveform
that uses OFDM [orthogonal frequency -di-
vision multiplexing), which is similar to
what Eureka 147 uses. The system we're
now fielding in no way resembles the sys-
tem that was tested in 1995. We've over-
come our interference problems, and we
feel we'll have a system that's very robust
under multipath. We will not have prob-
lems from adjacent stations. We will not
have host -to -digital problems or digital -to -
host problems. Consumers will not have to
throw out their 600 million radios, which
Eureka would make obsolete."

The U.S. government grants a limited
number of radio licenses in each market,
free of charge, that allow commercial
broadcasters to do pretty much as they
please, an allocation system unique in the
world. These licenses can provide windfall
profits as the price of transferring them
from one licensee to another steadily sky-
rockets. If you'd like to buy an FM station
in New York City, for example, be ready to
cough up S60 million or more. Broadcast-
ers go apoplectic at any suggested change
in the status quo, such as adopting the Eu-
reka 147 system. First, a new broadcast

ready cooperate to broadcast together
from the world's tallest structure, the
CN Tower, so doing it digitally, even in
a new frequency band, is not a new
challenge. Then too, most of the major
Canadian broadcasting companies are
based right there in Toronto.

The CBC intends to cover 70 per-
cent of the country in five years, and
DRRI estimates that it should take no
more than seven years to blanket the
country fully. It figures that conven-
tional radio has a future of fifteen
years, at most. But what happens if
you live in Chibougamau, Quebec,
and don't want to go digital just yet?

Nothing.
For now, all existing Canadian radio

stations, AM or FM, have assignments
in the new digital band but will simul-
cast at their old frequencies as long as
it's necessary or desirable - which
might mean forever. Canadian broad-
casters, like those in Europe, look at

band would devalue their existing gold
mines, and, second, the FCC would proba-
bly auction licenses in the new bcnd rather
than give them away.

Lynn Cloudy outlined the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters' position: "We're
committed to making sure radio survives
into the digital future, so we're certainly in
favor of terrestrial digital audio broadcast-
ing. While it is a major priority, it isn't ur-
gent. The NAB endorses the IBOC ap-
proach to DAB, as opposed to the Euro-
pean approach of using a new band for
digital radio. Beyond that we haven't en-
dorsed any particular scheme, although it
would seen- that with the partnership of
USADR and Lucent, there really only one
out there. We can't endorse it because they
haven't produced anything yet, but we
plan to be very involved in the testing."

The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association (CEMA) represents the receiv-
ing end of DAB. CEMA president Gary
Shapiro sa d: "We've been consistently
supporting DAB for five years. We think it's
a wonderful technology. It's a shame that
the broadcasters have done so much to try
to delay it. They have no interest in seeing
a transition to digital technology. We think
an in -band solution would be easier to ac-
cept politically, and we hope it works, but
we haven't been convinced by the test re-
sults so far. Once a feasible system is cho-
sen, the receiver manufacturers could re-
spond within a year, presuming there's
broadcasting to be received."

I asked a couple of FM broadcasters in

DAB mostly as an opportunity to do
what they are already doing, but with a
better delivery technology and thus
better sound quality.

Nuts and Bolts
Digital radio, like much of the new au-
dio and video technology, owes its ex-
istence to the possibility of digital
compression or data reduction; in the
Eureka 147 system. the "codec" (code -
decode) segment performs a 6:1 com-
pression of data. A group of listeners,
including several audio journalists
from Canada and the United States,
took part in a series of blind listening
tests conducted in Ottawa several years
ago in which a number of DAB codecs
were compared. At least one - the
Musicam codec that became part of the
Eureka 147 system - was absolutely
transparent, with no unpleasant audio
artifacts at all.

There are two basic technologies for

my oleo, one public, one commercial,
about the IBOC approach. Ed West, chief
engineer of WILL Radio in Urbana, Illinois,
helpec USADR conduct some of its earliest
tests bock in the fall of 1992. He noted that
the FCC mandated that the tests not in-
crease the noise level of the analog trans-
missiois - which they invariably did until
the engineers reduced the injection level of
the digital signal to the point where any re-
sistance to multipath interference would
have been destroyed. Guessing at the fu-
ture cr an IBOC system, West expressed a
lot of respect for the Westinghouse engi-
neers, but said, "Their problem still is in

multipath robustness. Unless they have
something that will beat multipath, I don't
think anybody's going to buy it."

WF,'tT's chief engineer, Gordon Carter,
questioned the value of DAB. "Is it going to
be much better than what we have now?"
he asked. "The analog signal, even with
multipath, is always there. A digital system
will mute out in a bad reception circum-
stance." He also cited the expense of con-
verting an FM station to totally digital
transmission from CD player to transmitter.

A well -placed source who requested
anonymity told me, "If we don't get our
sensibilities straight on DAB, there's going
to be a severe and devastating impact on
radio listenership. We either join the twen-
ty -firs century, or we just live with our
fate." As to when we'll hear DAB, CEMA's
Shapiro said, "There's no reason for any
optim sm at this moment. We're talking
next century." - Rich Warren



digital audio broadcasting. One ap-
proach simply uses a separate chunk
of the radio spectrum to rebroadcast
digital versions of what is going out
on the regular AM and FM bands. The
Eureka 147 system is of this sort, hav-
ing been allotted a portion of the "L -
band" from 1,452 to 1,492 MHz. The
alternative "in -band" approach, fa-
vored by U.S. broadcasters, would bury
a digital signal on a subcarrier within
an existing signal, AM or FM. Howev-
er, no in -band system has been per-
fected yet.

Compressed, each signal uses up
very little spectrum space. Although
the 40 -MHz -wide L -band contains on-
ly twenty-three channels, each one can
broadcast up to five separate digital ra-
dio signals simultaneously. The initial
plan in Canada is to determine which
stations in each area have the most
similar radiation patterns and place
them together on transmitters that
mimic those patterns.

DAB offers some real advantages
over traditional analog broadcasting,
both FM and AM. One, of course, is
the near -CD sound quality. But sound
quality is only a part of what DAB is
all about. One of its intriguing charac-
teristics is that receivers can choose
from several almost -identical signals
on the same frequency and reproduce
the best one. That means that the
broadcasters will be able to extend
their coverage by having more than
one transmitter in an area on the same
frequency without interference. Alter-
natively, networks could use a single
nationwide frequency, even in adjacent
areas. Moreover, the system is capable
of being delivered by satellite, which
would allow a national broadcaster
(such as the CBC) to fill in the gaps
between ground -based transmitters
and to provide digital service to re-
mote areas. That's been suggested for
reaching the sparsely populated north-
ern parts of Canada, though it's not
likely to happen until the terrestrial
system is substantially complete.

The Eureka 147 system is also
unaffected by analog broad-
casting's nemesis, multipath
reception, in which reflected

signals interfere with the direct signal.
If a reflected signal is better than the
direct signal, the receiver will respond
to it alone - no interference. In addi-
tion, the very high frequencies of the
L -band are excellent at penetrating
buildings instead of bouncing off
them, which should reduce multipath

The Blaupunkt Hannover DAB106
car DAB radio system includes
a screen for displaying received
still and moving images.

to some degree. Another advantage is
that a host of other data can be piggy-
backed on a DAB signal, from the
name of the record being played to
traffic reports, stock -market prices,
and weather information.

In anticipation of the changeover,
radio stations have already been shift-
ing to digital production and studio -to -
transmitter links. Inexpensive digital
memory combined with excellent da-
ta -compression techniques have al-
lowed broadcasters to switch from the
technology of the past - based heavi-
ly on magnetic tape - to a more com-
puterized environment. A technical
consultant to the Canadian Association
of Broadcasters suggests that virtually
every station already has at least a few
"islands" of digital production capa-
bility, and some, like the new national
headquarters for CBC Radio in Toron-
to, are digital throughout.

HOMO Alone
The progress north of the border and in
Europe has not yet found an equivalent
in the United States. There's a general
conviction that DAB will come sooner
or later, but the smart money at the
moment seems to be on later. Despite
some initial enthusiasm in the U.S. for
Eureka 147, any official support for the
system quickly vanished because of
the objections of broadcasters.

Essentially, many broadcasters feel
that a DAB system that uses new spec-
trum space, as Eureka does, would be
in competition with existing stations.
One FM company has acknowledged
being "concerned that FM radio will
eventually be at an economic and tech-
nological disadvantage" if an out -of -
band system is adopted, while an in -
band, on -carrier (IBOC) system, if
perfected, would "offer the FM broad-
caster a rapid and relatively inexpen-
sive way to 'go digital.-

Such political and commercial con-

siderations might well carry the day if
the system actually worked. A series
of laboratory tests on various proposed
IBOC systems, sponsored by the Con-
sumer Electronics Manufacturers As-
sociation and the National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB), were per-
formed in 1995 by NASA's Lewis Re-
search Center in Cleveland. The re-
sults suggested that IBOC signals are
still prey to many of the ills of FM,
such as multipath interference, and
cause significant degradation of not
only the "host" signal but also adja-
cent stations.

When the action moved to San Fran-
cisco in 1996 for field-testing, as many
as five in -band systems from USA
Digital Radio, AT&T/Amati, and
AT&T/Lucent were in consideration.
Ultimately, all dropped out of the tests.
Initial laboratory testing had indicated
that in -band systems could degrade the
performance of the main signal, and
that made it impossible for the Nation-
al Association of Broadcasters to find a
volunteer station to host the tests.

One of the contenders was an in -
band, adjacent -channel (IBAC) sys-
tem, developed by AT&T/Lucent, that
put the digital signal not within the ex-
isting signal but next to it on the dial.
Another was a Voice of America/Jet
Propulsion Laboratory system that
called for satellite delivery in the S -
band (about 1 gigahertz up the dial
from the L -band). The final system
was Eureka 147, operated by the Can-
adian consortium.

Don't count in -band systems out
yet, though. Although the various
IBOC systems dropped out of the field
tests, the technology still has its sup-
porters, improvements are continuous-
ly being made, and there are rum-
blings of new trials in the future. But
whatever happens, don't expect to
hear a digital radio station in your U.S.
neighborhood anytime soon.
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The American
soprano who's

got it all

BY JAMIE JAMES

1
n tht opera world, talent and
glan-our don't always come in
the same package. Over the
yeari, some of the greatest
voices have belonged to very

la -ge ladies with dec dedly plain
faces. Now comes Renee Fleming, an
opera -lover's dream: a creamy, gold-

en voice that pours out of a face
beautiful enough for a Hol.ywood
close-up. Yet Fleming is no wispy,
fragile waif; she dominates the stage
with a powerful, womanly p-esence
- the way Renata Tebaldi and Maria
Callas did. When she walks into a
room, the room is entered

Tock y Fleming makes her entrance
at the Café Luxembourg, a chic
French reitaurant near New York's
Lincoln Center, to talk with me about
her burgeoning career. This fall is a
very good season for her. In Septem-
ber, Lundell Records is releasing her
new arum, Signatures, a collection
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(Now's a good time to talk about the benefits
of Castro) Syntec Power System.)

Introducing a new

kind of fuel system

treatment that can

improve your accelerat=or.

We've all experienced t before.

That moment of truti when you

realize you need all the accelera-

tion you've got. Well rather than

just stepping on the acce erator

and praying, now there's a better

option. Introducing Castrc I Syntec

Power System-an e direly new

kind of fuel system :reatment.

Power System's unique synthetic

cleansers reduce carbon deposits

and can improve zcceleralion

in today's advanced cars. Just

one dose in your fuel tank begins

restoring power almost i nine-

casoa

diately. So try new

Castrol Syntec

Power System.

After all, you

might not

think you need

the added

power and
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But do you

really want

to wait to

find out?

POWER WHEN

YOU MEED FL

Applies only to vehicles with knock s,nso-s.
Control Inc., 1997
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Feed Your Radiohead
It's not my habit to go around quoting
record -company ads, but Capitol's
campaign for Radiohead is so on -
the -money it bears repeating: "Re-

member when listening to an album was
like getting lost in a world you never
wanted to leave? In fact, remember al-
bums?" Whether you remember the likes
of Abbey Road, Electric Ladyland, or
Wish You Were Here, you'll be heartened
to know that the concept of The Album
lives on in the excellent OK Computer.

This is not to say that Radiohead has
scaled a Beatles pinnacle, but rather that
the Oxford quintet has made a larger -
than -life recording of mood and sound.
OK Computer is intoxicating right from
the start: A scary theme from Jonny
Greenwood's "abusive guitar" ushers in
Ed O'Brien's "polite guitar" as the song
"Airbag" deploys, prodded by Colin Green -
wood's stealth bass and the hold -it -all -
together percussion of the album's MVP,
drummer Phil Selway. Acoustic/electric

blankets unfold for the nearly 7 -minute
"Paranoid Android" until a metal riff
barges through, yielding in turn to a hyp-
notic, droning midsection. "Subterrane-
an Homesick Alien" meditates on high,
sparkling guitars and then climbs into the
kind of towering chorus that U2 just
doesn't know how to do anymore. Later,
the band rips it up ("Electioneering") and
courts distortion and dissonance ("Climb-
ing Up the Walls") before closing with
"Lucky" and "The Tourist," two panoram-
ic ballads that use simple guitar and
voice, respectively, to build a grand me-
lodic arch.

If you try to put your finger on the
mindset of singer/lyricist Thom Yorke by
considering the album title alone, you
may get sidetracked. In this modem age,
is the computer basically okay? Or do we
shout, "Okay, computer, compute this"?
Consider instead lines like "Let down and
hanging around / Crushed like a bug in
the ground" and "A heart that's full up
like a landfill / A job that slowly kills
you." It seems that in Yorke's modern age,
people are merely okay computers. You
can hear some of this on Radiohead's pre-
vious albums, the riff -heavy Pablo Honey
(with its slacker hit, "Creep") and the
crafty The Bends, but now the soundtrack
is more convincing, blending better with
Yorke's plaintive voice. Ultimately, the
listening experience is cathartic. And for
all the buzzing, whirring, and ticking go-
ing on, the record abounds with human
touches. Just listen under the mechanics
of "Airbag." Do you hear what I hear?
Jingle bells.

Get out your headphones. Or lie down
on the floor and let OK Computer reign.

Ken Richardson

RADIOHEAD: OK Computer.
Airbag; Paranoid Android; Subterranean
Homesick Alien; Exit Music (for a Film); Let Down;
Karma Police; Fitter Happier: Electioneering:
Climbing Up the Walls; No Surprises;
Lucky; The Tourist. CAPITOL 55229 (54 min).

Mahler's Das
Klagende Lied

Mahler's completion of his
dramatic cantata Das Kla-
gende Lied (Song of La-
ment) at about the time he

turned twenty might well be compared
with Mendelssohn's composition of his
Midsummer Night's Dream overture at
the age of seventeen. It is a remarkably
mature work in which the composer's de-
finitive style is already very much in evi-
dence; remarkable, too, that at such an
early age Mahler could adapt a folk tale
to create the more than serviceable text.
The story is of a young man who is mur-
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Michael Tilson Thomas

dered by his elder brother and returns to
confront the killer, in the form of a disem-
bodied voice issuing from a flute fash-
ioned from one of his bones, on the day
of the brother's wedding to the queen
whose hand they had both sought.

Unlike Mendelssohn with his overture,
though, Mahler was not able to get this
precocious work performed when it was
new. He had to wait more than twenty
years for the premiere, and by then
(1901) he had revised the score no fewer
than five times. He made surprisingly few
changes in his original orchestration, but
he lopped off the first of the three sec-
tions, "Waldmarchen," which is nearly as
long as the other two combined. He also
went back and forth on the idea of assign-
ing the voice of the murdered younger
brother to a boy alto, eventually leaving it
for a mature female singer. At one point,
too, he eliminated the offstage band in the
concluding section, but in his final ver-
sion he reinstated it. Except for a single
performance in 1934, the "Waldmdrchen"
was not heard again till 1970, when Pierre
Boulez performed and recorded it in Lon-
don. Clearly, it is indispensable, both mu-
sically and dramatically, in setting the
stage for Parts II ("Der Spielmann") and
III ("Hochzeitsstiick").

Recordings present us with several op-
tions. The latest one, live from San Fran-
cisco under Michael Tilson Thomas, is
without question the most vividly record-
ed, with particular benefit to the chorus
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and the collapse of the castle walls at the
end, though Riccardo Chailly's 1989
recording on London gives more point to
the offstage band in Part III and his per-
formance has a somewhat more natural
flow. Thomas seems concerned with
pointing up "pre -echoes" of Mahler's first
two symphonies. His superbly detailed
reading achieves a great deal of dramatic
tension, and his orchestral and choral
forces are at the very top of their form.
Chailly did use a boy alto, and it worked
splendidly. Thomas's soloists involve a
number of tradeoffs: Thomas Moser
strikes me as rather bland, and Michelle
DeYoung, while more involved, is still
not formidable enough. On the other

hand, Marina Shaguch and Sergei Leifer-
kus excel in both dramatic intensity and
vocal opulence.

True-blue Mahlerians will seize upon
the question of the boy alto as justifica-
tion for having both versions, and perhaps
the phenomenon of two such fine record-
ings will nudge the work a little closer
to acceptance in the so-called standard
repertory. Richard Freed

MAHLER: Das Klagende Lied.
Marina Shaguch (soprano): Michelle DeYoung
(mezzo): Thomas Moser (tenor); Sergei
Leiferkus (baritone); San Francisco Symphony
Chorus and Orchestra. Michael Tilson
Thomas cond. RCA Vic roR 68599 (67 min).

Jen Trynin's Split Personality

0 n her first album she was Jen-
nifer Trynin, on this one she's
Jen Trynin -a more informal
approach, perhaps? Not exact-

ly. The Boston singer/writer/guitarist made
a sharp debut with 1995's Cockamamie, a
hard -edged and quick-witted set of loud
guitar pop. But Gun Shy Trigger Happy
is a real step forward, adding more depth
and diversity to the mix. And Jen can
turn a catchy hook at least as well as Jen-
nifer could.

True to its title, the album has a split
personality, alternating guitar -driven num-
bers with introspective ones. On the whole
it's more melancholy than the first record,
although Trynin's old wiseacre persona
does show up - notably in "Bore Me,"
which chides an ex -lover for trying to be
friends. But there's no irony in "I Don't
Need You," an old-fashioned, emotive
torch ballad that makes the most of her
lower vocal register. The biggest stretch
for subject matter is "Under the Knife,"

only the second rock song I can re-
member hearing about cosmetic surgery.
But where Paul Westerberg's "Mannequin
Shop" settled for snide humor, Trynin's
song is genuinely creepy, with a long
outro that layers distorted vocals over a
Stonesy guitar riff.

The three-piece sound of her debut has
also been opened up for Gun Shy Trigger
Happy, with Trynin and producer/key-
boardist Mike Denneen making creative
use of tape loops, layered vocals, and
late -night ambience. And despite the self-
doubt that Trynin airs in some of the
songs, what lingers is the sense of a confi-
dent songwriter who's just getting started.

Brett Milano

JEN TRYNIN: Gun Shy Trigger Happy.
Go Ahead; Pebruary; lj I; It ruing ;Votes;
Everything; Bore Me; Love Letter; Washington
Hotel; I Resign; I Don't Need You;
Around It; Under the Knife; Rang You & Ran.
SQUINT/WARNER BROS. 46670 (48 min).



A Little
Transfigured
Night Music

5 choenberg's Tristan-esque Ver-
kliirte Nacht (Transfigured Night)
blazes with white-hot passion in
Sony's new recording with Esa-

Pekka Salonen and the Stockholm Cham-
ber Orchestra. Nonetheless, the music's
linear textures emerge with the utmost
forcefulness and clarity in this perfor-
mance of the composer's string -orchestra
arrangement of the work, originally for
string sextet. Put this down as one of the
best of the more than two dozen versions
currently available on CD.

The companion work on the disc,
Schoenberg's 1929 transcription of his
Second String Quartet (1905-08), is some-
what more controversial. Not only is it a
transitional work signifying the young
Schoenberg's drift away from the tonal
universe, but it calls for the use of the hu-
man voice in the two final movements -
settings of texts by the turn -of -the -centu-
ry German symbolist poet Stefan George.
The expressive content of the work as a

Esa-Pekko Salonen

whole is highly subjective, arising as it
does from the near collapse of the com-
poser's first marriage.

The sonata -form opening movement is
akin in spirit to the more turbulent epi-
sodes in Verklarte Nacht. Agitation and
irony dominate the so-called scherzo, un-

NOW ON CD

derlined by the quotation from the Vien-
nese pop tune "Ach, Du Liebe Augustin."
The two vocal movements are slow and
intense. The expressionist language of
Schoenberg's Erwartung, composed a
year later, is anticipated in the setting of
George's "Litanei," in which the poet
prays for deliverance from the torments
of love and desire. I also hear echoes of
the wounded Grail -Knight Amfortas in
Wagner's Parsifal.

"I breathe the breath of other planets"
begins the redemptive final movement,
which indeed cuts free from the orbit of
tonality - Schoenberg's first venture into
the then unknown. Whether heard in the
original chamber version or in this string -
orchestra arrangement, the Quartet No. 2
makes for a potent listening experience.
Soprano Faye Robinson deals valiantly
and for the most part sensitively with the
often taxing vocal line in the concluding
movements. The top-drawer recording of
both works boasts an unusually wide dy-
namic range. David Hall

SCHOENBERG: Verkliirte Nacht;
String Quartet No. 2 (trans.
for string orchestra and soprano).
Faye Robinson (soprano); Stockholm
Chamber Orchestra, Esa-Pekka Salonen cond.

Sorry 62725 (61 min).

POPULAR
CRACK THE SKY: Crack Attic
(The Best of Crack the Sky).
RENAISSANCE 182 (P.O. Box 681786. Franklin,
TN 37068). Everything a fan of the Seventies
art-pop/rock band could want: sixteen tracks, 80
minutes, lyrics, liner notes, and a marked
improvement in the sound of the notoriously
thin original recordings.

GANG STARR: No More Mr. Nice Guy.
WILD PITCH 2001. The 1989 debut record
of Brooklyn's Guru and DJ Premier, pioneers of
the hip-hop/jazz hybrid.

JETHRO TULL: Aqualung.
DCC COMPACT CLASSICS 1105. Remarkably,

the first American remastering of the 1971 classic
using the original two -track mixes, on a gold CD
with complete lyrics and artwork.

KEITH MOON: Two Sides of the Moon.
MAUSOLEUM CLASSIX 60038. From 1975,

the drummer's only solo album, now with eight
extra tracks and notes by Who authority Richard
Barnes. Guests include David Bowie, Harry
Nilsson, Ringo Starr. Joe Walsh. and Ron Wood.

GARY NUMAN/TUBSWAT ARMY:
Premier Hits.
BEGGARS BANQUET 2007.

RANDOM.
BEGGARS BANQUET 195 (two CDs).

The first is what it says, remastered. The second
is a tribute album to Numan - once a New Wave
artist, now a godfather of techno/electronica -
featuring Bis, Jesus Jones, Kenickie, the Orb,
Pop Will Eat Itself. Republica, Matt Sharp, and
St. Etienne.

CLASSICAL
ALBENIZ: Iberia; Navarra.
GRANADOS: Goyescas.
Alicia de Larrocha (piano). LONDON 448 191
(two CDs). "The recorded sound is excellent

throughout - rich and resonant.... There is
L... no better, no more authentic Iberia to be had

anywhere" (March 1974).

B ACH: Brandenburg Concertos
Nos. 1-6.
Sigiswald Kuijken (violin); Amer Bylsma
(cello); Frans Brfiggen (recorder); Gustav Leon-
hardt (harpsichord); others; Gustav Leonhardt
cond. SEON/SoNv 62946 (two CDs). "Superbly
performed" (December 1977).

B OCCNERINI: Symphonies, Op. 12.
Nev. Phlharmonia Orchestra, Raymond
Leppani cond. PHILIPS 456 067 (two CDs).
"The orchestral sound is like velvet, and
the concertante writing is beautifully executed"
(September 1979).

CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 1.
SCHUMANN: Overture, Scherzo,
and Finale, Op. 52.
Rosina Lhevinne (piano); National Orchestral
Association, John Barnett cond. VANGUARD
SVC-60. Lhevinne, the Russian-bom pianist
whose pupils at Juilliard included Van Clibum
and James Levine, was recorded in the

Chopin concerto in 1961 at the age of eighty.
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NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED MT CHRIS ALBERTSON, FRANCIS DAVIS,
WILL FRIEDWALD, PHYL GARLAND, RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,

ALANNA NASH, PARKE PUTERBAUGH, KEN RICHARDSON, & STEVE SIMELS

GENE AUTRY: Sing Cowboy Sing -
The Gene Autry Collection.
Ri IINO 72630 (three CDs, 185 nun).
* * * *

Anyone who knows Gene Autry primar-
ily as a cowboy singer and film star (or

as the owner of a baseball team) will be
surprised at much of Sing Cowboy Sing, a
set that spans his recording career from
1937 to 1955. In eighty-four performances,
the smooth -voiced Autry handles the cata-

in the Saddle Again" and "(I've Got Spurs
That) Jingle, Jangle, Jingle," but he also
sings love ballads ("The One Rose," "Maria
Elena"), sentimental heart -tuggers ("That
Silver -Haired Daddy of Mine"), folk songs
("El Rancho Grande"), and topical tunes
("At Mail Call Today"). There's also an odd
nod to honky-tonk, "Don't Hang Around
Me Anymore," which lets him flirt with the
subjects of juke joints and roadsters without
actually embracing them. Still, Autry made
all manner of contributions to country,
commonly called "hillbilly music" before
his success got it changed to "country and
western" in the trades.

Many of the tracks here, including nu-
merous previously unreleased recordings
from Autry's Melody Ranch radio show,
haven't been heard in more than fifty years.
Although there's a sameness to some of
the cowboy songs in orchestration, arrange-
ments, and themes, Autry was as diverse in
his musical tastes as he was in his pursuits
in life. And as a frequent million -selling
artist, with hits like "Have I Told You Late-
ly That I Love You," "Mexicali Rose," and
"South of the Border," he stood toe -to -toe

ErrillITIVRITIMIt.II
Excellent *

Very good * * * *
Good * * *

Fair * *
Poor *

with mainstream singers (and Columbia Ia-
belmates) Rosemary Clooney and Jo Staf-
ford, both of whom appear here in duets.

The Singing Cowboy, now 90, belongs to
a simpler age. But once the nostalgia factor
of his campier songs wears off, his reper-
toire projects a certain unassailable nobility.
America - and popular music - would do
well to welcome him back. A .N.

ERIC CARMEN:
The Definitive Collection.
ARIS IA/MASIERS l((963 (73 min).
* * *

As Eric Carmen himself points out in the
excellent liner notes, there are a lot of

people who think that everything he's done
since making his name with power -pop gods
the Raspberries has been a sellout to MOR
hackdom. After making my way through

The Definitive Collection, I'm inclined to
agree, with reservations. Certainly, some-
thing is wrong when two of the more ener-
getic songs here, "That's Rock n' Roll" and
"Hey Deanie," have been covered far more
forcefully by a wimp like Shaun Cassidy.
That said, the five newly remastered Rasp-
berries tracks that open the set sound bet-
ter than ever, some of the ballads aren't
completely ghastly, and the concluding
"Make Me Lose Control" remains a guilty
pleasure. S.S.

DAVID ALLAN COE:
Live - If That Ain't Country ...
LUCKY DOG/CoLUMBIA 67996 (53 min).
* *

When David Allan Coe was at his height
in the 1970s, he was a truly menac-

ing figure, a tattooed hulk of a man in black
leather and chains who raged about how he
was the baddest of country rebels. What
kept him from being a cartoon was that he
was also a formidable performer and song-
writer, responsible for classics like "Would
You Lay with Me (in a Field of Stone),"
sung by the teenage Tanya Tucker, and
"Take This Job and Shove It," Johnny Pay-
check's greatest hit and an anthem for
America's disgruntled work force.

Now, on his first major -label album in
eight years, a live set recorded in Fort Worth,
the former biker and ex -con looks and
sounds, at age 58, like the father to the man
who ranted and raved in the past. Although
his surprisingly taut Southern rock band,
led by guitarist Warren Haynes, bolsters his
repertoire of old and new material, Coe
himself is so tepid, his voice so ragged and
defused of its former fire, that "Take This
Job" is reduced to mild water -cooler talk
between shifts. And one of the new songs,
"When I Was a Young Man," a retrospective
of the old braggart himself, sounds merely
like a mesh of Charlie Daniels and Johnny
Cash circa 1970.

Sessions at West 54th
 n case you haven't noticed, there's a
 TV show that spotlights performances
by rock, jazz, and everything -else -under -
the -sun musicians, up close and not
necessarily unplugged. Sessions at West
54th, the first weekly contemporary -
music series conceived for public televi-
sion, is taped in front of a small audience
at Sony Music Studios in Manhattan
and aired on Saturdays at 11 p.m. (check
local listings). Most programs include
sets by two artists, as well as interviews
filmed by documentarians D. A. Penne-
baker and Chris Hegedus. Artists
as diverse as Sonic Youth, Paula Cole,
Wynton Marsalis, and Emmylou Harris
have already appeared; among those
coming up are Luscious Jackson, the
Squirrel Nut Zippers, and Karl Wallinger
(shown at right) with his band, World
Party. The series continues until the end

of the year, followed by rebroadcasts.
Highlights and interview outtakes
are accessible from the show's Web site
at www.sessionsatwest54th.com.
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Bob and Mike Deleyante: literate, lyrical

Coe may be a favorite of contemporary
college students, but the truth is that he has
traded far too long on far too little. A .N.

DEL AMITRI:
Some Other Sucker's Parade.
A&M 540 705 (50 min).
* * *

Scottish hand Del Amitri harks back to the
halcyon days of rootsy, semi -obscure pop

groups like Help Yourself and the Suther-
land Brothers & Quiver - and even Poco
circa From the Inside. The songwriting of
co -leaders Justin Currie and lain Harvie is
up to snuff, for the most part, and Currie's
keening vocals are a pleasure. Pop/rock
conventions get twisted in the duo's Scot-
tish translation, gaining a certain conviviali-
ty in this unsentimental, electronic day and
age. The good songs on Some Other Suck-
er's Parade - the briskly paced "Life Is
Full," the chiming "Medicine," the crisp
"Not Where It's At," the heartbreakingly
lovely "Mother Nature's Writing" - are
very good indeed. The average ones are, at
worst, pleasantly undistinguished. All in all,
a fairly entertaining record, the likes of
which rarely pass down the pop avenues
these days. P.P.

THE DELEVANTES:
Postcards from Along the Way.
CAPITOL NASHVILLE 56179 (44 min).
* * * *

Jersey-born Boband Mike Delevante grew
up as kids of the Sixties and Seventies,

mesmerized not only by the jangly guitars
of the Byrds but also by the captivating sto-
ry songs of Steve Goodman. The music the
Delevantes eventually synthesized is about
as intriguing as anybody's can get by album
two, Postcards from Along the Way coming
close on the heels of their much -lauded
Long About That Time.

The brothers are capable of literate, lyri-
cal songwriting, but they score equal points
for heartfelt romance, sly moods, cool riffs,
and can't -sit -still rhythms. "My Daddy's
Cadillac," for instance, nails the rockabilly
ravings of early Elvis Presley. Elsewhere,
they evoke the ghosts of Buddy Holly and
Hank Williams, as well as the pop -country
fusion of Radney Foster. Then again, their
ability to draw on influences is also a weak-
ness: they're the Everly Brothers here, the
Beatles there, and somebody else around

the corner. If they're still sorting out their
personal style, they nevertheless craft gor-
geous songs, especially "I Know I Promised,"
about a man who threw away the very love
he craved, and "Blame It on the Horizon
Line," which looks at the conflict of staying
or going and evaluates the price either way.

The Delevantes are being worked out of
Nashville, which is surprising, considering
their alt.country status. But who cares what
it's really called? When you can put togeth-
er the churning guitars, throbbing bass, and
reedy harmonica of "Hi -Lo" and transport
your listeners like these guys can, all you
can truly be called is great. A.N.

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS:
California Jukebox.
AMERICAN HARVEST 57708 (51 min).
P.O. Box 68, Las Vegas, NM 87701.
* * * *
n oy, here's a nice surprise. The some -
WO times together (though usually apart),
legendary, and enormously influential Fly-
ing Burrito Brothers are back with a make -
you -sit -up -and -take -notice album of the
kind of sinewy country -rock they practical-
ly invented along with the Byrds and, on his
own, former Byrd/Burrito Gram Parsons.
Of course, only a few veterans are here -
foremost, steel guitarist "Sneaky" Pete
Kleinow and fiddler/vocalist Gib Guilbeau
- but California Jukebox is a loose, feel -
good collection that sounds like the natural
work of cowboy -booted hippies who have
played together for decades. What might
have been a quickie nostalgia effort is in-
stead a full-bodied album reprising classics
like Lowell George's "Willin'," Neil Young's
"Dance, Dance, Dance," and the Buck
Owens instrumental "Buckaroo." where
Owens himself plays acoustic guitar. There
are six originals, too, including the spooky,
devastated -in -love "World Without You."

Also on hand are Jo -El Sonnier, the great
Charlie Louvin, and Waylon Jennings, who
lends his sly, knowing baritone to a honking
rendition of "I Ain't Livin' Long Like
This." But even without the guests, this
would have been an album that cooks with
the kind of energy you haven't heard much
since the Sixties. Mark this one with two
T's, for Timeless and Terrific. A.N.

MISSION OF BURMA:
Signals, Calls, and Marches.
Rs, KUDISC 10339 (27 min).
* * * *
Vs.
RYKODISC 10340 (53 min).
* * * *
The Horrible Truth About Burma.
RYKODISC 10341 (53 min)
* * * *

'Wandfinest early -Eighties band -
'Wand one of the best postpunk bands,

period - has been ill -served on CD. That
has now been remedied by these three ex-
tremely well-done reissues of Mission of
Burma's entire output. The debut EP, Sig-
nals. Calls, and Marches, includes the clas-
sic "That's When I Reach for My Revolver"
and is here fleshed out with the equally
wonderful single "Academy Fight Song"

(and its B-side, "Max Ernst"). Both the
sole studio album, Vs., and the posthumous
live album, The Horrible Truth About Bur-
ma, sport bonus tracks. More important, all
three records have been remastered, remov-
ing a considerable amount of sonic murk
and making Burma's already monumental
instrumental attack seem even more impos-
ing. Describing this music is difficult; it's
clearly punk -derived, but it's artier (without
being pretentious), passionately rendered,
and bone -crushingly loud (the band folded
when guitarist Roger Miller developed tin-
nitus). If I had to pick one of the three,
I'd buy the live album - more feedback
and great covers of the Stooges ("1970")
and Pere Ubu ("Heart of Darkness"). But
all three are highly rewarding. S.S.

THE MUFFS: Happy Birthday to Me.
REPRISE 46523 (48 min).
* * **
KENICKIE: At the Club.
WARNER BROS. 46552 (56 min).
* *
If you don't believe that young, cute Eng-

lish bands automatically get a better break,
consider these two albums released by the
same parent company at about the same
time. Kenickie is a mostly female English
outfit getting plenty of hype. The U.K. pa -

GO AHEAD, CONFUSE ME

Having trouble keeping band names
straight? We don't blame you.

After all, there's Cake, and then there's
Cake Like. Not to mention Orb and
Orbital, Skeletons and Skeleton Key,
Honeydogs and Honeyrods. So it's
no wonder that when a
CD by Chopper One ar-
rived in our offices the
other day, we thought,
"Didn't we get that al-
ready?" Uh, no . . . that
was just Chopper. Okay,
let's sort this out: Chop-
per, from the East Coast
(Connecticut), is led by
Steven Deal and Robert Dietrich. Its
first full-length record, Chopper, has
been reissued by Big Deal. Chopper
One, from the West Coast (Hollywood),
is led by Jason and Amy Cropper
(I'm not kidding - and Mr. Cropper
was once a Weezer). Its
first full-length record,
Now Playing, has been
issued by Restless. Both
albums feature hard -gui-
tar power pop, and both
are well worth your dol-
lars. Chopper and Chop-
per One certainly have,
urn, chops. But a few
words of advice to any new groups
out there toying with the name
Chopper Two (or Chop -Chop or Chop
Shop or Don't Bust My Chops):
There are other words in the English
language. K.R.

CHOPPER
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pers think it's a hot new sound, but Kenick-
ie has a familiar mix of punk guitars and
pop hooks - the same thing that the Muffs,
from L.A. and largely unsung, have been
doing for years.

Kenickie plays the young -and -cute angle
for all it's worth on its debut record, At the
Club. On a purely bubblegum level the al-
bum isn't bad; the harmonies and teenage
hormones have their charms. But the at-
tempts at pointed songwriting fall flat (es-
pecially "Punka," an alleged dig at indie-
rock snobbery), and the mile -wide produc-
tion seems designed to hide the fact that
Kenickie can't write a proper hook yet.

Hooks have never been a problem for the
Muffs, whose Brill Building sensibility sets
them apart from other Nineties punk bands:
they're inspired as much by Lesley Gore as
by the Ramones. Their third album, Happy
Birthday to Me, tilts more toward pop, but
short, quick blasts are still their specialty.
"I'm a Dick" pretty much says it all; "You
and Your Parrot" is the most original jeal-
ousy tale I've heard in a while. And singer/
guitarist Kim Shattuck still breaks into
screams at all the right moments. Maybe the
Muffs would get a break if they lied about
their ages and moved to London. B.M.

RIC °CARER: Troublizing.
COLUMBIA 67962 (43 min).
* *
Ex -Car is produced by a Smashing Pump-

kin, and the result is exactly what you'd
expect: a record that could have been by
the Cars, except that the keyboards and the
arena sonics have been replaced by fashion-
ably distorted guitars and a dry, near mini-
malist ambience. Ocasek the songwriter
hasn't changed a whit, really; he's still pen-
ning postmodern bubblegum tricked out
with tick-tock rhythms and lyrics that don't
mean much of anything. And he still sings
them like the old days. although he's begin-
ning to sound a bit like a Yank Ray Davies,
particularly in the one ballad here, the waltz -
timed "Not Shocked." Mostly, Troublizing
goes in one ear and out, and Billy Corgan's
production is the culprit. After all, most of
the fun of the Cars was the bombastic sheen
that got applied to ear candy like "My Best
Friend's Girl," although, if truth be told,
there's nothing here even remotely as tune-
ful. A disappointment. SS.

PATTI PAGE: A Golden Celebration.
MERCURY 534 720 (lour CDs. 221 min).
* * *

Patti Page was once denounced by rock
historians as the personification of "es-

tablishment" culture. But this retrospective.
marking her seventieth birthday and the fifti-
eth anniversary of her first record, makes it
abundantly clear that "The Singing Rage"
was a true godmother of contemporary pop.
In retrospect, it seems impossible to imag-
ine how Page could have been anything
other than the biggest -selling female singer
of all time. She had every quality that was
prized in the postwar era: the intonation and
deep, rich sound of a Jo Stafford, an enthu-
siasm for novelties a la Spike Jones, enough
high-tech contrivances to rival Les Paul and

Don White: seriocomic storyteller

Mary Ford, and multitracked one -woman
vocal groups that stole the thunder of the
Andrews Sisters. While not neglecting her
dozens of chart hits (and even including a
whole volume of country tunes), A Golden
Celebration makes its sharpest move in di-
recting some attention to Page's classier
material, devoting an entire disc to her
worthwhile ventures in the realms of jazz
and standards. The set climaxes with Page's
most sophisticated and poignant recording,
"I Stayed Too Long at the Fair," which
serves to remind us that she worked with
Benny Goodman long before she discov-
ered doggies in windows or threw mothers
from trains. W.F.

PRIMUS: Brown Album.
In I.RM 1I E 90126 (57 min).
* * * *
n y now, all the elements of Primus's
MP' slanted approach are firmly in place
and honed to near -genius. Funky, angular,
amelodic grooves slither like punch-drunk
reptiles across a blighted landscape. Les
Claypool's bass guitar heads up the pack,
grumbling with bemused incredulity. His
vocals recall the Residents in their comical-
ly mechanistic detachment. His songs are
full of down-and-outers who slouch around
looking for drugs, drink, and detumescence.
Brown Album is a black -humored set of
jittery, urban square-dances in which the
characters ultimately all fall down.

The novelty of Primus is that all three
members function as a rhythm section, syn-
copating instead of soloing, eschewing me-
lodic elaboration for flinty modal riffs, and
erecting a tight, weblike architecture of in-
terlocking beats. Just listen to the poly -
rhythmic tumbling in "The Chastising of
Renegade" or the uber-Zeppelin throttle 'n'
stomp of "Camelback Cinema." Beneath it
all, Claypool reveals certain aspects of late -
twentieth -century life as they truly are -
surreal, peculiar, and menacing - rather
than as we pretend they are. With a brit-
tle wit worthy of the late William S. Bur -
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roughs, Primus dances in the smoldering
ruins of a civilization that doesn't even
know it's dead yet. Think of Brown Album
as a kind of Naked Lunch for the ears. P.P.

JAMBS TAYLOR: Hourglass.
COLUMBIA 67912 (55 min; enhanced CD).
* * * *
Ijourglass is James Taylor's most en-
ritrancing release since the era of Sweet
Baby James and Mud Slide Slim and the
Blue Horizon a quarter of a century ago.
That's all the more amazing considering the
setbacks he's had in recent years: a parting
of the ways with manager Peter Asher, the
breakup of his second marriage, and the
deaths of his father, his brother Alex, and
his pianist/producer/best friend Don Grol-
nick. On top of that, Taylor had begun feel-
ing like a fish out of water - "a folk singer
in the electronic age," as he put it.

The title may evoke the slipping away of
time, but Hourglass is more about walking
from darkness into the light, to borrow an
image from one of its key songs, "Another
Day," a delicate tune that dares to look on
the bright side. Ditto "Up from Your Life,"
which seeks to supplant a barren kind of
nihilism with a reason to believe in some-
thing. Throughout, Taylor develops the in-
terrelated themes of claiming the day, tak-
ing command of one's time, and engaging
life with open eyes rather than sleepwalking
through it. Musically, he still prefers slick
settings with angelic backup voices, soft
keyboards, and crystalline guitars. His re-
served, fastidious folk -pop is unapologeti-
cally adult, but on Hourglass his personali-
ty isn't subsumed by the polish. In fact, the
focus is back on his guitar.

Even James Taylor is sticking hidden
tracks on CDs, and the mystery song here is
about a hangnail - a non sequitur that
lightens the mood of this redemptive album.
And there's a whole batch of unusually in-
teresting stuff in the "enhanced" portion of
the CD: numerous interview snippets in
which the diffident Taylor nonetheless antes
up nuggets of insight into his songs and
their inspiration, as well as a section called
"Scraps" that includes a solo guitar etude,
an acoustic performance of "Line 'Em Up,"
and a rousing live version of "Little More
Time with You." You go, James! P.P.

DON WHITE: Rascal.
LYRIC MOON 97022 (55 min). P.O. Box 2821,
Duxbury, MA 02331.
* * *

Not long ago at the Bottom Line in New
York, Don White put down his acous-

tic guitar to sing "I Know Exactly What
Love Is." Only moments before, the audi-
ence was laughing to the wry songs of this
singer/songwriter by night, home -alarm in-
staller by day. Now, the Manhattan club -
goers were silenced by the saga of a woman
- first a little girl "waiting at the gate
for her dad to come home," then a 20 -year -
old getting married and ultimately raising
three kids ("no one told her it got crazy
like this"), then a grandmother, and finally
an 80 -year -old who "hates being in this
nursing home" but who, in the end, be-

comes that little girl once more. When
White finished the a cappella performance,
the audience - before breaking into the
most spirited applause of the evening -
sat in wonder. Pin drop? You could hear
a teardrop.

The good news is that "I Know Exactly
What Love Is" appears on White's new al-
bum, Rascal, and for my money it's in the
running for Song of the Year. The not -so -
good news is that producer Paul Caruso has
applied a piano/bass/drums backing that

dulls the impact of White's storytelling. Fur-
ther, two other serious songs, "The Painter"
and "Sense of Humor," are rather ordinary,
and the melodic structure of the latter bor-
rows from "I Know Exactly" itself.

Stilt "it's a great day to not be dead," as
White sings elsewhere in his charmingly
shy voice, and his comic material is cus-
tomarily strong throughout. The protagonist
of "Po' Po' Baby" gets slapped by Christine
Lavin ("Snap out of it!"), the protagonist of
the title track is a dog ("Kids go to college

IWEP4E-SIIS
...CALLING ALL STATIONS...
...CALLING ALL S-ATIONS...
..CALLING ALL STAT:ONS...
..CALLING ALL STATIONS_.
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"%clinics

Technics SA -EX I 1 0
A/V Receiver

100 watts per channel Digitc;
tuner with 30 AM/FM presets
4-audio/1-VCR audio signal
inputs A/V remote control

'159" (TEC SAEXI10)

Technics SA-EX310
Home Theater, 70w x 2 or 70w x 4, Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby 3 stereo, A/V remote . '199"
Sherwood RV -7050R
I10w x 2 or 80w x 3 e 60krrear, Dolby Pro Logic,
Dolby Processor w/5 DSP modes, remote '269"

Technics SA-EX510
Home Theater, 120w x 2 or 120w x 4, Dolby Pro
loge, Dolby 3 stereo, A/V remote '299"
Technics SA-AX710
*Dome Theater, 120w x 2 or 100w x 5,
Dolby Pro Loge, remote '349"
Technics SA-AX910
'Home Theater, 120w x 2 or 100w x 5,
Dolby Pro Loge, on -screen display, female '399"

CD Players/Changers

Magnavox CDC72517
5 -Disc CD Changer

Change 2 discs while 1 plays
 32 -track multi -disc program-
ming Repeat play Remote
control

'10999
JVC XL -V282
o ' 32 -hock programming,

-.ore

Sherwood CDC -6050R
i2 -mock progromming,

'159"

(MAG CDC72517)

Dynaco CDV-2
rube output stage,

remote '599"
Dynaco CDV-PRO output stage,

,are '799"'
TEAC AD -500

.singlet/Cossette Recorder Combo,

,..tch control, remote '279"

JBL Control LA
2 -Way Mini Speakers

5.25" polypropylene woofer
0.75" titanium tweeter  160
watts maximum 4 ohms
Shielded

'124"/Pr.(.113L CONTROLIAI

JBL ARC50
.2 -way, 8' woofer, htomum tweeter,
block MI' Co'; 1,,OL 5539.90 . . .pr. '179"
JBL Pro III Plus
 Ilitts-(0,. Ill)

Subwcalr  odes 100 watts 1 99"
JBL MR38
. 3 -way, titanium tweeter, handles

ISO woo'. woodgrain cabinet pr '249"
JBL ARC90
3way, 10' cast -frame woofer, titanium tweeter,
',lack Mfr Sug. Retail $8.59.90 .pr '299'
JBL 43128K

499

CALL

IRT4 \r; fru'
Classical Specials - Call To Order Music Reviewed hs This Issue!

Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastique,
Boulez
DG 453432 CD $ 1 1.99

Dougherty: Jackie 0, Daugherty
LON 455591 rb 51 1.99
Kiri TeKonawa: Puccini Arias,
ERA 17071 u $11.99
Tan Dun: Symphony 1997, Yo Yo Ma
SON 63368 CD $ 12.99

Berg: Lulu, Schirmer
(HA 9540 3COs $38.97

Room: Overtures, Roussel
ION 455293 M $11.99

81111111118.,

CD Changers CD Players/Changers TEAC Cassette Decks

.1\prith

jAtr:1.tuoakttia.'
DG 43994

Kathleen Battle
Mozart Opera Arias
$11 co99 11--;;;

Julian Bream: Popular Classics
For Spanish Guitar,
RCA 68814 CD $7.99
Mozart: Piano Concerti,
RCA 68289 CD $12.99
Lecuona: Volume 4, Complete
Piano Works, Tiring

CD $13.99
C.P.E. Bach: Hamburg Sinfonias,
NAX 8553285 CD 54.49
Ormandy-Kostelanetz: American
Masterpieces
SON 63034 CD $ 5.49

Sony CDP-CE41 5
5 -Disc CD Changer

 Play 1, exchange 4 capability
 Meaastorage Master
Controller allows for future
growth 32 -track programming
Remote control

CALL(SON CDPCE415)

Sony CDP-CE215
oloy I/exchc 4 disc capability

T149"
Technics SL-PD887rr5,
dec. "169"
Technics SL-MC410
110 -disc change' ;day, 32 -hock

. I, remote ..'249"
Sony CDP-CX55

32 -track

mo CALL

Sony CDP-CX205
Block File,

nq remote CALL

Bose 301 Series IV
Direct/Reflecting' Speakers

Compact speakers that provide
Stereo Everywhere' 8" woofer
2 3" tweeters in Free Space.
Array Black or rosewood
grained cabinet
$31800/(SOS

301 -1V-ISKI

Bose 201 --Iv (SOS 301-1V-RO)

(Or bookshelf 6' woofer
pried cob '198"

Bose Acoustimass 3 Series III

white '399'
Bose 501 Series V
*Duet toorstanaino S. 25' woofer,
2 tweer" watt, black pr '518'
Bose 701

Iloorstanding, 8' woofer

'838"
Bose Acoustimase 10

svcrern T

JVC XL -M4 1 813K
6+1 CD Changer

6 -disc magazine changer plus
single play tray. 32 -track
programming with 20 -track
program chart *Remote control

'219"
Sony, CDP-XE400

24 -hock pogrom'I in'

P. CALL

Technics SL-PD787

'149"
Yamaha CDC -502
. -track programming,

"mote control

Sony CDP-CE515

7grp7i079') CALL
Sony CDP-CX255

-,ger. Custom File
1 remote CALL

(NC XLM418I

CALL

Yamaha Speakers
YAMAHA

Yamaha NSA -6350
3 -Way Speakers

 Acoustic suspension 8"
woofer Ferro -fluid cooled
midrange & tweeter Shielded 
Black cgbinet 10-140 watts

Mfr. Sug. Retail $175.0057999/pr.
(YAM NSA63501

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -way. 8" motel,

Yamaha NSA -P100

Yamaha NSA -P150

Yamaha NSA -8350

Yamaha NSA -2835
3 -Way Try.

IN '99"

'99'.

1 49"

)'149"

alrrr

TEAC.

MIN
TEAC V-80305

Stereo Cassette Deck
 3-heads/motors Dolby S, B &
C noise reduction plus Dolby
HX-Pro Quartz lock DD dual
capstan drive CD direct input
*Remote 110/220 volts'699"
TEAC V-377
*Dolby B, 1-m >,nk level meters,
110/220v '69"
TEAC W -518R

000110,,,,

TEAC W -780R
Duol auto-,
on deck 2 ' I3A7C71W-ruoll1Pliy9"

TEAC W -850R
parallel Icira

TEAC W -6000R
/HX-Pro,

4 r' ' !r Ide '449"

(TEA V8030S)

qback,

'79"

-,17 ,1r,),K:ti

TDL NFM 1
Compact Audiophile Speakers
2 -way 5" woofer *Dome
tweeter 8 ohm impedance
Recommended power: 15-60
watts Black ash or rosewood
finish (TOO NEW BK) (MC NFM1 ROI

$ 29900/pr.
AudioSource IW-ONE

-II 2 a" woofer,

p '89
Advent IVRY

r speakers, 2wey, 5.25'
omphene Armlet, 10-60 watts p '146

Technics SB-LX70
.3 -way, 12' woofer, 200 watts
power handling, block cabinet pr. '149"
Technics SB-CSS90

rter Channel/Surround Sound

-ker System, may be wall mounted 159
Technics SB-U(90

pr 199"

US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

0/4 1/S1C
WOR1D

-11SHOP BY PHONE
11- 24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, Dept. SR710, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1.800-232-4432

1E8001214180

Receivers
harman kardon

rman Kardon AVR20 MKII
Audio/Video Receiver

60w x 2 or 50w x 3 + 20w
(rear) High current, low -imped-
ance drive Dolby Pro Logic
30-AM/FM presets Remote

Mfr. Sug. Retail $549'299" (HK AVR2OMKO)

JVC RX318
 110 watts/channel, 40-AM/FM presets,
4 -speaker surround, A/V remote . 959"
Sherwood R -5050R
.90w x 2 or 70w x 3 25w- rear,

Dolby Pro Logic, remote '199"
Sony STR-DE515
 100w x 2 or 100w x 2, Dahl Pro
Loge, Nita! (memo S CALL
Sony STR-DE715
100w x 2 Of WOW Pro logic,

15 DSP modes, Digitui ',ad I CALL

Harman Kardon AVR25 MKII
.75wx 2 or 65wx 3
desgn, Dolby Pro loge '449"

Cassette Decks
SONY

Sony TC-WE305
Dual Cassette Deck

 Dolby B noise reduction
 2 -speed tae dubbing- normal
& high Soft -touch transport
controls MPX filter LED meters

$99"
Technics RS-TR2721S°N TCWE305

auto -reverse playback, 2 -motors,

"qB/C/HX-Pro '159'
JVC TD -W354

'11X -Pro,

979
Technics RS-TR373
*Dual auto -reverse, D.

dual 2 -motor honsportr '179
Technics RS-TR575
*Dual auto-reueu

Dolby B/C/11. - conook '219'
TEAC V-1030
 3-heods, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, fine bats wool,
electronic rape cower, 110/220v '299°'

Center Channel Speakers

Yamaha NS-AC2
Center Channel Speaker

2" tweeter Two 5" woofers
10-80 watts 70Hz-20KHz
8 ohms Shielded *Acoustic
suspension design Black finish

'39"
Bose V-100"

(YAM NSAc_,

. shielded,

JBL SC305
'99"

4'129
Yamaha NSA -C141

.0 IS woofers, 1 dome tweeter, 160 ,
,mum, shielded, mane black '129

Advent AV571
, raker, 35 watts

loud black '149
JBL CL505

soy, dual 5' woolen, 1" tweeter, shielded
10-125 watts, black oak madam finish '199

For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
Outside U.S.A. Call:
1.212.406.7077

AA%
move.



Sony STR-DE91 5
A/V Receiver

100w x 2 or 100w x 5 Built-
in Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoder
Dolby Pro Logic Surround
sound DSP Digital Cinema
Sound" System Remote

CALL(SON STRDE9151

Sony STR-DE310
el, 3041d/fM presets,

CALL

Sony STR-DE4151 9 x 4, Dolby Pro Logic,

environments CALL

Yamaha R -V902
90w x 3  35w x 2, low impedance dram.
Dolby Pro Logic, dociete 6-ch. inputs CALL

Sony STR-DE815
1 w x 5, VoionTooch' loystick point

ce, 'S -,,rrnments CALL
Sony SIR -DE1015G
100w x2, rrh. loystick point

ckk remote, auilein Dolby Digital Al) .CALL

Aiwa Mini Systems
- -

Jazz Specials - Call To Order Music Reviewed In This issue!
Roy Hargrove's Crisol: Habana

537563 CD 511.99
Patrice Rushen: Signature

77065 CD $11.99
Heritie Hancock/Wayne Shatter: 1+1
JER 537564 CD 511.99
Lee Ritenour: Live in L.A.

9882 CD $11.99
Gate Barbieri: Que Paso!

to $12.99
5 7.99

Various artists: Twist of Jobim
AR 533893 W $11.99

Pat Martino
All Sides Now

$11"CD -

Nancy Wilson: If / Had My Way
SON 677 $12.99

57.99
Jon Lucien: Endless is Love

:D $11.99
ass $6.99

Ray Obiedo: Sweet Summer Days,
$ 12.99

Wynton Marsalis: Blood On The
Fields

ci)s $26.99
Sonny Rollins: Complete Rc4 Vida
RCA 66o15 603s $ 7 1.99

Aiwa NSX-A22
Mini Audio System

20 watts/channel 3 -disc CD
changer Dual cassette 32
AM/FM presets Super T -Bass
2 -way speakers Remote

$19999 (AIW NSXA22)

Aiwa LCX-110
20tiock player, cassette deck

32-116/f hl . ate '149"
Aiwa NSX-A30
Idist CD ..,sette, AM/FM

karooke, 31.. note 1229"
Aiwa NSX-A50
*3-k CD 5, R cassette, AM/FM

karooke, 60 watts/ rle, remote '274"
Aiwa NSX-A72
100 watt/ch., 3 -disc CD (Imager, dual A/R
cassette, AM/FM, 4 -way speakers, remore'349"

Aiwa NSX-MT90
A/V. 145w x 2 . 20w rear, 3 -disc CD changer.
AM/FM, dual A/R cassette, 5 speakers ..'449"

Subwoofers
111.Fral.

WAS
$139.99

Aiwa TS -W5
Powered Subwoofer

35 watt built-in amplifier 8"
speaker Magnefically shielded
 60/ 90/ 120=Hz crossover set-
tings Bass level control

Mfr. Sug. Retail $225$7999
(Ala TSw51

Aiwa TS -W9
100 watt burlier amp,

.

Advent GRANIT"
woofer.

,et, block

AudioSource SW Four
woofer.

-Ohez), black

JBL PSW1200
. amp buthen

5' crossover k

Velodyne VA -806

'129'

'299"

'299"

CALL

tca

Mini Audio Systems Mini Audio Systems

JVC

JVC FS -2000
Ultra Micro Audio System

20 -track programmable top -
loading CD player 15-FN1/
15 -AM presets Subwoofer
output Cherrywood speakers
Remote control

$34999 (NC FS2rAJU1

Sony MHC-RX30
dual cassette, AM/FM,

e CALL
JVC FS -1000

AM/FM, woodgram speakers,

'299"
Sony MHC-RX70

J changer, dual A/R cassette, AM/FM

ace, 100 watts/channel, remote CALL

Sony MHC-RX100AV
 00w x 2 - 20w lOw x 2, 3CD changer

A/R cassette, 5 speakers 8 remote CALL

JVC F3000
35 waits x 2, CD player, dual A/R cassette,
AM/FM 2-vmv weaker, 6 remote CALL

DJ Equipment

Gemini CD -9800
Professional Dual CD Player

Variable pitch with a
plus/minus 4, 8 or 16% assign-
able range Jog wheel shuttle
search Pitch blend

$89899 (Gml CD98001

Gemini FG-2001
low -profile design,

'118"
Audio Technics AM200

, ; Area line
'mos genendor '149"

NESS Orca
Dl light ' lenses that twist with

the beat o:'. dared display' 189"

Gemini PDM-7024
,,ingrate

368"
Pioneer DJM-300

b pm (ow,'
inputs '479"

ASK BOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

I. Wal,fiiit DL-M.S.`
Mini Audio System.

30 watts/channel 5 -disc CD
changer Dual auto -reverse
cassette 24 AM/FM presets
3-D space sound system
Remote

$24999
Yamaha GX-50
45 watts/channel,
dual Duro-reverse (ass' '399^
Panasonic SC-AK91
52

,de '499^
Denon D -C30

charm

,ote CALL

(PAN SCAK20)

Yamaha CL -1

CAL.

JBL ESC550 The SOURCE"
agK CALL

Technics SH-AC300
Digital Surround Processor

Decodes the Dolby Digital (AC -
3) input signal from DVD player
to send to select receivers
 CINEMA Re -Equalizer circuit
Dual digital inputs Remote

$29999

wx 2

(TEC SHAC300i

AudioSource SS Five
error w/Amps 124w center

ago '179^
Sony SDP -E800

'
rocessing' decodes

Surround CALL

Yamaha DDP-2
*Dolby Digital nAl-3) Processor, decodes

Dolby Digital sources CALL

181 esc300
411 -In -One Home Cinema System, 5 speakers 8

subwoofer w components 8 amplificanon . CALL

381 SCS120
5 -Bete Home Cinema Speokei/Subw,
I SOw subwootei of ire hay soeoke

(DNN AVC28001

Harman Kardon AVI200 MKII
A/V Integrated Amp, 75w x 2, er 65w x 3 
25w x 2, Dolby Pro logic, subwooier out .'299"

Gemini XG-2000
*Pro Power Am., 250w/ch ©ALL I 6Cvich
OM, 511 0812 bridged roam ... '398"
Luxman M375
Power Amp, 150 watts/flannel, high -current design

provides 300 watts /channel C21/ ....'699"

Pioneer M -V3000
Pro 411, 300w/oh
@Pi! '1199"
Dynaco Stereo 160
.,

Mini Audio Systems
NI _151i7SE

3-11
Music System

AM/FM tuner & CD player2 tiny cube speakers &
Acoustimass bass module
Biamplified Remote works
throw walls Black or white
s 9 999 (80S15311 -8K)

(BOS LS311-WH)

NC MX-D661T
 80 rrrr CD charger

ore '359'
Aiwa XR-M3OB

ceo, CD Poem, outDcei,
CALL

Denon D-Cl
-- 5 -CD changer, auto -reverse roe.

FM, 80, remote CALL
Yamaha GX-70

-,x2.20w.3,Dr
dual A/R a CALL

Denon D-850
r 3 15w 2, 3-00 (han .

. ,ss 5 speakers, remote CALL

Denon AVC-2800
Audio/Video Integ-ated Amp
85 watts x 3 +5 watts x 2
 Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound DSP simulated modes
 On -screen display Remote
control

$39999

i-

AudioSource PRE One
z, Precillp electiOm swathing,

MM,,MC phono, 2 -way tape dubbing '229"
Dynaco PAS -4
*Vacuum Tube Nemo, MM phone miry
50-, Off Alf, Sug. Retail 5999,' 1499'
AudioSource PreAme/Tuner Two

FOR MORE SAVINGS, SEE NEXT PAGE
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD {include
Interbank No., expiration date & signature) To: JAR Music World, Dept. SR710, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378 Personal &
business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Ski ing, handling & Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the totc I order with
a $4.95 minimum for orders up to S500i 4% For orders over $500 to 51 i 3% for orders over $1000 to $15CO3 2% for orders over 51500 to $2000;
1% For orders over $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii Alaska Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please odd sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some
quantities may be limited. Copyright 1997 AR Music World. City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617 CIRCLE NO. 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sony MDBUNDLE4
Home/Portable MiniDisc Package
 Complete package of MiniDisc
products to record at home &
take your music with you Home
recorder Portable player 2
blank MiniDiscs

$49999(SON MDBUNDLE4J
Sony INT-W100 Web TV

modem,

WAS 5329 99 '249"

Sony MDS-JES10- programming,

if '299"
Sony MDS-S38
Min1L. r resonant memcr,

log dn. 'emote CALL

Sony DTC-ZE700
*DAT Recorder, Super P technology,

optical 8 coaxial chgto CALL

Sony DHR-1000
Digital Video Cassette r. over 500 lines

horizontal resolution, remote CALL

Turntables
THOUNS

3
SPEEDS

Thorens TD I 80
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Automatic
shut-off & auto -retract
Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

$29999
Aiwa PX-E850

(IFiN 180)

ohono

'119"
Technics SL-BD22K

n control vnth

'154"
Sony PS-LX300H

CALL
Thorens TD280 Mk IV

'369"
Technics SL -120011
Proiessionol Manual, direodave,

quarto lack, pitch control '479"

AudioSource AMP Two
Power Amplifier

80 watts per channel, switch -
able to 200 watts mono Auto -
on signal sensing A/B speaker
switching

$29999iASO AmPTWOI

AudioSource AMP Three

'399"
Dynaco Stereo 200

'399"

P411.

I I II



Samsung VR8756
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS VCR

4 heads VCR Plus+ High-
speed mechanism Digital auto
tracking Universal TV/VCR
remote control

'179" (SAM VR8756)

Samsung VR3607
Ouick-start/Ifigh-speed mechanism,

ornate we, 2.ke, shuffle operanon . '1 29"
Panasonic PV -7400
 '

'159"
JVC HR -A53
. 04S H I 9 micron heads,

'189"
Panasonic PV -7451

:re '199"
Go Video GV-6060
. .

---
Professional Video
Panasonic

:es

'699"

Horror Movies on VHS - Call To Order from our Huge VHS Selection!
Your Choice: $11.99 each
Alice, Sweet Alice
Inc, Collectors Edition VHS

Dawn of The Dead
LTX, Collectors Edition VHS

Dracula, Prince of Darkness
IR VHS

Heathers
LTX, Collectors Edition, VHS

Hellraiser
LTV, Collectors Edition VHS

Mark of the Devil
CR Collectors Edition subtitled, VHS

Televisions
Panasonic

Panasonic AG -1980
Pro S -VHS Hi-Fi Video Recorder
Digital TBC & Digital noise
reduction to eliminate litter
Insert/assemble editing 3-D
digital Y/C separation

$ 7 7 9 9" (PAN AG1980)

Panasonic AG -1310

..'249"
Panasonic AG -2550

n, a digital noise
plding '329"

Sony SV-02000

1099"
Panasonic CT -1384Y

deflection screen

Panasonic AG -456U
.5 -you rormorkt I ir icrent ncdh mud control,
ditrtol functions, promo '1499"

Portahie CD Players
11.11al

Panasonic CT -275F1 2
27" Superflar Stereo

Color TV/Monitor
Data -Grade picture tube wi
black screen Up to 700 lines toll
horizontal resolution Closed
Caption Universal remote

99
(PAN CT27SF121$499

Sharp 131M100I ,-seen display,

Ito- '159"
Sony KV-20510
*2' r ,1510 

'299"
Samsung TXG2548; - , tube,
corm " Ay '299"
Samsung TXF2899
.27% l' -.)ilat Screen
Stmm' rrre .199"
Sony KV-32XBR 100
32' T110111011 Alik 1.11101 Ir, Monitor,

pi ureireirtuie CALL

Portable Stereor-aiTlua

HALLOVIEEN
Halloween
LTX,
Anniversary
Edition

'11"
VHS

DVD Players
[sorry.

Sony DVP-S7000
DVD/CD Player

Over 500 lines of horizontal
resolution Plays DVD, audio
CD & video CD formats
Includes 4 bonus DVD discs &
remote control

CALL(SON DVPS70001

Toshiba SD -2006
01/0/(F ) . Dolby Digital (A(-3)
cap' '459"
Toshiba SD -3006
D, 1, splay, Dolby Digital

(41 elvers, '579"
RCA RC5500P

!, Digital A( 3,

'599"
Panasonic DVD-A300
DVD/CD
Decode 14(-3, 6 r '599"
Yamaha DVD-1000
DVD/0 Player, Built-in Gamy Dignal (0(31

decider, opncol digital output, remote CALL

Personal Stereo
al I Ul

Your Choice: $11.99 each
Martin
Collectors Edition, VHS

Prom Night
ETV, Collectors Edition. VHS

Rasputin, the Mad Monk
VI, VHS

Return of the Blind Dead
LTV, Collectors Edition

Stepford Wives
Collectors Edition VHS

Tombs of the Blind Dead
LTX, (electors (titian, VHS

Aiwa XP -5P1000
Cross Trainer Series Portable CD Player
40 -second Electronic Anti -
Shock System Water resistant
design 24 -track programming
IncTudes headphones

$17999 (Aiw RPSP 1 000)

NC XL -P33
10secondTripleShock Rawson 24 trek
pagtomtning, AC adopter& heodpixines ...179"

Panasonic SL -S320
- . mory, 24-trock`99'i

Panasonic SL-S401C..e.and antiihad
.. ming, au kit . .1129'

Sony D-368 . Aiwa CA-DW480
20-seone Etectionk Shock Protection, 12-ttock . *CD, Du.
ptogrornming, sire metolk harsh 9 49" with 24 : -

Sony D-465 Aiwa CA-DW680M
e : ,rtronv Shack Protection '..

. , heod,,,, 1 '' 4 '
.

_.'__.2.

Aiwa CSD-ES220
CD/AM/FM/Cassette Portable Stereo
Top loading CD player with 20
track programming AM/FM
analog tuning Cassette with
auto stop

'69" (AIW CSDE5220)

Sony CFD-V3OBLACK
(D/RA/FM/Cassette, 20-nock programmable CD,
remote Heck

JVC RC -X540. me, 20 -nark programmable CD,

Sony CED-ZW160

'139°

digital tuner

`159°

.ette, 39ree,
F -

Aiwa HS -!X779
AM/FM/Cassette

Personal Stereo Recorder
Digital tuner with 30 presets
Auto -reverse record & play
Dolby B Rechargeable
battery, remote & headphones

$1 99" (A1W HSJX779)

Aiwa HS-RX768
AM/FM/Cassene, digital tune with 30 presets
norm -rev, Dolby V rechargeable, "mote 1441"
Panasonic RCI-5X40

Panasonic RQ-XV30
14 presets,

'e '149"
Sony WM-FX553

with 16-FIA/8.4.)A49

rod remote '1"
Sony WM-EX5

,ossette.

'249"

Remotes/Antennas

'Al
.% I

One -For -All
homeDirector" 8

Universal IR/RF Remote System
 Operates any combination of 8
alevices Works through walls,
Prom anywhere up to 100' away

$7999
Sony RIM V8
Preprogram ctrl Remote, marmots

TV, VCR hon '9"
One -For -All URC-8080

..1,01 Home lreater Remote

Corm pores, backlit keypad '59"
Recoton N800

aluT , FM Stereo Antenna, adNstoble

IOTA UPC/30901

Terk AM-FMQ
.powered s' is) Antenna,

with selectable M1,1,11,0: 110110W modes '79"
Terk TV50
*Indoor/Outdoor Amplified TV Antenna, half-length

design, omnidirectional, weatherproof '129"

Headphones
FIKOSS

Koss ESP/950
Electrostatic Headphones

Audiophile reference quality
Includes amplifier, carrying
case & external battery pack
Straight-line response from
8Hz to 35,000Hz

$499" IKOS ESP950)

Sennheiser HD 445
Su; .utweight design, includes dual

pie; um portables or home stereo `49"

Sony MDR V6
0.. 11,dell1 design,

Urn pcdoeles '69"
Beyer DT -990 PRO

,m wae bandwidth

'99"
Koss a/250
Snxbo Pro Headphones, drew design,
closed leatherette en cushions '179"
Sennheiser HDC 451
NoiseGord- Open-otr design, allows Intening

to speed, yet it reduces ambient noise 979"

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs
Panasonic

70
S -VHS Stereo Hi-Fi VCR

 4 heads 5patializer" Audio
Processing Digital auto track-
ing VCR Plus+ with cable/DSS
box control Multi -brand TV/
cable box remote with shuttle

'39999 (PAN PVS7670)

JVC HR-VP638
. 4 heads, VCR Plus., Ultra -Spec drive,

log /shuttle control. remote '279"
Panasonic PV -7662

Sony SLV-790HF
 4 heca

toystxls

JVC HR-VP830

JVC HR -S7300
. .

'279"

nenu graphics

'289"

. box controller,

. remote'379"

wool,
'599"

Wireless Technology
Illearmarl

Recoton WP445
900MHz Wireless Speaker System
Powered by twin 10 watt amps
Up to 150' operating range
'Operates on either 8 batteries
not included) or 2 AC adapters,

included as a BONUS'299" IREC WP.4451

Terk IR45
 leapf ran Remote Extender System, ds,rem.. -ming range up to 150' '49"
Recoton V-900SX
..won,. 'Pr. VCR M TVs$79..

Elcom Technologies ezAUDIO-
w A

'99"
Ekom Technologies ez1VTISt"
*Remote Cm 4 control cable IV
satellite Di, i4 01 ,arn

.1BL WrkW1 000
*Wireless Speakers, 9000/ technology, lions:nes

up to 150', 4" woofer, 10 vats CALL

Wireless Headphones

Sennheiser RS6
900MHz Wireless Stereo

Headphone System
RF technology 325' range
3-switchable frequencies
'Volume control on headphone
 Ni-Cad rechargable battery

'19999 (SEN RS6)

Aiwa HP-WR601
' MF12 up to 150'

iosf battery '79"
Sennheiser 15380

Sony MDR-RF94ORK

heir 199"

Recoton WP525
.900MHz htreiess, ISO lone, conekenionol
maneess, techargenhle '129"
Sony MDR-IF52ORK
r' son

up to .1., .'149"
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A/V Furniture
p.7ICILw-AreALIP

Plateau Z4A
Audio Rock

Ergonomic high-tech design
All -metal construction
4 shelves 19" w x 14.5" d
Black Adjustable spike feet

'149" (PLA ZAN

Target BT1
*Tilt gSwwel Speaker Wall Brakel,

holds 50 lbs pr '29"
Elite EL -143
4)11( Cobr ;tie VCR shelf,

(hook , rasters ,, '69"
Elite EL -318
eAudln Stand, httoy style,..
gO . )ers

BELL'OGGETTI AR -703

CALL
Standesign Design 5 Series
*Audio Rock, 34'h */ 6 n 'etween

shelves, 20'sr 8 16'd for s 299"

LL.;11g.tivoslc.®

DVD - Digital Video Discs

Blade Runner DVD $ 19.99

Blazing Saddles DVD $ 19.99

Eraser ovo $19.99
Fargo DVD $ 24.99

Forbidden Planet DVD $ 1 9.99

Fugitive DVD $19.99

Jerry Maguire IVO $ 24.99

Long Kiss Goodnight
519.99

Road Warrior Svc $ 19.99

14111111111111111... Mars Attacks

$ 1 99 9DVD

1.0)
Nene,. HOW V0E0

OW)
.71:211,13..

We stock an
outstanding
selection of

titles on DVD.
Call for

information.

Shine

Terminator 2

Twister

coo $19.99
on $19.99
ado $19.99

Apple Macintosh Computers
Apple' Power Macintosh'
$600/300
32/4GB/
24x-CD/Zip-
 300MHz
Power PC- 604e
processor
32MB RAM 4GB hard drive
Internal Zip drive 24x CD-
ROM  16 -bit stereo input &
output *Monitor sold separately

$3 6999:m6092LL/A)
Apple' Power Macintosh'
6500/225
32/3G8/12x-CD
225MHz
PowerPC 603e
processor
32MB RAM
 3GB hard drive
12x CD-ROM 2MB SGRAM
video memory 1.4MB Apple
SuperDrive 33.6/14.4 modem
Monitor sold separately

99
(APP M561 I LOA)$1799

Apple' Macintosh'
PowerBook'
1400c/133
16MB/1GB/6x
133 MHz
PowerPC 603e
processor  11.3"
TFT color screen 16MB RAM
1GB hard drive 6x CD-ROM
1.4MB Apple SuperDrive'

$2799
Rechargeoble NI" MH battery

(APP M.5576U/A1

Apple' Macintosh'
PowerBook' --
2400c/180
16/1.3GB
180MHz
PowerPC " 603
processor
16MB RAM
 1 3GB hard drive 10.4"
active -matrix color displays

4MB Apple SuperDrive

$349999(APP M5241 LL/A)

w
kat,. n/n1

PcratPC L the Po.,,P( lose OM trademarks d International Bvsness Mahan foramina, used mkt keno theahom .1M, Me Apple

bp, Maim& Poem *mash PITY80 & kde Sudeten. are roptend !valerians of Aade (awe, lair te den c

trademark d loam Coraccorxe

Digital Recordable Media Targus Computer Bags

BONY. ON Y. I1M

Sony DVM6OPR
Premium Series

Mini Digital Video Cassette
For digital camcorders Metal
yiparticles Anti -static cassette lid

fewer dropouts No memory
c p 60 minute length

$1499 (SON DVM6OPR)

Fuji DCC60
*Digital Comport Cassette, vernal ronsouction
with henrcesotnt shell, 60 minute malty '5"
TDK MDXG74
!it rotative lover for

- J'e rapacity ..
TDK CD-RXG74
t. 'gat Da, raitebae

musts ((Tatty

Panasonic DVM30
Camcorder Tope,

Maxell R -120DM
reed particle

'11"

1.1'1I,1:1.111ff.111:11*",

0'

Video/Tele-Phones 4c
5499.99

Mail -In Rebate
$449 99

8x8 ViaTV
Video Phone Solution

' Connect to TV & phone &
you're ready H.324
ble Up to 23 frames sec.
Built-in color camera Inc udes
caller ID Privacy ()lotion
$44999 After Rebct?

VC 1051

PhoneMate 8200
. ,nth SP

.fge '34"
General Electric 2-9831

1

Icae

IL. .
- '69"

Panasonic KXTC910-BK
ea

Sp 149"
Sony SPPID910-BK

 miteed woe
'179"

Panasonic KXTCM940-BK

1

System

6 rn .'ill,ignd -o;vs.moctIne,b,

n.

a '229"

Scanners

Facsimile Machines

Compaq Computer
COMPAa Ti

PenlIsen

Compaq Presario 4504
MiniTower with 200MHz
Intel' Pentium' Processor

16MB EDO RAM expandable
to 48MB 2.1GB hard drive
16x CD-ROM drive 1.44MB
disk drive 64 it graphics
 MPEG videg playback 33.6K
modem with fax upgradeable to
56K JBL Pro stereo speakers
 Compag keyboard Mouse
PCI & ISA 1/0 expansion slots
Parallel, serial & joystick/MIDI
port  2-USB connectors
.41 -tpuch Internet access button
Software bundle including
Windows 95 *Monitor sold
separately

$999 99
(CPO 45041

Psion Electronic Relonjace

Brother MFC-7000FC
6 -In -1 Multi-Funchon Center

* Color printer, color copier,
color scanner, facsimile, color
PC fax & message center
Includes software bundle,
valued over $300

$999" IBIT MFC7000FC)

Brother FAX 190
,:..DarlrfoUyttes1,l

Panasonic KX-F88C

1,.:8N299"
' Panasonic KX-FM220

0'414"
Hewlett-PackardHewlett-Packard 04iceJet 570
* (c

201. 49"
Brother MFC-4450

Targus "Air Targus"
Notebook Case

Air protection system puts a
layer of pressurized air around
your notebook for better protec-
tion The same technology is
used in the shoulder strap

$9999 (TAR CUN I A)

Targus CNO1
Notepar Case, holds notebook computer

8 related aressones, block '39"
Targus CNP1
45 .sisal Notebook Case, opdown

;.i . r:-Inding file section '59"
Targus (CBI
* notebook, relatedor 8 files '69"
Targus CLC1
41, ; notebook, oaessones

& .

Targus CLN1
!! Ccirly Case, *fled computer

(0111p011,1Il', ir11.1(k '90

Microtek ScanMaker V300
Single -Pass Color Flatbed Scanner
24 -bit 300 x 600 dpi, 4800
dpi !interpolated) Flex5car
Lid remains flat when scanning
books & 3D objects Choose PC
or Macintosh version
$14999 (MIK V300 -PC)

(MTK V300 -MAC)

Visitor VSF-200
*Cola flatbed Surma, 'boss, 24bd color,
300 v 6000dpi in4800 dterpolated '139"
Logitech PageScan - Proia

S '279"
Visioleer PaperPort Strobe

e,ru

'299"
UMAX Astra 1200S

,cs, 30 -bit color PC

; '399"
Pacific Image Electronics SconAce111

Fax, pager, (Opel, scanner & PCNo '599"

Software

11Eass

Helix
Nuts & Belts

 Everything you need to fix up,
clean up, speed up & tune-up
your system Prevents crashes
CD-ROM for Windows
3.1x/Windows 95

$4 999 (MX1 NUTSBOLTS-C)

Kai's Photo Soap
regy Metalools, moves your imcges,
CD-ROM for Windows 95/NT/P6tx '44'
Intellisync for PaImpilot & Pilot

Drsketn; 1. 'S /NT '49"
Norton Antivirus-MLItiplatform
By Spree,
CD-ROM for .'. 69"
WordPerfect Suite 8 Upgrade

Dragon NaturallySpeaking
4. .n,

X249..

1:1'1l'irrrilk CALL US TOLL FREE FOR

PSION

Psion Series 5
Full VGA -width touch -sensitive
screen with 16 grayscales &
backlight Icon buttons 8MB
RAM Infrared window
External buttons for digital
recording & playback Pen

$69999 IPSN SERIES51

Psion 19010020
e 4 V- .114

foi f '99"
Psion 19010021

emery

'199"
Psion Series 3c
4h:
286 '449"
Non Siena Personal Info Manager
*512K 30,r
schedul, 49"
Psion 110022

transfers files to/from PCs 9 9

Get our FREE mail
order catalogue now!
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Receivers, Speakers, CD Changers
Audio Accessories, Audio Separates

Subwoofers, Digital Video Disc,
Dolby Digital Receivers,

Satellite Dish Systems $99 w/installations

Home Theater, Projection N's,
Camcorders and Accessories
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POPULAR MUSIC
and kids move away / Dogs and husbands,
that's who stays"), and the job front is seen
from the point of view of both "just an
ordinary working Joe" ("Megabucks") and
his boss, "the middle-aged deflector -shield
blame -throwing Teflon man" ("The Quarter-
ly Meeting"). Back in sober territory, the
true story of White's son getting mugged
inspires both the moving "Heartbeat of
Heaven" and a fan's reaction to that song,
chronicled and grappled with by White in
the album's hidden monologue.

Overall, Rascal, coming on the heels of
the fine Live at the Somerville Theatre, is a
solid record. With more sympathetic (and,
sometimes, simply less) production, and
with a little more fine-tuning of material,
White could become, well, Loudon Wain-
wright IV. Meanwhile, Don White does know
exactly what love is, and that song alone is
worth the price of admission. K.R.

Collections
KNIGHTS OF THE BLUES TABLE.
VI( I kl 11 Ir pl I I YEAR 54159 (71 mm)
* * *
BLUES DOWN DEEP -
SONGS OF JANIS JOPLIN.
HOUSE OF BLUES 161 251 (63 nth)).***

Here are two rock/blues crossovers, one
from each direction. The first features a

bunch of British figures from the Sixties
getting their blues rocks off, while the sec-
ond has modern blues artists taking on Janis
Joplin's greatest hits. A nostalgic tone
hangs over both, and you'd definitely have
more fun digging out your old Yardbirds
and Joplin albums, but each collection in-
cludes some gems worth digging for.

Knights of the Blues Table is half in-
spired and half blues -by -the -numbers. The
brightest moments come from Jack Bruce,
Georgie Fame, ex -Savoy Brown singer Mil-
ler Anderson, and the mid -Seventies lineup
of Pretty Things, still sounding punkish.
The big disappointment is Peter Green, the
once -great Fleetwood Mac guitarist who's
performing again after a two -decade fight
with mental illness. Sadly, his acoustic ver-
sion of Robert Johnson's "Travelling River-
side Blues" (otherwise known as Cream's
"Crossroads") could have been anybody's.

Joplin personalized her songs so much
that covering them isn't easy, but many of
the singers on Blues Down Deep - mainly
the female ones - are up to the task. Tracy
Nelson digs up an early obscurity, "What
Good Can Drinkin' Do," treating it as her
own statement rather than a tribute. Koko
Taylor provides an older and wiser take on
"Get It While You Can," Lou Ann Barton is
suitably sultry in "One Good Man," and Et-
ta James turns "Ball and Chain" into the
kind of soul -baring slow blues that has
always been her specialty. Problems come
up on the rocking side of the repertoire:
Tad Robinson's "Move Over," Otis Clay's
"Piece of My Heart," and Paul Black's
"Down on Me" are the kind of workman-
like covers that your local bar band plays
every weekend. B.M.

102 STEREO REVIEW OCTOBER 1997

JAZZ
FRED ANDERSON/DKV TRIO.
OK SA DISK 1 21114 (48 min). Distributed by Port -
audio, 809 Ridge Ave., #2, Evanston, IL 60202.
* * * *

Fred Anderson is a big -toned Chicago ten-
or saxophonist in the tradition of Gene

Ammons but with wider horizons than
most of the breed. Both his asymmetrical
phrasing and his fondness for upper -register
squalls make him right at home in the
sort of exploratory setting he and the DKV
Trio - drummer Hamid Drake, bassist
Kent Kessler, and multi -reed man Ken Van-
dermark - have chosen for themselves
here. Vandermark, sticking mostly to tenor,
provides an ideal foil to Anderson, especial-
ly in the dark, boiling "Ladies in Love."
Without being remotely imitative, the music
here recalls Ornette Coleman's work of the
early 1970s with fellow saxophonist Dewey
Redman; it conveys a similar sense of pur-
pose as well as a similar sense of fun.

What used to be called free jazz has
hardened into a genre, just like bop. But
here's an album that illustrates how much
untapped potential "free" still holds. Also
recommended is the DKV Trio's own re-
cording Baraka (OkkaDisk 12012). F.D.

JACKIE & ROY:
The ABC -Paramount Years.
Kocii 7927 (53 111111).

* * *
After leaving Charlie Ventura's "Bop
for the People" band in 1949, singers

Jackie Cain and Roy Kral turned to a more
intimate style and revamped their repertoire
to include clever, rarely heard songs. Jackie
& Roy became a classy club act, and be-
tween 1956 and 1958 the duo made a series
of recordings for ABC -Paramount. Sixteen
of these tracks make up The ABC -Para-
mount Years, lovingly compiled and anno-
tated by James Gavin, a writer with impres-
sive insight and a knowledge of cabaret mu-
sic. Cabaret? Yes, the line between cabaret
and jazz is often thin, just as very little sep-
arated Fifties and Sixties pop vocals from
performances that were classified as jazz by
virtue of their instrumental accompani-
ments. But so what? No one will wonder
where in the time line Jackie & Roy be-
long; they continue to be a delight to hear,
even after all these years, and they were
still performing in 1995. C.A.



J. J. JOHNSON: The Brass Orchestra.
VERVE 537 321 (71 min).****

Asort of musical extravaganza that show-
cases the writing talent of trombonist

J. J. Johnson, now in his seventies, The Brass
Orchestra features a rather large band with
a gathering of first-rate musicians, includ-
ing more brass than you can shake a Stan
Kenton record at. It is an ambitious project
with complex, opulent arrangements that
sometimes reflect Johnson's tenure as a
Hollywood composer, but I have to confess
that I prefer him in a more intimate setting
(as on his 1993 album, Let's Hang Out).
Small -group passages do appear, flowing
with blessed looseness in and out of the big
brass. And although the charts occasionally
border on heraldic pomp, there are impres-
sive textures in the weave. Jon Faddis, Re-
nee Rosnes, Robin Eubanks, and Rufus
Reid are among the players, and when
some of them stretch out a bit, the brass po-
litely moves to the side. J. J. Johnson con-
tinues to be an interesting artist, and this is
an intriguing blend of his ideas, young and
old. Verve is to be commended for approv-
ing a project of this scope (translation: cost)
by a jazz musician who never climbed the
pop fence. C.A.

WYNTON MARSALIS
a THE LINCOLN CENTER JAZZ
ORCHESTRA: Blood on the Fields.
COLUMBIA 57694 (three CDs, 163 min).
* * *

When I first heard that Wynton Mar-
salis was writing a nearly three-hour

oratorio about slavery, I feared the worst.
It struck me as his misguided attempt to
(a) once again make an honest woman out
of jazz, (b) beat the European -leaning jazz
avant-gardists at their own game, and (c)
create a work that by virtue of its sheer size
and ambition would deflect controversy away
from his hiring and programming practices
at Lincoln Center and onto his music.

Blood on the Fields is finally available
on CD, somehow having won a 1996 Pu-
litzer Prize despite having had its premiere
in 1994. To call it uneven is an understate-
ment; it's a work that turns an individual re-
viewer into a hung jury. What needs to be
acknowledged first is that Fields represents
a tremendous leap forward for Marsalis as a
composer who has never made any bones
about his derivation from Duke Ellington.
Any number of individual selections - in-
cluding "The Market Place" and "Back to
Basics," to name the most glorious - come
closer than works by any other present-day
composers to capturing not just Ellington's
tonal palette (which would be achievement
enough) but also his band's ineffable sense
of forward propulsion. Marsalis has done
this while alluding to a wide range of mu-
sics, including blues, popular song, modal
jazz, and New Orleans second line. He is
also to be commended for realizing the
great potential still available in standard
big -band instrumentation, and for devising
such a lovely showcase for Cassandra Wil-
son, in the role of Leona. A singer who
brings an aura of drama and husky sensuali-

ty to her delivery of lyrics, Wilson has nev-
er had better material to work with than
what Marsalis provides for her in "Lady's
Lament" and the infectious "God Don't
Like Ugly."

Wilson's excellence notwithstanding, the
many problems of Blood on the Fields be-
gin with the casting of the singers and
Marsalis's inexperience in mounting vocal
music. It seems unfair to lay too much of
the blame on Jon Hendricks, but what on
earth is the quintessential black hipster do-

ing playing a white slave buyer? In his oth-
er role of Juba, Hendricks frequently bursts
into scat, which is all right because he's
playing a black medicine man of sorts. But
these scat passages, and those of Wilson's
leading man, Miles Griffith (a nonentity in
the role of Jesse), come across as anachro-
nistic, underlining the graver problem of
Marsalis's lack of finesse in juxtaposing
period and contemporary musical styles. It
also doesn't help that Wilson and Griffith
sing in approximately the same register (the
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POPULAR MUSIC
libretto mostly takes the form of their run-
ning dialogue on how to live with enslave-
ment, and it's often difficult to tell who's
singing what), nor that the rhythmic devices
with which Marsalis attempts to link his
separate themes are very slight.

As for the Pulitzer, I can only say that
middlebrow prize committees have always
been suckers for tame social commentary,
and have always been inclined to measure
art by the pound. Judged by any meaningful
standard, Blood on the Fields is no prize-
winner. But lengthy parts of it soar. F.D.

Collection
THE INSTRUMENTAL HISTORY
OF JAZZ.
N2K ENCODED JAZZ 10(104 (two CD's,
120 min; enhanced CD).
* * *
If you're wondering how the people be-

hind The Instrumental History of Jo=
managed to squeeze about a century of jazz
evolution onto two CDs, the answer is they
didn't. That makes the title an exaggerated
claim, which isn't rare, but in this case the

program is also slightly disingenuous. An
example appears on the opening screen of
Disc 2. an enhanced CD. We see a time line
with ten buttons that form a gallery of lead-
ing figures, each meant to represent a note-
worthy development in jazz. Nice shots of
Armstrong, Ellington, Parker, Hancock,
Grusin - Grusin? Well, Dave Grusin and
Larry Rosen (the project's executive pro-
ducer) are the G and R in GRP, the parent
company of N2K Encoded Jazz. Further
marring the program is the segment that
seeks to justify Grusin's presence: Pop/
Contemporary. It features the music that
Grusin, Kenny G, and Najee personify -
modem -day elevator music that stops just
one floor short of John Tesh. Skipping this
kind of fluff would have left room for more
instrumental jazz of substance.

That said, let me hasten to add that this is
otherwise a well -designed package, and
here I refer to the illustrated fifty -page
booklet as well as the interactive structure
and look of the enhanced CD. The text is
another matter. "All great jazz swings," it
claims, without explaining why the set in-
cludes several performances that don't. It
names "West End Blues" and "Weather -

bird" as recordings that made Armstrong's
original Hot Five popular. when, in fact,
the former was recorded by a later group
and the latter was an Armstrong/Earl Hines
duet. The text also states that trumpeter
Don Cherry "eventually broke away from
wild jazz." Wild jazz?

As for the music, there are twenty-two
selections, ranging from a Scott Joplin pi-
ano -roll performance of "Maple Leaf Rag"
to, well. Grusin's "Mountain Dance." In be-
tween, there is such vital stuff as King Oli-
ver's "Dippermouth Blues," Basie's "One
O'Clock Jump," Ellington's "East St. Louis
Toodle-o," Coltrane's "Impressions," and
excellent performances by Dizzy Gillespie,
Charlie Parker, Miles Davis. and so on.
George Benson, who made many fine jazz
recordings, is poorly represented by "Breez-
in'," one of his blandest pop efforts, and
though audio -only listeners will not hear
Thelonious Monk, there is a film excerpt of
him playing "Blue Monk" at a 1965 Oslo
concert. If you're not equipped for the mul-
timedia content, both discs are playable as
audio CDs, and - notwithstanding the
flaws I pointed out - this ill -named project
does contain excellent recordings. CA.
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CANDYE KANE: Diva La Grande.
DISCOVERY 74710 (53 min). * * * *
Former stripper informs her blues with both
a lighthearted acceptance and a raucous sen-
sibility. Kane mostly weds her California
origins and Texas connections, whomping
up a hillbilly/Cajun stew in, of all songs,
"These Boots Are Made for Walkin.." She
rails against sexism ("The Lord Was a
Woman") and sizism ("You Need a Great
Big Woman"), always with a wink and a
nod. Great stuff. A.N.

A terrific document of a gifted singer/writer
and a natural rock -and -roller. S.S.

PINETOP PERKINS: Born in the Delta.
TELARC BLUES 83418 (47 min; enhanced CD).
* * * *
Perkins was 83 when he made these record-
ings last year, and as singer and pianist he
remains in splendid form. The playing time
may seem a bit skimpy, but the multimedia
offerings compensate nicely, including a
performance clip, an interview, a bio, pho-
tos, and articles. C.A.

LONISTAR: Crazy Nights.
BNA 67422 (39 min). * * *
Lonestar, named Best New Vocal Group by
the Academy of Country Music, reprises the
catchy hooks that made "No News" and
"Tequila Talkin' " such instant hits. The Tex-
as mainstream band imbues the sentimental
"Everything's Changed" with true heart and
serves up an irresistible toe -tapper in "Cheat-
er's Road." Lonestar was probably signed as
BNA's answer to Diamond Rio, but these
clones are clearly no clowns. A.N.

WILLIE NILE: Archive Alive!
ARCHIVE 80009 (56 min). * * * *
Recorded live in Central Park in 1980 with
a rhythm section stolen from Television
and Patti Smith, this CD offers impassioned
versions of some of Nile's best songs, as
well as a brilliant cover of Ricky Nelson's
"Stood Up" and a take on the hilarious
"Les Champs Elys&s" that just shreds the
more genteel version on Nile's second LP.

JOE SATRIANI/ERIC JOHNSON/
STEVE VAI: G3 Live in Concert.
EPIC 67920 (77 null). *
There are laws against speeding on our
nation's highways. There should be laws
against speeding on our nation's fretboards.
G3 Live in Concert is a titanic clash of egos,
overplayed to the point where the principals
could also be charged with auditory man-
slaughter in this demolition derby of fuel -
guzzling funny guitars. PP.

KRIS TYLER: What a Woman Knows.
RISING TIDE 1016 (41 * *
Omaha native Tyler is blessed with produc-
ers Tony Brown and Emory Gordy, Jr.. as
well as collaborators Gary Burr and Sharon
Rice, yet her writing and performing skills
haven't evolved to current standards. She
has her moments in the soulful "Keeping
Your Kisses" and the ballad "Old Boy-
friend," but, in the end, Tyler is a young
woman in need of seasoning. A.N.

Coleman, and guitarist Ulmer, in his saw -
blade attack and loose -as -a -goose rhythm,
remains one of his ex -employer's foremost
interpreters. The other three numbers, re-
plete with bruised blues vocals, are great ex-

own distinctive blend of
harmolodics and Delta hoodoo. FD.

JAMES BLOOD ULMER:
Music Speaks Louder Than Words.
K000 JAZZ 7t(33 (55 min). * * * *
Six of the selections here are by Omette

MUDDY WATERS: Paris, 1972.
Pau.° 5302 (53 min). * * * *
Paris, 1972 was recorded live when Muddy
Waters' band included harmonica veteran
George Buford, guitarist Louis Myers, and
pianist Pinetop Perkins, all of whom shone
brightly and raucously in the postwar Chi-
cago firmament. Here is a well-balanced
album of solid blues by men who were
drenched in the stuff from childhood. One
wonders why it collected dust for twenty-
five years. CA.

RANDY WESTON: Earth Birth,
VERVE 537 088 (54 min). * * *
Here's a "with strings" date of subtle charm,
thanks to Melba Liston's playful arrange-
ments, the contrast between soaring violins
and Weston's percussive ring, and a nifty se-
lection of the pianist's best-known composi-
tions. A nice change of pace, though a few
wailing horns here and there might have
made it even better. F.D.
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Dar Williams
BY ALANNA NASH

Buried deep in the title song of
Dar Williams's End of he Sum-
mer are autobiographical lines
both innocent and disturbing: "I

had a dream . . . / It felt like the first day
of school / But I was going to the moon
instead . . . / And I knew that I would
crash / But I didn't want to tell them ... /
It's the end of the summer / When you
send your children to the moon."

"Yeah," says the 30 -year -old singer/
songwriter, crackling on the phone wires
from her parents' house in Westchester
County, New York, a couple of states
away from her own home in Massachu-
setts. "I literally had a dream that I was
going to the moon. I just had it recently,
but in the dream I was only six or seven
years old. And it was very beautiful, very
sad, because I really knew that the rocket
was going to crash. But it was still so
exciting."

It doesn't take an armchair psychiatrist
to reason that Williams allowed her sub-
conscious to float off into the land of The
Little Prince because she's nervous about
the acceptance of her new album. Her
previous, sparsely produced records -
The Honesty Room (1995) and Mortal
City (1996), both acclaimed by critics -
huddled around the catchall moniker of
folk music. But on End of the Summer
she puts a brave foot forward to step in-
to the higher -profile pop arena. Her rec-
ord company, Razor & Tie, has pressed
100,000 copies, only 20,000 short of the

"I've dreamed
of having an ensemble

like this. The right
band can make every

song have its
own theatrical space."

combined sales of her other albums. And
there's a major tour under way, where
Williams, known for performing solo
with her own guitar, is supported by her
first band: cello, percussion, and second
guitar. You might say that she's shooting
for ... well, you know.

Williams knows what some people are
likely to say. But she's a woman who fol-
lows her muse, and, as she explains, "This
is where She went. I've dreamed for years
of having an ensemble like this. It just
seemed like the right band can make
every song have its own theatrical space."

A couple of the new tunes may sound a
tad overproduced, but Williams has sacri-
ficed none of her poetic intimacy or emo-
tional intensity. Two of the songs, "What
Do You Hear in These Sounds" and "It's a
War in There," deal with clinical depres-
sion and therapy (the singer's earlier aspi-
rations were to be a therapist or an ac-
tress). The first song is lighthearted: "We

fathom all the mysteries, explicit and in-
herent / When I hit a rut, she says to
try the other parent." The second, with
its menacing swirl of violin and voice,
evokes a horrifying snake pit. And if
"Party Generation" is friendly in a beer -
commercial kind of way, there's also a
stark tribute to the late Townes Van Zandt
in "If I Wrote You," and "Bought and
Sold" gets into social politics, taking on
Wal-Mart for driving the Mom and Pop
stores out of small-town America.

Although Williams, who is a feminist,
wrote the entire program except for a sur-
prise cover of the Kinks track "Better
Things," she doesn't feel she so much
"birthed" the project as filled another role
in its arrival.

"Actually," she begins, "I decided the
best analogy for this record was that I

was like a father who had been present
at the event." She catches herself. "Well,
I shouldn't be heterosexist here. I guess I
should say I was the other partner for
someone's pregnancy, or the production
process. I feel like I went to the Lamaze
classes, ate the same diet, and was really
present for the recording. So I offered
my songs, but then other people took
them and turned them into what they are
on the album. And I'm very happy with
the result."

She is also glad to have reexplored her
teenage years, both in the rock rhythms
and melodies and in the acknowledgment
that kids have plenty to teach adults, as
she sings in the spirited "Teenagers, Kick
Our Butts."

If the myriad teens who attend her
shows readily identify with the Wesleyan
University graduate, it could be that they
relate to her humorous yet unflinching
songs about the confusion of life, the
head -spinning complexity of love, and the
perils and pleasures of gender morphing.
And in signature tunes like The Honesty
Room's "The Babysitter's Here" and
"When I Was a Boy," she eloquently takes
her listeners back to their beginnings.

Williams describes her own childhood
self as "a very nervous kid," terrified of
losing things and overly sensitive to the
"older -sister terrorist organization" of her
two "very smart, very quick" siblings.
But she's grateful to them for adapting
her given name, Dorothy, to Dar.

"'Dar' is very much the way I am," she
explains. "It's very androgynous. The
song 'When I Was a Boy' was so true.
Because I really was a boy in a lot of
ways growing up. You know, I feel in-
tensely female, and sometimes intensely
male. So it's great that I have such a
mixed-up, nonthreatening name."

She may have a mixed-up name, but
her art is anything but. As a full-time mu-
sician for only four years now, Dar Wil-
liams is already at the forefront of singer/
songwriters who have given neo-folk mu-
sic renewed credibility and vitality.
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CLASSICAL

Mt I
NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID NALL,
JAMIE JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK, AND ERIC SALZMAN

BRAN/A/Is Four Serious Songs, Op. 1 2 1;
Sixteen Other Songs.
Natalie Stutzmann (contralto): Inger Sodergren
(piano). RCA VICTOR 68660 (64 min).
* * *

atalie Stutzmann is a true contralto in
UM the Kathleen Ferrier-Maureen Forres-
ter tradition, a voice type that's rarely heard
nowadays. She is, therefore, a born inter-
preter of many of Brahms's amber -colored
songs, and, in particular of his valedictory
Vier Ernste Gesiinge. or Four Serious Songs,
which are more often favored by baritone or
bass performers. In this recording she cap-
tures their solemnity and underlying despair
in a large-scale, dramatic fashion, but with
a sustained legato when needed. She also
brings a tone of yearning to such other
songs as "0 Wiisst' lch Doch den Weg Zu-
ruck" and "Immer Leiser Wird Mein Schlum-
mer," both notably enriched by her cello -
like sound.

At times, though, that ultrarich sound is
less than ideal: "Botschaft" and "Stand-
chen" could do well with a lighter tone, and
while her handling of the dialogue in "Ver-

HIGH HOPES
"MISS HAHN represents our hope for
the future of classical records,"
proclaimed Sony Classical on signing the
17 -year -old American violinist to an
exclusive contract with the label. That's a
tall order for a young musician, even one
who was admitted to the prestigious
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia
at the age of 10. With performance
debuts with the Cleveland, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, Detroit, and Houston
orchestras already under her belt, Hilary
Hahn makes her recording debut this
month playing three of J. S. Bach's works
for unaccompanied violin - the Partitas
Nos. 2 and 3 and the Sonata No. 3.
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gebliches Standchen" is well conceived, the
song does not flow smoothly. One of the
problems is the artist's excessive vibrato,
which intrudes on the climax of the other-
wise thoughtfully structured "Von &tiger
Liebe" and interferes with the full enjoy-
ment of a few other songs as well. Listeners
less troubled by this element will find much
to enjoy in this generous program, aptly
and at times powerfully aided by Inger Sod-
ergren's pianism. GJ.

BRITTEN: Spring Symphony; Hymn to
St. Cecilia; Five Flower Songs.
Soloists: Boy and Girl Choristers of Salisbury
Cathedral; Monteverdi Choir; Philharmonia
Orchestra. John Eliot Gardiner cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 453 433 (62 min).
* * * * *

The fourteen poems that make up the text
of Britten's Spring Symphony (1949)

run the gamut from an anonymous six-
teenth -century lyric through verses by Spen-
ser, Milton, Blake, Auden, and others. The
treatments display the composer's incompa-
rable resourcefulness in the deployment of

soprano, alto, and tenor soloists, orchestra,
and the richly varied choral forces. The
children in the choir are called on to whistle
as the soprano sings the jaunty words of
John Clare's "The Driving Boy," and the
joyous finale is capped by a tour de force
setting of the famous "Sumer Is Icumen In"
in which the boys emerge from a choral -or-
chestral texture that's complete with cow -
horn. Among the excellent soloists I espe-
cially liked tenor John Mark Ainsley, who
in timbre and phrasing is a dead ringer for
Peter Pears in his prime, when he sang in
the work's premiere.

But as spectacular and elegantly poetic
as the symphony is, I don't think it travels
beyond England nearly as well as the Hymn
to St. Cecilia, a superb a cappella setting of
W. H. Auden's wonderfully evocative text
composed toward the end of Britten's so-
journ in the U.S. during the early years of
World War II. The Five Flower Songs, to
poetry of Robert Herrick, George Crabbe (the
inspiration for Peter Grimes), John Clare,
and Anonymous, also a cappella, were writ-
ten a year after the Spring Symphony. The
delicate appeal of the first four gives way to
robust humor in the concluding "Ballad of
Green Broom."

The performances here are all top of the
line in every respect. John Eliot Gardiner
imparts his particular brand of rhythmic en-
ergy and sharply focused phrasing to each
work. The recording is exceptionally clean
and wide-ranging (some may find the son-
ics a bit on the bright side). Although Brit -
ten's own 1960 recording of the symphony
(hard to come by in the U.S.) remains in a
class by itself, Gardiner's state-of-the-art
realization need make no apologies. D.H.

CHOPIN: Etudes, Op. 10; Rondos.
Frederic Chiu (piano). HARMONIA MUNDI
907201 (77 min).
* * * * *
Frederic

Chiu's program here is appealing
in respect to repertory, commanding in

respect to execution, and altogether refresh-
ing. The four rondos, which continue to be
among Chopin's least familiar works, are
frankly extroverted pieces that make a fine
frame for the etudes. It's actually a five -part
frame, for Chiu plays the solo version of
the C Major Rondo (Op. 73) before the
twelve etudes and, by way of what used to
be called "overdubbing," gives us the ver-
sion for two pianos at the end of the pro-
gram. The Rondo in F Major, Op. 5, is
headed "mazurka -style," and all the rondos
have a pronounced dance character. So, for
that matter, do the etudes, as Chiu demon-
strates with the most infectious enthusiasm,
combining subtlety with frothy efferves-
cence as we might imagine Chopin did in
dreaming up these pieces in the first place

IAN
Excellent * ** **

Very good ****
Good ***

Fair **
Poor *



and introducing them to their first astound-
ed audiences.

The close-up recording, suggesting a big
space brightly lit, has a remarkably live
quality that suits the music and these per-

CHOPIN
1' owl..

s, 16.73

formances brilliantly, conveying a heady
mix of elegance and exhilaration. What it
all comes down to is one of the choice pi-
ano recordings of the year - a reliable
remedy for low spirits, with no known side
effects but almost certainly addictive. R.F.

COUPERIN: Lecons de Tanabres;
Quatres Versets.
Patricia Petibon. Sophie Daneman (soprano);
Lcs Arts Florissants, William Christie cond.
ERATO 17067 (47 min).
* * *
In 1714, Francois Couperin published three
of his nine Lecons de Tenebres, settings

of the Biblical "Lamentations of Jeremiah"
composed for the Good Friday services of
the nuns at Longchamp. These three Le -
cons, apparently the only ones that survive,
are scored for two high female voices and
basso continuo. With their florid melismas
on the initial Hebrew letters of the text sec-
tions and the somber, poignant expression
elsewhere, they are quite different from
what we think of as Couperin's typical
style. The small motets of 1703, also writ-
ten for one or two female voices, are only
slightly more conventional in form. It is ex-
traordinary that a composer of small-scale
religious music of such purity and intensity
should have, late in life, turned into an
opera composer on the grandest scale.

William Christie, well known for his
large-scale Baroque opera performances
and recordings of works by Couperin and
his contemporaries, also appears here in a
very different guise: as a harpsichordist
(playing the continuo part) and chamber
musician of the first rank. Patricia Petibon
and Sophie Daneman, two of his outstand-
ing he! canto singers, have sweet, flexible
voices and a delicacy of expression that is,
nevertheless, quite powerful. These capti-
vating performances and recordings are, de-
spite the short length of the CD. well worth
the price of admission. E.S.

GERSHW I N: Dayful of Song; Cuban
Overture; Promenade; Rhapsody in
B lue; Lullaby; An American in Paris.
Andrew Litton (piano); Dallas Symphony.
Andrew Litton cond. DELOS 3216 (70 min).
* * * *

t's hard to do a fresh Gershwin recording,
 but Andrew Litton has succeeded. Dayful
of Song, which lends its title to the CD, is a
"Gershwin" work for piano and orchestra

that was put together (presumably by Litton
himself) from Sid Ramin's orchestrations of
seven attractive "trunk" songs discovered
among Ira Gershwin's effects after his
death in 1983. The delightful Promenade is
Andre Kostelanetz's orchestration of a
high-stepping sequence from the Fred As-
taire-Ginger Rogers film Shall We Dance.
Lullaby is a string orchestration of an early
(1919) tango -like composition for string
quartet.

That's a lot of novelty for a new Gersh-
win recording even if none of it is going to

disturb the standard canon, represented here
by three major works and performances:
Rhapsody in Blue in a kind of symphonic
version of the now -popular original Ferde
Grofe-Paul Whiteman big -band arrange-
ment (and apparently including some key-
board variants), the Cuban Overture with a
variant ending, and An American in Paris
in, well, the usual version but played with
unusual vitality and a strong ear for sonori-
ty and rhythmic proportion. Litton is a
high-energy pianist with a free, lively, and
almost casual jump style, and he also gets

"DE PROFUNDIS"
In 1974, Paul Hillier co-founded the

Hilliard Ensemble, a small group of
vocalists who specialize in early music.
He presided over the expansion of the
group's repertory from the very old to
the brand new, and - thanks to the ECM
label's New Series - he helped Arvo
Part gain international renown.

Several years ago Hillier left the Hill-
iards and formed a rival group, the The-
atre of Voices. So perhaps it was in-
evitable that the Theatre of Voices, which
has a contract with Harmonia Mundi,
would eventually compete with the Hill-
iards by recording the music of Part. In
fact, three of his pieces on a new disc -
the De Profundis, Summa, and Magmfi-
cat - were introduced by the Hilliard
Ensemble on ECM.

Hillier's new readings are more spa-
cious, expansive, and relaxed. The pas-
sage of time has allowed him to absorb
and personalize these works, to make
room for a greater number of interpretive
inflections. Now he approaches Part not
with the emotional detachment of early
music but with a more daring expressive
range.

That is not to proclaim the new ver-
sions superior to the old ones. The pris-
tine clarity, restraint, even neutrality of

the Hilliard performances lends Part's
music a cool elegance. And the music it-
self is built from materials of elemental
simplicity - scales, triads, repeated bass
lines - that are deployed with exquisite
subtletly and logic. The new disc is par-
ticularly valuable, however, because it
covers a thirty-year span, from the serial-
ist Solfeggio (1964), which barely hints
at the mature Part, to the "tintinnabular"
pieces, as he calls them, of the last two
decades.

Whether you find Part's music to be of
unearthly beauty or annoying simplicity,
you cannot deny that he has found his
voice honestly, via slow and painful self-
examination. His music not only sus-
pends the passage of time but stands
apart from history - a fragile, wide-
eyed, devout art created in a cynical and
,ecular century. -K. Robert Schwarz

PART: De Profundis; Solfeggio;
'And cne of the Pharisees";
Cantate. Domino; Summa; Seven
Magnificat Antiphons; The Beatitudes;
Magnificat.
Christopher Bowers -Broadbent (organ);
Theatre of Voices, Paul Hillier dir.
HARMONIA MUNDI 907182 (76 min).* ****

6
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
a lot of bounce out of his Dallas Symphony
musicians. E.S.

GOLDSCHMIDT: Passacaglia; The
Comedy of Errors, Overture; Ciaccona
Sinfonica; Chronica; Other Works.
Chantal _Millet (violin); Francois Le Roux
(baritone); City of Birmingham Symphony,
Simon Rattle cond.; Berlin Comic Opera
Orchestra, Yakov Kreizberg cond; Montreal
Symphony, Charles Dutoit cond.; Berlin Radio
Symphony, Berthold Goldschmidt cond.
LONDON 452 599 (66 min).
* * * *

Something of an overview of Berthold
Goldschmidt's work is offered by this

CD in London's Entartete Musik series,
featuring composers who were victimized
by the Nazi regime. Ranging from the early
(1925) and neo-Baroque Passacaglia to the
1994 Rondeau, it deploys a handsome array
of talent, including the composer himself,
at age 92, conducting two of the perfor-
mances. Passacaglia displays his command
of a rich, post -Romantic orchestral palette
somewhat akin to Webem's in his youthful
essay in similar vein. The overture to Shake-
speare's The Comedy of Errors is somewhat
faceless in a mid -1920s Central European
manner, but the three -movement Ciaconna
Sinfonica carries the neo-Baroque approach
further. The eight -movement Chronica -
written for the Jooss Ballet, famous for The
Green Table, a satirical jab at between -the -
wars diplomacy - is more interesting with
its anti -Fascist content and telling dramatic
substance.

The late works include a four-part song
cycle on French texts, Les Petites Adieux,
that indicates Goldschmidt's genuine gift
for solo voice settings. Rondeau, for violin
and orchestra, is a subtle symbolic manipu-
lation of musical letters evocative of the
street in Paris where Goldschmidt first con-
ferred with the author of the play that in-
spired his perverse but fascinating 1932
opera, Der Gewaltige Hanrei (The Magnifi-
cent Cuckold), also available on London.

Considering the variety of locales and
talents represented, the recording is not
only remarkably consistent in performing
quality but also in sonics, which are on the
squeaky clean and bright side. D.H.

HAYDN: String Quartets, Op. 77,
Nos. 1 and 2, and Op. 103; Der Greis.
L'Archibudelli. tios.v 62731 (60 min).
* * * *

Based in the Netherlands, L'Archibudelli
has devoted itself over the years to

"original instruments" realizations of a
wide range of repertoire from Mozart to
Bruckner. This CD appears to be its first

shot at Haydn, in this instance the master's
last string quartets, his final instrumental
works, after which he dedicated himself to
the realm of choral music and oratorio.
Played here on period instruments with gut
strings, the quartets sound quite different
from what we are used to hearing from
modern -instrument ensembles, both more
transparent in texture and more penetrating
in their overtone components.

The two Op. 77 quartets, in G Major and
F Major, were written in 1799. Their eight
movements show Haydn at the peak of his
powers - for instance, the grave yet serene
slow movement of the G Major and that
work's pert yet urgent finale, the contrast-
ing dialogue elements in the opening move-
ment of the F Major, the singularly haunt-
ing major/minor "walking tune" that per-
vades its wonderful slow movement, and
the almost Beethovenian rhythmic boldness
of its minuet and finale.

The Op. 103 quartet, in D Minor, from
1803 remained a two -movement torso. It
finds Haydn in more somber vein - by
turns wistful and restless. As encore, we get
a string version of the poignant 3 -minute
piece Haydn composed for vocal quartet in
1796, Der Greis (The Old Man): "All my
strength is at an end, / I am old and weak; /
there's little that brings me cheer, / but wit
and the juice of the vine. . . ." L'Archibu-
delli does full justice to all these works, and
Sony has provided lovely sonics. D.H.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 8.
Alessandra Marc, Sharon Sweet, Elizabeth
Norberg-Schultz (soprano); Vesselina Kasarova,
Ning Liang (alto); Ben Heppner (tenor);
Sergei Leiferkus (baritone); Rene Pape (bass);
choruses; Bavarian Radio Symphony,
Colin Davis cond. RCA VICTOR 68348
(two CDs, 83 min).
* * * *

What is most immediately impressive
about Colin Davis's recording of

Mahler's colossal Eighth Symphony, the so-
called "Symphony of a Thousand," is the
way the choral forces come smashing in at
the very opening of the first movement, the
Veni creator spiritus. But what is even more
remarkable is the tension and power sus-
tained unremittingly throughout the move-
ment's 23 -minute time span. From the "Ac-
cende lumen sensihus" to its close, the sing-
ing and orchestral performance are nothing
short of spectacular, especially in terms of
textural clarity and vitality of phrasing. I
would go so far as to say that this perfor-
mance is both the most thrilling and the
most intelligible of this immensely complex
music that I have heard.

After the dense polyphony of the first
movement we have the wide open musical
and metaphysical space of the second (and
last), a setting of the final scene of Goethe's
Faust. Massed choral sounds give way here
to splendid differentiation, and the soloists
have their chance to shine. A starry cast is
assembled, including most notably Ben
Heppner, whose Doctor Marianus has a ring
that recalls the great Jussi Bjoerling. Mem-
orable too is Vesselina Kasarova as the
Mulier Samaritana. The other singers are

never less than excellent, though I consider
the best team of soloists those on Claudio
Abbado's Berlin Deutsche Grammophon
recording. I also like DG's sound best in
terms of space and balance.

That said, Davis wields a powerful baton
throughout the whole 80 -plus minutes of
the symphony, and he gets superlative or-
chestral playing, though at times in the Veni
creator movement I wished that the orches-
tra had not been overshadowed by the high -
voltage choral sonorities. The recording as
a whole has ample body and presence but
may be a shade bright for some tastes. D.H.

RESPIGHI: Roman Festivals; The
Fountains of Rome; The Pines of Rome.
Orchestra of the National Academy of
Santa Cecilia, Daniele Gatti cond. CONIFER
51292 (66 min).
* * *
Where was a time when no classical rec-

ord collection was complete without a
set of Respighi's classic tone poems, which
brilliantly evoke Rome's sparkling foun-
tains, exuberant festivals, and the breeze
whispering in the pines on the hillsides
above the city. That time may have passed,
but this is still intensely enjoyable music,

and this is a fine recording of it by the
orchestra that introduced two of the works
(Fountains in 1916 and Pines in 1924).
Daniele Gatti has shaped exciting, colorful
performances, and they are captured in
vivid sound. ff.
SCHUBERT: Mass No. 5, in A -flat Major.
Luba Orgonasova (soprano); Birgit Rernmert
(contralto); Deon van der Walt (tenor); Anton
Scharinger (bass); Amold Schoenberg Choir;
Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Nikolaus
Hamoncourt cond. TELDEC 98422 (50 min).
* * * * *
SCHUBERT: Mass No. 6, in E -flat Major.
Luba Orgonasova (soprano); Birgit Remmers
(contralto); Deon van der Walt (tenor);
Wolfgang Holzmair (baritone); Anton
Scharinger (bass); Amold Schoenberg Choir;
Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Nikolaus
Hamoncourt cond. TELDEC 13163 (52 min).
* * * * *

5chubert's two great settings of the Mass
were among the first attempts to use

liturgical music for intense personal expres-
sion. The earlier of the two, No. 5, in A -flat
Major, is a soaring cathedral in sound, with
orchestral writing as skillful and elaborate
as in any of the composer's symphonies;
the chorus's soaring "Hosannas" in the Sanc-
tus and Benedictus, a lilting antiphonal con-
versation between the men and the women,
have an almost operatic jubilance. The
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Mass No. 6, in E -flat Major, is more in-
ward -looking, almost somber at moments,
yet shot through with flashes of incandes-
cent joy, perhaps reflecting Schubert's re-
cognition that his own death was near at
hand. At the composer's wish, this Mass
was first performed in the same church in
Vienna where Beethoven's funeral had been
held just eleven months earlier.

Recorded live at Nikolaus Harnoncourt's
summer music festival in Graz, Austria,
these CDs offer fine sound and perfor-
mances that are aglow with intelligence,
careful musicianship, and a rich sense of
occasion. The soloists are excellent; bari-
tone Wolfgang Holzmair takes the second
tenor's part in the Mass No. 6 to superb ef-
fect. The Arnold Schoenberg Choir per-
forms on both discs with an ideal blend of
exuberance and taste.

STRAVINSKY: Symphony in E -flat
Major; The Firebird, Suite (1945);
Scherzo a la Russe; Canon on a Russian
Popular Tune.
Russian National Orchestra. Mikhail Pletnev
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 453 434
(71 min).
* * * *

travinsky's frankly derivative but attrac-
tive Symphony in E -flat Major, Op. 1,

from his early twenties, is done to a turn by
Mikhail Pletnev and his fine orchestra. With
tempos close to Stravinsky's own, the per-
formance moves along with an enlivening
spontaneity, neither stressing nor suppress-
ing the music's near -echoes of Tchaikovsky
and Glazunov. An unexpected level of ex-
pressiveness seems to emerge without coax-
ing, as it does even more strikingly in The
Firebird, the work that took Stravinsky
from obscurity to international celebrity bare-
ly two years after the little noted premiere
of the symphony. It is represented here nei-
ther by the original complete score nor by

the familiar 1919 concert suite, but by the
more inclusive suite of 1945 (for a some-
what reduced orchestra), a version seldom
heard in the concert hall but very familiar
indeed as the music for Balanchine's 1949
version of the ballet.

The two shorter pieces, from the early
and late years of Stravinsky's American res-
idency, are agreeable encores. The sonic fo-
cus is rich and warm, and Richard Tarus-
kin's authoritative, clarifying annotation is,
as always, another considerable asset. R.F.

WAGNER: The Flying Dutchman.
James Morris (Dutchman), Deborah Voigt
(Senta). Jan-Hendrik Rootering (Daland), Ben
Heppner (Erik), others; Metropolitan Opera

QUICKFIXES
DEBUSSY: Prelude to the Afternoon of
a Faun; Saxophone Rhapsody; La Mer.
RAVEL: La Valse; Bolero.
Kenneth Radnofsky (alto saxophone);
New York Philharmonic, Kurt Masur cond.
TELDEC 13133 (76 min). * * *
The only slightly unusual piece here is the
10 -minute -long Saxophone Rhapsody, a
jazzy, Spanish -flavored gem that was writ-
ten for America's first classical saxophon-
ist, a Bostonian named Elise Hall who took
up the instrument in her late forties. Better,
swingier versions of the Ravel standbys
are available from many orchestras, in-
cluding earlier recordings by the New York
Phiharmonic, but this disc is nonetheless a
well -played, excitingly recorded library -
builder.

GOLDMARK: Suites Nos. 1 and 2 for
Violin and Piano.
Ulf Wallin is whin); Bruno Canino (piano).
CPO/NAxos 999 381 (62 min). * * *
Karl Goldmark (1830-1915) lived well in-
to his ninth decade, was loved and respect-
ed by his colleagues, and is remembered
today on the strength of only one or two of
his numerous works. His expansive suites
for violin and piano, exhibiting the same
natural elegance, warmhearted lyricism,
and sense of color that illumine his Violin
Concerto and the adorable Rustic Wedding
Symphony (whose five -movement format is
more or less anticipated in the early Suite
No. 1), could hardly have more effective
advocacy than they receive here. R.F.

PRIVIN: Sonata for Cello and Piano;
Four Songs; Two Remembrances;
Vocalise.
Sylvia McNair (soprano); Yo -Yo Ma (cello);
Sandra Church (alto flute); Andre Previn
(piano). SONY 62004 (61 min). * * *
It is truly odd that this album is called
From Ordinary Things, a line from a Toni
Morrison poem, because there is nothing
ordinary about this attractive, traditional
music written for superlative performers.
The Cello Sonata is notable for its jazzy
finale and the exquisite playing of Yo -Yo
Ma. Most of the rest is dominated by the
clear, beautiful, utterly real voice of Sylvia
McNair, who sings four Morrison settings,
a charming Villa -Lobos -style vocalise for
voice, cello, and piano, and two love lyrics
translated from the German and set for
voice, alto flute, and piano. E.S.

SCHUMANN: Humoreske; Fantasie in
C Major, Op. 17.
Alicia de Larrocha (piano). RCA VICTOR
68657 (59 min). * * * *
Characteristically, Alicia de Larrocha ap-
proaches each of these contrasting works
on its own terms, directly and without fuss,

securely balancing affection with anima-
tion, and sobriety with wit, thanks to her
richly developed wisdom, technique, and
musical instinct. The sound of her piano is

exceptionally lifelike and well focused,
too. If a more fully satisfying recording of
any of Schumann's piano music has been
issued in the last dozen years, it has not
come my way. R.F.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Ballet Suites
Nos. 1 and 3; Suites for Jazz Orchestra
Nos. 1 and 2.
Frankfurt Radio Symphony, Dmitri Kitaenko
cond. RCA VICTOR 68304 (64 min). *
The ballet suites were arranged by Shosta-
kovich's friend Lev Atovmyan from the
frothiest of the composer's dance and the-
ater music. From these ballet waltzes and
polkas to the waltzes and polkas of the
jazzless "jazz orchestra" suites is no dis-
tance at all. The spirits of Offenbach and
Delibes, not Ellington or Dixieland, hover
over this desperate -to -please music. One
Kurt Weillian foxtrot has an intriguingly
sinister back -door quality; the rest is an
aging apparatchik's idea of jazz and pop.
The Russian conductor and German musi-
cians play with as much brashness as they
can muster, but except for that foxtrot, the
results are at best coy and cutesy. E.S.

CHANTICLEER: Wondrous Love.
Chanticleer (vocals). TELDEC 16676
(74 min). * * *
Chanticleer, a twelve -man ensemble that's
been a pioneer in the current vogue for un-
accompanied part singing, demonstrates
versatility as well as virtuosity in this col-
lection of folk songs from five continents.
Sophisticated arrangements make all of
them fall gratefully on American ears.

William Livingstone

PIAZZOLLA FOR TWO.
Patrick Gallois (flute); Goran Sollscher
(guitar). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 449 185
(63 min). * * *
The great tango composer Astor Piazzolla
(1921-1992) scored his 20 -minute History
of the Tango, tracing the genre's trajectory
from turn -of -the -century bordellos to the
modem concert hall, for a flute -guitar duo.
His Six Tango Etudes are a vivacious (if
finally somewhat monotonous) exercise in
musical dexterity for solo flute. The other
selections here are transcriptions of or-
chestral works that faithfully capture the
flavor of the originals. JJ.
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' CLASSICAL MUSIC
Chorus and Orchestra, James Levine cond.
SONY 66342 (two CD's, 152 min).****

t/ames Levine presents Wagner's tempes-
tuous opera in all its richness and well -

observed detail, although at times his broad
and leisurely pacing seems to undercut the
music's sustained intensity. James Morris
delivers the Dutchman's Monologue com-
mandingly, with tonal richness and variety,
but also with a widening vibrato that be-
comes particularly noticeable in the extend-
ed duet with Senta in Act II. The slow tem-
po doesn't help, yet Deborah Voigt seems
little troubled by it. Senta's driven obses-
siveness is not yet part of Voigt's portrayal.
What she offers here is cleanly focused,
bold, and accurate singing that sounds appro-
priately youthful and simply radiant in the
top register. Her duet with Ben Heppner, as
Erik, is one of the set's highlights. Heppner
is firm and strong throughout, displaying
exemplary legato in his third -act cavatina.

Paul Groves contributes a bel canto
Steersman with his attractive light tone. The
engineering gives Jan-Hendrik Rootering's
solid and jovial Daland too little presence,
and Birgitta Svenden's Mary hardly emerges
from the chorus, though the overall sound is
rich enough. Ideally, I would like more con-
trast between the lusty Norwegians and the
Dutchman's spectral crew in Act III, but the
scene comes off excitingly nonetheless, and
the Met's chorus and orchestra perform at
their top level, which is saying a lot. G.J.
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447:me .1c. "'"_`.

-+ Please call to receive a catalog on
storage cabinets you can't outgrow. '

-+
_,L4116:111W 800-387-9790 '416
-r-

Fax: 905-475-1154 www.can-am.ca +=mkt-



Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPUES, Jewel boxes, lockets
sleeves, etc. CABC0-641. BOX 821Z COWMBUS, OH 43201.
(614) 267-8468. JProtoleaoLcom

500,000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS-LPs/45s.
Fifties thru Eighties. All categories. Catalogs
available...state your interests. Want lists wel-
come. Craig Moerer, Box 42546 -AU, Portland,
OR 97242. www.records-by-mail.com

The #1 source for audioihile LP's & CD's
Analogue Productions. Mobile Fidelity. Reference, Cheskl.
Sheffield. Classic. Audioquest. DCC. Golden Strings
HDCD's. IRCA LSC, Mercury.
EMI & Decca originals &
reissues) & much more!

CATALOG
S5 USA. SID elsewhere

refunded with order. 1-800-716-3553

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expel Consultations, AM Major
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS 1-800-982-2620

AUTHORIZED

 ANN
 aftlis

 APATURE

 kTINDC NAD

 AUDIOGONTROL  NAKNACHI

CARVER  NILES AUDIO

 CELESTION  NITTY GRITTY

CWD FURNITURE  ONINIONT

 GRADO LABS ONKYO

 HARMAN KARDON  PANAMAX  VELODYNE

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

Authorized Dealer For:

 JAMO  POLK AUDIO

 KEF Pr*
LEMON  PSB SPEAKERS

 MONSTER CABLE
 SANUS FURNITURE

 SUNRRE

 SONY ES

 SOUND ANCHORS

 TARGET STANDS

 THORENS

1-800-826-0520

OUR 22ND YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER * KEF *
HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * ADCOM * NA-
KAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO * SUNFIRE *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROAC * TARGET *
VELODYNE * PSB * PANAMAX * MONSTER
CABLE * JAMO * GRADO * AUDIOCONTROL *
a/d/s * THORENS * SANUS SYSTEMS * NILES
AUDIO * OMNI MOUNT * SOUNDSTREAM *
ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER,
BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI
54143-0224.

AUTHORIZED

NJ'S LOWEST
PRICES ON

 HOME THEATER DESIGN
 AUDIO/VIDEO 

 CAR STEREO  DSS  DVD 
DAT* SUBWOOFERS 
MULTICHANNEL AMPS

ADS  AIWA  AMPRO  AR 
ATLANTIC TECH  I1C  B&O 

CARVER  CELESTION  DENON 
DCM  GRADO  HITACHI  HK  JVC 

KEF  KENWOOD  KLIPSCH 
MARANTZ  LEXICON  MIRAGE 

NAD  NAK  ONKYO  PARASOUND 
PIONEER  PSB  SHARP  SONY*

TOSHIBA  VELODYNE 
WHARFEDALE 

ZENITH AND MORE

WE BUY SELL  TRADE
INSTALL & REPAIR

SOUND & CINEMA
908-284-1251

1-888-862-8600
www soundandonema corn

Rt 202 Flemington NJ 08822
Mil PPCLUCTS CC,E T FULL

IAANUFACTUPFP OP SC t.'APQANITY

FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS, KINERGENCS,
NAD, PARASOUND, KEF, AUDIOS:WEST, KIMBER, JOLIDA,
STRAIGHTWIRE, CARVER, MORS READ BROTHERS, 593-B KING,
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29401 (803)723-7276.

41" 4410

 ABCs TECO AunAL  F.E1C. FIECCF:En

CAT the DS

.012SC  SCNY MT

 AC A.0 BA.3 IA: 3 Happy .CUSDI,NSTALLATICA1

 110 AALiSAI  h01.1EMBATER

 CABLES

,

.AcCES:FESNledium
www.Happyrdedium.com

 ADS  NM)
 AMC  NAKAMICil
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  NILES AUDIO

 BANG & OLUFSEN  OP KYO

 CARVER  PANAMA/
 CELESTION  PCLK AUDIO

 GRADO  PSB SPEAKERS

 HARMAN KARDON  SAMS SYSTEMS

 JVC  SINIFIRE
 KEF  SCNY ES

 LEXICON  TAtGET
 MONSTER CABLE  THORENS

430 Slate Safe!  Madison. WI 53703  FAX 160f) 255-4125

1-800-906 HI -Fl (4434) i

AUTHORIZED

Straight Talk...fo, 38 Ner,;-tis

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
we stock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car

Stereo, only a few stores in America can
make this statement and virtually
all d us arc located in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

-University or Kansas-

Acurus Nakamichi
Adcom Niles Audio
a/d/s/ Onkyo
Akin Onkyo Integra
Alpine Panamax
Aragon Pioneer Elite
Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
Audio Techinica Rock Solid
B&K Sams.
Bell'oggetti Sennheiser
"'B&W *Sharp Vision
Cal Audio Lab
Carver
Celestion
CWD
Devon
Dunlavy
Forte
Hailer
harmanhardon
Infinity Comp
Kimber Kable
KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Magnum -Dyne
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
 Velodync
VTL...& Mt,n:

in store demo
required at

KIEF'S
25th & lows St
L awresee, KS KOMI

12 Shownx,ms
M -T -W -T 10am -Spt,
F -S 101n-6pm

http://www.kielsay.com/

Atii)1()/vii)v()
9 1 3-S42- 1S 1 1

' POWER TO THE PEOPLE". UMBRA 1200-203W. 1-800-536-3691.
MENISCJS AUDIO GROUP, 4669 S. Division Ave. Wyoming, MI
49548 meniscusaiserv.net

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3023 E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1-800-2a3-4644.



FOR SALE FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.
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RADAR DETECTORS

NZ&

Components that
define the

PRESENT

Systems that
anticipate the

Future

(800) 947 - 4434
(310) 517- 1700 so. cal.

(310) 517-1732 fax

EXPERT ADVICE
COURTEOUS SERVICE
COMPETITIVE PRICES

18214 Dalton Ave.. Dept. SR
Gardena, CA 90248

e-mail rav201006t-rol corn

visit our web site: www.reference-ay.com
AUTRINUED IMAM to the finest brands:

ADA CITATION MAGNUM DYNALAB

ATLANTIC TECH. CREEK MERIDIAN

ADDIOEASE OCR MIRAGE

AUDIO CONTROL FANFARE

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS DINON MITSUBISHI

NAO

AUDIO POWER GRAS NESTOROVIC

AUDIOCIOEST RARER NILES

HARMAN BARDON HITT", GRITTY

INFINITY ONKYO

JAMO PIONEER ELITE

)BL SYNTHESIS PROAC

Kir PSB

KINBER EARLE ROOMTUNE

LINN SHARP

OUTRUN SME

BAG END

BALANCED AUDIO

BRYSTON

(AL AUDIO LABS

CARDAS

CARVER

CART

CELESTION

SONANCE

SONY

SPECTRON

STRAIGHTWIRF

EARLE'

THORNS

THE

TOSHIBA

TOWNSHEND

TRIAD

VON SCHWEIKERI

vP1

WIREWORLD

111.0

. . . and mare

VIDEO PLUS AUDIO
(13. Bird , 'Iwo

If you don't see what you're
looking for, please roll

SPEAKERS & SUBS At DIO COMPONENTS

How THEffER PACKCES
Acoustic Research
Atlantic Technology

Bose. Canon
harmonikardon

Jamo. JBL.
JVC. Kenwood.

Monster Cable. NAD
Sony. Toshiba. Infinity

and much more'

or call u.s or door 10 door delivery

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplusaudio.com

email: DTLVPA @aol.com

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, AND THE LOWEST PRICES!

American Buyer's Club int.

1-800-354-1324
FAX your order, 908-294-7480

Vt51T CUR UESSITE
WWW.STERECIABC.COM

n----0331=1
YAMAHA

C1
1, .20 92 CALL

HARIMONAARDON
OW, Mk II CALL

AW3S MK 77 CALL
ORNON

AO, 3:00 CALL
v1,00 AC 3

AvR1600 THY

1-1.3EFOLUBM1...
110 THR AMP

PARASOUND
PSP 1000 PRO LOGIC
HCA INAS AMP

CINEPRO
IK4 350W 
5,30.1

CARVER

I -C=13;03
PIONEER

Dv, 70(1
SONY

DvP 57000 AI I

TOSHIBA
101006 CAII

_BOSE SONY
ckinraco YAMAHA

OR 0NONEEZI Velodyne

1-1203213212112.. RI
I EDLANOH

API%

SAAR[ ) INNER
TOWER

PS/I
STRATUS COLD
STRAWS MINI

CAMBER
LASER ana 7, SERIES CALL

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM 350 T30, IN STOCK

BOSE
API 10 NEW LOW PRICE
AM 7 II LOWEST PRICE

MIRAGE
MANY MODELS CALL

BIC
V62 SI Top RATED

CALL
NEW

1-1.13=ED
HITACHI
TOSHIBA
SONY
MI111.11,1,11

VELOOYNE
110 11 LOWEST

ALIPSCH
RSA,. CALL

MIRAGE
Br. ISO TO,

For info & customer
service call

908-780-6600
MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY

5 YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

ABC 130 Highway 33  Englishtown, NJ 07726
A 1...11 are new USA merchand.se covered by the manufacturers warranty
ABCs excluvve lonmed warranty MEMBER OF THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs 8 Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-672-4268

Marl Order fetter 11711 Monarch St.,

Gorden Grove TA 92841

Retail Super Store Music To The Mos

14200 Beath Blvd., Westminster, (A 92683

(714)379 1994

pPRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTING'.

OUR 20th
YEAR!

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return and
refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for
returned merchandise, and whether
there is any "restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are
not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's war-
ranty, the seller may offer its own war-
ranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the writ-
ten warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by cred-
it card, you may have a greater recourse
in the event the advertiser does not per-
form. (Check the complaint procedures
of your credit card companies). For
phone orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of the
order, you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a let-
ter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the sell-
er's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guide-
lines, you experience a problem with a
mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.



FOR SALE FOR SALE BLANK TAPES

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
10 ORDER CALL 1-800-226-2800
http://www.wholesaleconnection.com
MIMMIZIZEIIIIM

JVC
R5518 Call
R5618 Call

TECSAEX500

Call
SAEX700 Call

KENWOOD
KRV6080 Cal
KR1/7080 Call
KRV8080 Call

PIO
VS5455 Call
VS55055 Call
VSX604S Call

AVR20 Call
AVR25 Call

I R5718 Call
85818 Call

NICS
5AEX900 Call
SATHX50 Cali

KRV9080 Call
KRV990D Call
KFIX1000 Call

EER
VSX0704S Call
VSX0903S Car
VSX0IS Call

AVR80 Call
FL8300 Call

INEI=1121:=MM
BOSE

AM5II Call
Al.1711 Call
LS12 Cal
LS20 Cal
1005 Call1518K

INFINITY
RS2000 2 Cal
RS2000 3 Cal
RS2000 4 Cal
RS2000 5 Cal
852000 6 Cal
RSVIDEO Cal

ADATTO Call
V52N Call
052cir Call

901 Cali
701 Cal
501 Ca
301 Cal

Ca l

$M65 Ca
Sk485 Cal

SM105 Cal
SM125 Cal
SM155 Ca
VIDE01 Cal

B.I.C.
V802 Cal
V504 Cal
0604 Cal

AVR70 Can

ONKYO
TXSV525 Call
TSXV727 Call

CALL FOR OTHERIIMMEECEI
JVC

XLF152 Call
XLF252 Call

TECHNICS
SLPD887 Call
SLPDI010 Call

KENWOOD
DP84080 Call
DPR5080 Call
DPR6080 Car

PIONEER
PDF605 Call
PDF805 Call

CALL FOR OTHER

1.1M/11===
JVC

TDW218 Call
TDW318 Car

TECHNICS
RSTR252 Call
RSTR373 Call

KENWOOD
KXW4080 Call

PIONEER
CTW505 Call

ONKYO
TARW4 1 I Call

CALL FOR OTHER

FL8450 Call

I DXC220 Call
DXC320 Call

BRANDS

1 XLM218 Call
I XLM418 Call

SLMC400 CallI
SLMC50 Call

OPJ1070 Call
DPJ2070 Call

I POF905 Call
PDF1005 Call

BRANDS

TDW7r8 Call
I TDV662 Cal

I R$TR575 Co

I KXW6080 Call

I CTW704RS Call

I TARW505 Call

BRANDS

INFINITY
INFINITY
MT%
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
B I C

AIWA
AIWA

Nemzcza=am
AIWA

NSXV80030 Call
NSXV9000 Call

PIONEER
CCS205 Call
CCS305 Call

JVC
U5C30 Call
IAXD47 Call

.111.2=111
JVC

KSRT4O4 Call
KSRT414 Call
KDIAK78RF Call

PIONEER
KEHP404 Cal
KEHP505 Cal
KEHP606 Cal
KEHP808 Cal
DEF-149 Cal
0E059 Cal
DE1443 Cal

KENWOOD
KRC302 Call

=
BU1 Cal
BU2 Cal
PSW101 Cal
SW200 Cal
SW300 Cal
V1000 Cal

TSW5
Cal
Cal

TSW9 Cal

I NSXAV800 Call
NSXAV900 Cal

PANASONIC
SCCH64 Call
SCCH94 Call

I IAX07T Call
MXD8T Can

KOGS711 Car
KDGS911 Call

I KDMK79RF CM

DEH53 Call
DEHP62S Cal
DEHP725 Cal
DEHP825 Cal
DEXP88 Cal
CDXFIA67 Cal
CDXFM128 Cal

KDC5005 Cal
DAT RECORDER

Pod:alio 0 Moire Call
KRC502 Call
KRC702 Call

KDC6005 Cal
KDC7005 Cal

MINI DISC RECORDER
Poitaro 0 09,0 Cail

KRC802 Call
KRC902 Call
KLOCC604 Call

KDC8005 Cal
KOCPS905 Cal
KDCGE103 Cal

DVD  Nov. 41.1,1.10Y
Radar Detectors

DSS  Ac 61.1/1,1, .1,,t/i.it,
BEL

MIIME:=IMMI
JVC

GRAX810 Can I GRAXilli 0 Call
GRAX910 Call GRVD1 Can

PANASONIC
PVID406 Call I P00506 can

SHARP
VLE39 Call I VLE49 Call

CANON SONYI
ES5000 Call CCDTRV30 Call

940, Call ses, call
850511 Cal 615011 Call

8550 Cali
WHISTLER

1430SWH Car I 1490SWH Cam

14655WH Can I
UNIDEN

LR06199 CM I LR06499 Car
LR06399 Call

Portable CD Players
SONY

D247 Call 10844 Call
0242CK Call D848 call

KENWOOD
DPC662 Call I DPC861 Call

PANASONIC
SLS24IC Call I SLSW202 Can

SLS34IC Call SLSW404 Cali
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

SONY
SPP0120 Call I SPPD900 Call
SPP025 Call SPPI0910 Cali

PANASONIC
Call KXT9550 Call

KXT9520 Call
I

KXTC930 Cal1=113==
PIONEER

CLDD505 Call I CLDD7O4 Call

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed

NEW WORLD AUDIO
WHOLESALE PRICES

 ADS
 ALPINE
 ATL. TECH
 B 0
 BOSE
 CARVER
 DENON
 HK
 INFINITY
 KENWOOD
 M K

 MB QUART
 MARANTZ
 NAK
 NILES
 NHT
 ONKYO
 SONANCE
 SONY ES
 VELODYNE
 YAMAHA
 AND MORE

(800) 311.0392
ii rhaniaat Yaers Aarranry iir NWA warranty

AUDIO VIDEO CENTER

The Best Audio & Video Equipment
From All Major Manufacturers

DENON NAKAMACHI  NAD

ONKYO  SONY ES BOSE

YAMAHA CARVER I. POLK

A.R. PSB JBL INFINITY

AND MORE!

Specialists in Home Theatre
Systems & High -End Audio

490 .Stiond .Street Pike, Southampton, PA MOO

800-220-6510

SINGERS. VOCALS
/ REMOVE -

Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available
Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Heller aid gives you the
Thompson Voc Eliminator'
Free Brochure & Demo Tape.
LT Sound Dept SR -15
7980 LT Parkway,Lithonia,GA 30 4ipt.
Internet-http:// Itsound.com
24 Flour Demonnfo Request Line (770)482-248S-Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

$/ 1 OegiM555
1234Shelmire Ave

2nd Floor

10.11 Sun 11.7 es!,
Philadelphia. PA 19111

Our Name Says It All
PRE`A108

rd Prcject: ntstS
V

cios
l

INTERCONNECTS
CD Players

And So Much More...
email HiFi4Less@aol.com

Shipping charges are non-refundable

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES! ADCOM, B&C,
BRYSTON, B&W, CARVER, CITATION, CLASSE, DE-

FINITIVE, DENON, DYNAUDIO, H/K, KEF, LEXICON,

MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, NHT, ONKYO, PIONEER,
POLK, ROTEL SUNFIRE, TANDBERG, THIEL, VE-
LODYNE, WADIA, MANY MORE. INCORPORATED
1964. NORCROSS, INC. (770) 772-7700.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-6000
We 'I .11 jay cH FIEE CA1

FUJISONY MAXELL TOE
5' iz 74 399 T7'3ii r.
0'12475: 8 99 9LI,-S 90 199 6.90 79 MI 8 12S 599

11250 169 T 120 IIGX 1 49 SA -90 1 49 13MM120 349
7508180 449 51 110 6 99 SAX -90 1 99 DR; -93 G9

51-160 7.99 CAT -114.c 7 99 SAX -100 2.49 JVCST120 599
VDW74 5.99 U035-90 899 T 110 EHG 249. 5E11-30 v.,: 99

:`K'VO60 10 59 CR 90 19 OAT .20 649 CDSX:71 r

TAPE WORLD =snow SI moil 1,4 14001 fAa 111:0322-1273
OVER 503 DIFFERENT SAP IE DAY SHIPPING 11-0 8 5

OPEN PEEL TAPE-NEW 8 USED, AS LOW AS $2.95 EACH. FREE
CATALOG. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-M, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304.

(703) 370-5555.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT& SOLD: Classical, Rock,Jcsa, Audiophile,
Etc. PReNCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulone St., Princeton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881. htlp://www.prex.com

WANTE) TUBE HI FL CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Altec, Jensen.
Maran. Leak. Quad, McIntosh. Western Electric. EV, JBL, Tan-
noy ETC Sonny (405)737-3312 Fax 3355.

TMocrlohItcs and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi, and old JBL. Attec.
EV Patncian and Western Electric speakers. David

1-80156-4434.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215)886-1650 Ext SR Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road, Jenkin-
town, PA 19046. WEB SITE Catalog: www.tsto.com

LASER VIDEO

WIDE SCREEN
MOVIES on LASERDISC

830-893-0390 215-721-8688
LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS

50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD www.I laserdisc.com
KULF'SVILLE, PA 19443 I-REE CATALOG

LOUDSPEAKERS

ROUEN FOAM?
 Simply Speakers - Factory

Authorized Service - All Brands
JBL. Bose, Advent, EPI, CV, AR,
Infinrty 8 More I

 Worldwide Service - Reconing
Refoaming,

 Huge selection of D.I.V. Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily

 Foam Rot Preventative KrTs.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1-800--.67-4041 = SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MCNISA/NOVUS/AMEX.
11203 .49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL 34622. E-MAIL:
Simplyspkr @AOLCOM, D.I.Y. KITS INCLUDE: ILLUSTRATED IN-
STRUCPONS, ADHESIVE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES /
SERVICE / WARRANTY-GUARANTEED!!

REPAIR FOAM ROT
YOURSELF!

 Sase SS1- original kill
 Kits to fit any speaker-Advent. AR. JBL.

Hose. !Mindy. EV. etc
 Surrounds, adhesive & instructions
 MC/ VISA/Discover-no CODs
 Call with make 8. model lor WS! price
 1trione 24 nrs 704-697-9001

or Toll Free 800-747-3692
PO Box 1088 Flar Rock NC 29731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
process in Stereo Review June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEW -FOAM Kits

NEW -FOAM tO0'00

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Speaker Repair 8t Replacement Parts

W,rldwide Service Since 1979

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-228-9773
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND
ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker prob-
lems www.NEWFOAM.com VISA/MC/AMEX/
DISC.

0
E BRAN

con',
SPea" vrow.Ohnl

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory
direct tom Ohm Acoustics, 241 Tootle Place. Brooklyn, NV
11205 (718) 783-1555, FAX (718) 857-2472, email
OhmSpeakererAOL.com



LOUDSPEAKERS CABLE TV CABLE TV

TUBE TRAPS-the original corner bass trap upgrade for high
end audio. Factory demo product sale: 1-800-ASC-TUBE.

HOME THEATER

INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20 page Elec-
tronic Catalog- http://www.AVHTS.com/ALLBRANDS or call
TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check our Monthly Specials!

LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS - GIANT 5' - 25' ULTRA -BRIGHT HIGH
RESOLUTION PICTURES!!! SEAMLESS SCREENS TO 251!!!"DEP1X-
ELATION PROCESSORS-, UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! FREE CATA-
LOG!!! POU-VISION (717) 489-3292.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE.. Nationwide ink be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31, Pelham.
NY 10803 (803) 233-CMLS

CABLE TV

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $14.95! See all premium and
pay -per -yew channels. Why pay hundreds more? For more
information, call 1-803-752-1389.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. ALL
BRANDS. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE MAKE YOUR BEST DEAL
WITH US! GATEWAY ELECTRONIXS 1-888-422-2533

WHOLESALE PRICING RFTS SILVERS GOLDS WIRELESS AND ALL
CABLE BOXES. MEGA 800-676-6342.

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment
Lowest prices guaranteed!

30-14, \l n,, Nark
arm,

1 -ear warrant

PLEASE HAVE NAME &
MODEL NUMBER READY..

VISA, MC, C.O.D.
VEGA ELECTRONICS

(800) 888-5585

DEALERS
WELCOME!

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE
SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. DEAL-

ERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/

C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT WE WON'T BF
UNDERSOI DIII

[ConvertersIDescramblers
Vuy direct from the wholesaler

We will beat any advertised price
1 gln7,1 Cii$1.°°?::::M 11- 800-842- 9670 i

hZplistww.cdelectronics.comIcd

m
Cable 'TV

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES. 30 DAY
MONEY-BACK/LOW PRICE GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US!
THE CABLE STORE 1-800-390-1899.

"FREE BULLET PROTECTOR
WITH EVERY CONVERTER"

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAMBLERS

CALL CABLE 1 Year Warranty
VISA -MC -COD

1-800-390-2304
CABLE IV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. FREE 30 DAY TRIAL,
FREE ONE-YEAR WARRANTY, QUAUIY EQUIPMENT. VISA/MC/
AMEX/COD. PC ELECTRONICS: 1-800-675-7125.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great Price and
Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EAGLE ELECTRON-
ICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/Amex/Disc accepted.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAM8LERS
T

1 ELECTRONICS

Visit us W
tkaelectronics corn

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL

800-729-1776
CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS

INTELESTAR

INE
Best Buys
Best Service
Full Warranty

800-835-2330
CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30 DAY
TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW EQUIP-
MENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS & C.O.D. CALL
NOW: 1-800-586-9920.
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACEMENTS FOR ALL
MAJOR BRANDS. BEST PRICES! MONEYBACK GUARANTEE!
FREE CATALOG. AUSTAR: 1-800-782-7214.

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment

WISE PRODUCTS
30 -day money back

1 -year warranty

Dealers
Welcome!

1 ) 434-2269
..'',lkillitVisa, MC, Amex, COD

TEST CHIPS FOR ALL CABLE BOXES! From $3010 $40. Guaran-
teed Qualily. Quantity Discounts. Dealers Welcome. Call TE LE -
CHIP 1-800-793-7567.

Increase Your Vision
with your own

CABLE BOX

- _

A111(11111111111
\11/41,11ERPRISE,

it'sfitit ,J ctan

1-800-715-6789
Free Catalog  Repair Service

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

13492 Research Blvd  Suite 120-232  Austin, TX 78750

* 30 day money bac
guarantee

* Quantity discount
1 -year warranty

* Dealers welcome!

(800)739-2253
www.tekview.com

LINK YOURSELF WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE

TV DESCRAMBLERS. 30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE! ALL CREDIT CARDS, C.O.D. CABLE

LINX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN: 1-800-
501-0095.

VISA
CABLE CONVERTER

DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIPS
1 800 -GO -CABLE (800.462.2253)

MON-FRI 8AM-7PM SAT 10AM-2PM
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS INC. EST. 1976

SATELLITE TV

FREE DSS TEST CARD information package. Works with new
system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711 Buford Rd., Suite 180,
Richmond, VA 23235.

Don't Buy a
Cable TV Descrambler
Until You Talk To Us!

We offer 16
Premium Channels

for only $25.00 per month

CALL TODAY

1-800-269-8601
() ch's of HBO, 3 ch's of Cinemax,
3 ch's of Showtime, 2 ch's of The

Movie Channel, Flix & The
Sundance Channel

digital concepts, inc.

To place a classified ad in the

industry leading titles of

Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.,

simply call Toll -Free and reserve

your space today!

1-800-445.6066 (gam-5pm EST)

Fax: 212-767-5624
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

PLACE
LABEL
HERE

MOVING? Please give us
8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check

box below and attach label with

corrections marked, if any.
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Celebrate
A half century of

world -class automotive
history with

ROSSO FERRARI
AT FIFTY

This

Special
Collectors
Edition

magazine will include
a historical perspective of

the man behind the machine,
where and how it all

began, early sports and
grand prix cars,

Ferrari's week-long
50th Anniversary
celebration in Italy

and much more.

Call 1-800-914-5656
to order by phone, fax you:
order to 1-714-722-1052, or

send a check or money order
for $9.95 (includes shipping

and handling) to:
Ferrari Special

Dept. N
P.O. Box 1757

Newport Beach, CA 92663

ON SALE AT
NEWSSTANDS
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THE HIGH END
COREY GREENBERG

All the Music
That's Fit to Print

Recently, a buddy in the industry
got on me for not writing about
music anymore. "You used to
mention all the latest CDs you

were listening to in your reviews - man,
it was the only reason I ever read your
stuff!" He's right, I haven't written up my
favorite CDs in a while, mainly because I
got sick of getting letters from readers
who just don't see that music is supposed
to be good first and sound good second.
"How can you review speakers with
James 'Blood' Ulmer's Black Rock? It's
not an audiophile recording!" the letters
would go, and I'd just hit the snooze but-
ton till it was time to wake up. Saving
your system for audiophile -grade record-
ings is a dead end, as anyone who's gone
down that path will testify.

As a reviewer, I've found that the best
recordings for system evaluation are those
with which you're most familiar, not nec-
essarily the ones with the best recorded
sound. Of course, you hope that the two
coincide, but if your tastes are like mine
and tend toward rock, blues, and jazz,
you're not going to see a lot of 20 -bit,
purist-miked action. The good news is
that many older recordings in these popu-
lar genres are being remixed and reissued
with the latest in digital mastering, the re-
sult being CDs that not only sound better
than the original CD versions but even
sound better than the original LPs.

I do miss writing about cool CDs I've
come across, though. So here are a few of
those I've been using to review equip-
ment with lately, all of which are good,
and some of which even sound good, too.

Charlie Hunter Quartet: Natty Dread
(Blue Note). I've been really into this guy
ever since his debut, Bing Bing Bing.
Hunter's a young Berkeley punk jazzer
who plays guitar and bass lines simulta-
neously on his custom eight -string elec-
tric guitar, and lately he's been on this se-
rious organ -trio kick, running his guitar
through a rotating Leslie organ speaker to
sound like Jimmy McGriff. On his latest
CD, Hunter, his drummer, and a pair of
saxes remake the classic Bob Marley Nat-
ty Dread album into a soul -jazz groove

workout. Very funky, and the sound quali-
ty is excellent.

Jimmy McGriff: Greatest Hits (Blue
Note). As long as we're talking about
Charlie Hunter mining Jimmy McGriff's
classic organ grooves from the 1960s and
1970s, you might as well own the origi-
nals to see why Hunter's so obsessed with
this sound. You can buy a ton of really
shoddy McGriff CDs, but this new disc is
the best collection of his funkiest work-
outs for the Sue, Veep, and Solid State la-
bels. There is no greater sound than a
Hammond B-3 organ overdriving a Leslie
speaker, and for my money, McGriff was
the coolest of the B-3 heroes. This CD
proves it.

Iggy & the Stooges: Raw Power (Colum-
bia/Legacy). One of my all-time favorite
albums, this reissue is mandatory on sev-
eral fronts. First, it's the greatest rock-
and-roll record ever to come out of the
state of Michigan, and maybe any other
state for that matter. Second, the CD has
been totally remixed from the original
master tapes by Iggy Pop himself, and the
new mix is miles tougher and gutsier than
the original LP or, especially, the old CD,
which was really tinny. On the new CD,
the shrill top end has been brought down
to a cutting snarl. Iggy's new mixes bring
out his vocals nicely, and the guitars rage
magnificently even as previously buried
details emerge, such as the wacky celeste
in "Penetration." But the real kicker is Ig-
gy's explanation in the notes of how and
why he came to remix Raw Power, in
which he effortlessly tosses off better
rock-and-roll critical writing than any of
the clueless doofuses at Rolling Stone or
Spin. This is the best record Iggy Pop ever
made, made even better. A masterpiece.

Anxious Hippy: Incoherent (by mail for
$15 from Anxious Hippy Music, P.O. Box
2133, Orinda, CA 94563). When he's not
designing high -end speakers for NHT,
Ken Kantor records original avant-garde
rock music for his own record label, Anx-
ious Hippy. Incoherent, his first release,
combines elements of the Velvet Under-

ground and Lou Reed's solo work with
some really wild spatial recording tech-
niques. If your speakers are capable of
good imaging and are properly set up,
you'll hear sounds swirling all around
your living room, moving well beyond
the outside of the stereo speaker posi-
tions. There's also some deep bass on this
disc that will push even the best subwoof-
ers to their limit. You've heard the man's
speakers, now hear this music.

Thelonious Monk Quartet: Live at Mon-
terey Jazz Festival, '63, Vol. 1 (Mobile Fi-
delity). Boy, does this MoFi remastered
1963 live recording sound good. I mean,
scary good. The liner notes list one Karl
Emil Knudsen as the producer, and all
I've got to say is, Karl baby, you the man!
Monk and the band swing like crazy, and
every last upright bass fingering and
black -key tinkle comes through in stark
clarity. A must for Monk lovers.

Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs (Mobile
Fidelity). Look, I'm the first one to admit
that this smacked -out limey Hendrix imi-
tator from the 1970s made about fifty rec-
ords that all sounded exactly alike, but
Bridge of Sighs was the best of the lot by
a hair, that hair being the one-two punch
of Trower's only hit single, "Day of the
Eagle," and the perennial bong -hit favor-
ite "Too Rolling Stoned." I dug this stuff
like crazy when I was seventeen, and with
Mobile Fidelity's fine remastering job, I
can't help but dig it all over again.

John Coltrane: Lush Life (DCC Com-
pact Classics). Fans of romantic "Mood
Indigo" jazz put off by Coltrane's edgier,
freeform Impulse recordings like A Love
Supreme will find a kinder, gentler Trane
on DCC Compact Classics' remastered
Lush Life. Recorded in 1957, this is Col-
trane at his straight -ahead best, leading
jazz stalwarts like Donald Byrd and Red
Garland through such standards as Cole
Porter's "I Love You So" and the title
track by the great Billy Strayhorn. As
usual, Steve Hoffman's remastering job is
impeccable.

The Last Poets: This Is Madness (Metro-
tone/Restless). Long out of circulation,
this 1971 collection of black -power bon-
go rants is my favorite of the Last Poets
records. Songs like "White Man's Got a
God Complex" and "O.D." gain a fresh
digital sheen. Food for thought: the engi-
neer on these sessions was none other
than Tony Bongiovi, who happens to be
the uncle of Jon Bon Jovi (guess which
one kept the original spelling of the fami-
ly name). Could young Jon have been vis-
iting Uncle Tony when all this kill -whitey
stuff was going down? Could such an ex-
perience at an early age have resulted in
"I'm a cowboy, on a steel horse I ride"?
The mind reels.
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Ken Kantor.
Co-fwir.der, Heao )7' R & D.
Aesthetic radical MIT Grad.
Anxious hippy. A.-tist.
Low-cai3rie chef. Musician.
Wears hat only in pictures.

For a NHT dealer in U.r.. or Canada: 1- .
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You've Never Heard
Horns Like These Before

0

SVA Loudspeaker HLS Loudspeaker

Introducing JBL's new
11-I LS & SVA Series

loudspeaker systems.

Remarkable technological achievern ants set
new performance standards for power, accuracy,
imaging and sound reproduction it tie home.

Nobody knows horns like JBL. And JBL's new
Constant Directivity horns with sort -come poly -
carbon ite tweeters allow you t hez-r horns the
way the world's renowned recording artists intend
them to be heard. Coupled with high-performance
woofers, these unique horns have erabled JBL to
create a new benchmark for louds3eaker perfor-
mance. With superior projectior and accurate fre-
quency resNirse. the HLS and SW. I3udspeakers
deliver smooth. clear sound anc ensue listening
satisfaction from any position ... in any room.

Available in a range of floorstandirg, bookshelf and
center -channel configurations. row at specialty
retailers throughout the USA.

V

JBL Consumer Products, 80 Crossways Park West. Woodbury, NY 11797 8500 Balboa Boulevard. Northridge, CA 91329 800-336-4-1BL vawr.jbl.com 11 A Harman Intemallonal Company


